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-N Mathematics Education Reports

7'.

Mathematics Education Reports e developed to disseminate

information concerning mathematics education docUments analyzed at
4/.

'the ERIC Clearinghouse for Science, Mathematics and Eftvironmental

Education. These reports fall into three broad categories. Research

,

reviews summarize and analyze recent esearch in specifii, areas of'

mathematics education. Resource gu esekdentifi and analyze materials
,

1 i

and refeeences for use.by mathematics teachers at all levels. Special
,

%

bibliographies announce the availaWity,ofdocuments and review the

literature in selecte4 interest areas of-mathematics education. Reports

in ach of these categories may-also be targeted for specific subpopula- .

tions of the mathematics educatioe community, yriorities for development
A

of future Mathematics Education Reports are established by the Advisory

Board of the Cente , in cooperation with.the National Council of

Teachers of Mathe tics, the Special Intereat Croup for Research in

Mathematics Ed cation, the Conference BOatd of the Mathematical Sciences,

and other profe isional groups in mathematics-education. .Individual

comments on past eports and suggestions for &ture Reports are alWays

welcomed by the As late Director.

This publication was prepared with fundIng from. the. National
Ins4tute of Education,.U.S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare under contract no. 400-78-0004.4 The °pillions

111111 expressed in thia repot-6.0:10 not necessarily reflect the.
positions or Policies of NIE or NEW.

\.



Iditor's Foreword

This publicationiwas prepared at the invitation of tha.Islatonal

Ihstitute of Education Co report on the current status,pfisath19ftitill

education in the Union ,of Soviet Socialist Republics. 104exploVeloped
by two persons who visited the Soviet Union year ago "7": 1190 ADayiEll 1. ,

and Tom:Romberg -7 and.two persons who have spent;the_pastfi4Vaial
years deriving deeply into Che available Soviet literaturellivia:ip mathe-is

matics education Mary Grace Kantowski anwsia Rachlt9, ,14ey were
ided by the specific knowledge of others,-whom-they--ackgewifedr:

The chapt.effi unfold the pttrceptions A.Dayia'and.Romberg, writing
from the immedicacy of their visit with AL,q-kalaidosppe f Observations'
of Soviet school, and discussions with eading' Saviet.:educators2, In

contrast are the careful analyse's of Kantowski ahd Racblin,'unfolding
their impressions gleaned from readitig repoits on Somilet esearch techtt'-'
iques and findings. The curriculum inSoviet achooM,,instructional
practices, research idea-s, and the general milieu of the students,
teachers, parents, and others.in a system that has different heritage,
andthus different strengths and weaknessea, °from the American syste'm
are presented.4

ERIC/SMEKC is pleased to make this book .available ro readers. It

provides information and'impressions, and 1.0,44ate8 riome benefits of
international comparisons. ,The need for a reanalysis of what research
and development in curriculhm and instruction are all about is thus .

apparent. ,

Marilyn N..Suydam
, Editor

4
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Chapter I
4.

Explanation of the Present Document

Robert B. Davis

In'the spring of 1979, tb.e National Institute ofEducatien requested
theprepAration of an a,palytic report on "NathematIcs Education.in the
UniOn.OfSviet Sociaint Repubfics" that should inClude information on
the following matters:

' 1) A desC(iption of the state of educational vesearch, development;
and practice ip.the U.S.S.R.. in the area of'the teaching and
learning of mathema4cs.

2) Opportunities for the United States to conduct alservational
research on Soviet.practices in the teaching ana learning of

mathematics, and of reseaTch and develoiment in mathematics

education.

-3) Areas in which Soviet research co0.41 ephance U.S. researchers
ability to define research questions sr approach reiearch

problems differently, or in which Soyiet practice might be .

especially relevantt to the

- .

4) A .selected bii)liograPhy of the most important publications

in the field.

N.11E. further requested that partidulaily careful attentio should be

paid to two matters: the effective improvement of actual dily
mom practace, and the question of.educational equity. .

The present report is a-response to this assignment, prepared by
a gtoup of u,p. researchers each of whom hat, some knowledge of Soviet

work.

The form of this report deserveS explanation. Ami:analysis-of',.

Aoviet research and developmept (7R and D") in mathematics education
.involves some fundamental judgmentS that are mattemoi disagreement
eiren among reasonable pecele. 1kt-first glance, one .might. say that

-railearch seeks the truth about reality, and development istoncierned
both with theamprovement of practice and with the erection of better-.
tools for future research. Isn't, this.clearly objeetive,-,and raised
above the level of possible disagreemenist

In fact, it. is not. Whatever R and D is dOnivirooes out.of the
Avielity of existing classroom practiceswhiGhYary"-coneidWrably, and'

are not the'same in the U.S.sapd in the U.S.S.R.7-ame is done in.

response to perceptions ofsehatris'needed, what is possible, and what
would be valuable. But there are varfations of emote eUbtle soft:

k
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Research grows out of exiseing conceptualizations.. Ao Kuhn (14
points gut, when Lavoisier and Priestley independently heated an orange
powdef-and obtained a colorless gas, their realities were essential
the same. Their conceptualizationst however, were entirely differe3.
Priestley conceppalized this reality in.terma of adding the fluid
caloric rm-the powder, and obtaining dephlogisticsted air as a Tesult.
Lavoiaier, oh the other hand, invited the idea of "elements" and "com-
pounds," and concluded that the red poWer was a coppound which, upon
being heated, had decomposed into its elements. 'Despite correspondenee
between them, neither was able to convince the other: .

It may well be the case Qat a human beim "tinking mathematicai
thoughts," and human students in a sociaf situation which-is intended
to help them learn mathematics, are both realities lit least as complex
as the orange powder of Lavoisier and Priestley, and at lealt as sus-.
ceptible 0 alternative conceptualization: Inaeed, anyofte familiar
with mathemarics education over the past five OT six decades can hardly
dbubt it.

In fact, a maior riart of the value in studVing Soviet mathematics
education is to learn 'from the contrastb between their conceptualiza-:-.
tiona and those. that are current in the'United States.1 One must realize
lhat the goal is nbt tdecide who is right and who ierwrodg..-Probably

tilk- no conceptualization represents the whole'truth. The goal, rather; is
to compare and contrast alternative conceptualizations, thereby mkving
on to new and improved conceptualizations.

.

But even within the United States there am differentsonceptuali-%.
zations, both as to how to analyze "mathethaticafthought" in all its'

diverse ramifications,4and also as to how to analyze the social settings
and activities that constitute the teaching and learning of Mathematics.
Mathematical thought is considered by some oboe 're to be the-rote,
process of cairying out an'explicit mnorized al orithmic procedure,
by others to be a sophisticated proce s of combin'tp procedures and'
creatively modifying procedures (evei to the point of:inventing new
ones), and by yet other observers t be a complex process invelving.meta-
language, heuristics, and so forth. Over the content of mathematics to
be learned there are disagreemenqs, as there are over the questions of
what kind of behaviors to.expect,1 and unde'r what conditions. (Should a.
calculus, test be open-,book? Should students be allowed tb uie hand-held
calculatoEs on a test? Should studenta.know immediately the factorita- mr

tion of x) + 1, or may they'take time to work.it.out? Should mathematics
tests be'timed, or should students be allowed all the time they need?
Should two students be allowed to collaborate..in solving a problem? Mnst.
Students be able to justify on logical grounds the steplo they take? The
liit of uncertainties is very long; and range from minute'details to the.
most sweeping fundamentals.)

We are, in general, more interested in major differences in 9oncap-
tualizations than'izdetails. If the phenomena.themsolVlas aro viewed
differently, there are perhaps even greater differendes in answers to
the quemxion of how to study 'thee vhmmomena and what sort of'"know--.
ledge" to seek. Are case studies seful? Should individual differences
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be des ibqd in terms of a small number of variables, mostly numerical

(as in re rting that a student has an A.Q. of 142)? Should one observe

primarilYi (o olely) the products of a student's mathematical effort-

(which usually means the stlident's.finarlidswers),-,, or should one study

the progess by which these'answers were produced

pecadse of the range of different concepti,Jtzations,L even among

present-day U.S. experts, ihfs report has been-prepared by a grow of
cbllaborators, each of whom attempts to build on his or her own concep-
..
tualizationw, values, and judgments. We believe this offers-a sounder
basis for conclusions than could be obtained from aqp singXe perspec- .

tive. In point of fact, however, there is a fairly spubsteat4a1 agree-

ment.on the main matters the are diacussed) (The authors Of tho

various chapters-are explicitly identified. -In addition to the main
#

group of cbllaborators--Sidney Rachlin, The University of Calgary;i

Thomas Romberg;The Universily of Wisconsin-Madison; Mtn* Grace
kantowski, University of Florida; and Robert B. Davis, University of t".

Illinois, Urbana/Champaigd--important tssietance has been rebeived

froth Bruce Vogeli, Jeremy Kilpatrick, Waltex Reitman, Izaak Rirszup,

*Leon Henkin, Lee Shulman, Donald Michie,Teter Maggs, and Harold

Hodgkinsom.)

Given the uncertaintles, ambiguities, lacunae, and disagreements that

we have encountered fn our'attempts to assemble relevant descriptive
materials, we are well aware that ;ere' are almost certainly both gaps

_and errors in our final result. Wewask readers to accept this report

for what it is: the Udstdescription of Soviet R and D in mathe-
matics education, and its relevance to U.S. practice, that we cduld

put together wl,thin reasonable constraints on.trime and gther resources.

Readers who send us corrections or additions will find us grateful, and

not. disposed to argue.

sur

sr,
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Common Practices in Present Soviet Schools

Robert B. Davis and Thomas A. Romberg].

A. Some General Remarks

7

('
Within the past 15 months, both of us have had opportunities, as''

official U.S. delegates and guests of the Soviet government, to visit
/schools in several cities in the 1P.S.S.R.2 Considering the size of

the U.S.S.R., the diversity of langnages3 and cultures which it
includes'(e.g., Eskimoes), the range of life styles (from peasants to
nuclear physicists, from sparsely populated rural areas to Moscow and
Leningrad, from the Baltic to the Arctic), and the range'Of cultures
(northern European,, southern Europeap, Asian, and so forth), we sus-
pect that at best we have seen very, very little of schooling in the'

U.S.S.R. There is the further problem thatire have seen a non-random
sample of Soviet schools. Yet both of us iddependently arrived at
similar conclusions, which Nave subsequently been compared with those

4 of Bronfenbrenner (1970) and of Smith (1977) and foetal to be substan-
tially-similar. Hence, we have some confidenceythat our perceptions
correspond to at least' a piece of the reality,of'Soviet schools.

/1. The first thing that strikes you, the moment you enter A
Soviet school, .jts the orderliness'. Children are polite to adulis,
polite to one ranother, and attentive during lectures.. For U.S.
visitors, this is a surprising novelty.

2. To the prededing remark another Must be added immediately:,

a visitor can see no evidence of blatant force or compulsion. Arch-
itecturally, schools are reasonably open and inviting. There are no

police in sight. Windows are not barred, there is no great prevalence
of locked doors, keys, and so forth. Clearly, there is adult control
--a world of children would be far-less orderly--but the controls are

subtle, even warm and loving.
4411

3. That brings us .to a tat point, on which we. rely primarily*.

on the reports of Urie.Bronfenbrenner, Hedrick Smith, and Harold
Hodgkinson: the.Russians give a very high priority, and a deep, warm
affection, to children. The Soviets provide food, clothing, and

W. wish to acknowledge ths.valuable assistance ok Bruce Vogeli end
Harold Hodgkinson in putting together this view of.Rissian schools:

2Specifically, Moscow, Leningrad, Ta.l1in, and Kiev.

3For example, it
i
i Worth.recalIing that Russian is tha principal lan-
h.guage of less t SO percent of the populationef the U.S.S.R.

1:1
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medicaX care lavishly to children--far mo avishly than to adults.

ChIldret who don't even like caviar may get some, at tho Axpense of

adults Olo crave it (and it is typically in short supply). 'The

Soviets claim that elrery school has its own full-time physician,

desPite evidence of inadequate medical care of adults. Grandmotherw

wait outside schools to walk home with their. grandchildren. When thU

movie The Russians Are Coming portrays SciViet sailors abandoning other

-activities tto rescue a chin who iS in danger, the film is true to a

deep trait.in Russian character. Many generally similar incidents

have been reported. This looks very strange to the eyes of an

Americaq .visitor.

Workers,'astronauts, and top-level-scientists all find time to

work with young people: the astronaut.Yurie Gagarin,spoileers a club

in the Moscow Pioneer Palace; A. N. )(olmogoroff, one of the greatest

mathilkaticians of the twentieth cettury,=sponsorsia htgh school and

teaches im it three times a week. (The tradition is notnew: 'Leo
Tolstoy created and operated a school for peasant children.)

Responsibility for young children is enthusiastically accepted

even by teenagers; there are many reports of teenagers spontaneously
(and affectionately) showing care and.concern-fdr children,,strangsra

to them, whom they encounter.op. the stre-it,

-

:

4. One of the most
4
strikihg c'hiracteristics' of SovtecAh640

and of Soviet life in general, is the;colZecawz, A siudent

of a groUp of students, ana everstudent ii the.grOup has respttfr
bility for every other student in the gionp: ,If a studeht is not .

learning satisfactorily, the group--talled the ''collective"7-must deal
with the problem. Similarly, if 4 student is not doing his or her

homework, or is being tardy, the group takes action.

f

scr

.0

Nor is ge collective limited to_students in school. Even the

American visitor, traveling for two weeks with a group of Soviet and.
-.-

American educators, ands that he or she.is a member of a collective.
-or

In fact, it can be a surprisingly supportive ind reassuring anviron-

ment--one is never alone, never faces alone the problems of currency

or transportation or housing. The welfare of everY member of the group

is the business of--indeed, the responsibility.of--every member of the

group.
. .

5. Hedrick Smith reports on "parents night" in a Soviet school.,

In the-U.S., parents night is tyPically an occasion for teachers to

report to parents, to be questioned by parents, not infrequently to
be accosted by parental complaints, requests, and demands.. One might

give the capsule description: phrents sit in judgment on teachers.

Parents night in the U.S.S.R. is quite the opine
of authority is the teacher's. If Ivan has not been
46ik, this deficiedcy will be publicly proclaimed, and I

The voice
his home-,
s parents



w111'be.publjely:admoheof_and told that they.meat -correct-the problem.4' '
:There are even reports Of authorities restricting the vacaiions awarded
to,partnts of childten It are'doing poorly 'Ali Ichool.5 \.

.

. ,
I. st.

6. The general atmosphere in schools is regularly reported as
warm4,\caripg,, even loving.

"'4111

7. Xf a grat deal is giVen's: children,-that does NOT include
. ndividual.choice. The same Is true for visiting U.S, guesis: the ,

collective provtded,gobd anthexcillent,entertainmqnt,: but IA this
evening's scheaule calls ,for going to the clicus, Russians'will not be
.vrepared for an individual member of the co ective to express a pre-
ferece for going to the ballet. That sort,of thidg simply isn't done.

,

8. In regard to thr general appearande of Soviet schools that we
visited, physically the rooms were clean, well-lit, well-equipped, and
attractively decOrated. The walls displayed a.pro'44014,11 of socisl

consciousness statements ("A Pioneer does his homeWldrikcatefully." "A
Pioneer obeys his parentsy"). Classrooms had paired rhoix0. of desks
firmly fixed to the flobr.- Students were dressed in AIM:Torras, raised
their hands to be called on, and st d up to recite. However, students
did talk quietly to their deskmatei with whom they share answers and
discuss fhe work. [Indeed, Soviet,students spend more time copying
answers from oth r studehts; or from the teacher's work, than an
American visiçpf is prepared to accept. This copying is NOT cheating:
it is an offi ial (and very common) form of-"helptng."]-

9. As to the pole of Soviet teachers, beginning wtth the fourth
grade, mathematics is carJayd, taught by a specialist'teacher who teaches
nothing but mathematics. This applies to every grade level; from grade
four upward.

Furthermore, it is always taught in the same way in every class,-
room throughout the country. Teachers follow a prescribed didacttc
sequence involvini first a lecture, then questions. Students.fóllow
in somewhat rote fashion, upon the prodding of,teachers.. In the Soviet
insttuctional system, the teacher is viowed as a conduit. Teachers ere
NOT supposed to adapt or change materials to, meet the needs of their
students. Teachers are not seen.as professional decisiOn-aakers respon-
sible for planning the curriculum 4

4
Here again we see the collective in operation: "Home assignments" --work'
that a child should do at home--is, in effect, a cesponsibility of-the
"home collective." The family is responsible for making sure that Ivan
gets the work done, mid assists him with it. If the child does not get
it done, it is not his fault alone: it is the whole'fmilly's fault.

.:5Parnts ire expected-to,assist the school-mot only le the matter of hole
assignments, but in other things as well. We have visited schools and
found parents making itookshelves, flooding a playground to make an' ice

rink, etc. Parents are expected to assist ih the operationof the school.
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The job of.a school teacher in the U.S4.R. is Co carry out a

well-designed, carefully elaborated program of instruction.. Indeded,

inspectors check On teliCbers to see that they are teaching the

syllabud as intended. ,If ja teacher wants to adapt a program of.

instruction, it ia expected that.he. or she will get permission and

an inspector will in turn check to seedthat there 14s a rationale for
making the adaptation, and that'the results of the adaptation are

appropriate. It 4's assumed that-teach4rs tsreat all students equally.,

In summary, teaching in a Soviet classroom is more formal and .

institUtionally structured than in U.S. cladsrooms. The teacher's

role.is functionally prestribed. Nonetheless--perhaps surprisingly--
.-the School atmosphere is markedly one that is .caring and supportive.

1Q. The organization of the schools differi from.that in the U.S.

The education of the young is defined"differentlx in the U.S.S.R., as
we shall see in later sections. But it would- be fair to say that, to

begin with, it is split into two parts: schools.and Pioneer Palaces.

From morning through early afternood each child attends a school.

tn late afternoon, nearly all childre9;attend a quite different insfi-

tution, known as a Pioneer Palace. The Piodeer Palace--possibly one

of the most iMpressive structures in town--is something p.ke a Combin-

ation, in a single institution snd a single building, of.whAt ih'the

U.S. would be parceled out to many different institutions: the YMCA/

YWCA, museums, zoos, Boy Scouts and Girl Scouts, piano lessons, music
clubs, student orchestras, computer clubts, ballet lessons, and so

forth.

In a Pioneer Palace ydu may find:

a) a "Srienkiship Club," composed of children who are learning
Euglieht and who correspond with child* in schoOl in various,
English-speaking countries around the world, read books (in
'Rngligh) from the U.S., etc.

,s, A

bY 'Iodkiet classes (Russia is, after all, Russia)

*amipmitIkr,club, where students make and use computeré
.e

iTIOrre astronauts" club, which has flight simulators and
*4r-equipment

e) a radio club, where students make. radios,
,

,S'., -0. a zoo, where students care for the animals

. r

a "future farmers" club, Where students leart about mgri-
4.' 4

culture
't..:'

._,

h) classes in..painting,-cerimics, and sculpture

i) cooking classes
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classes in *dressmaking

k) clisses' in interior decoration

1) science ilubs

m). swimming instruction

.104 classes in how to set'a table,'how to enoirtain, "good
manners," tete. 1

-o). a model railroad club

p) an.aquarium cared for by students

q) a drama club

and special interest clubs of other types. .

S.

The personnel at a Pigneer Palace have quite different educatio9a1
/7---1nckgrounds from those in schools. They may be'chemists, working paft

thne (perhaps as volunteers) at the Pioneer Palace. Some actually are
ppafessional astronauts.

One-immediate consequence of the dual system is-important for.U.S.
educators: because'the "activity" and "special interest" classes are -

in the Pioneer Palace, they are not in schools. The schOol is a formal,

academic place. The familiar U.S. problem of seeing demanding courses
in Euclidean geotetry or English losing out in tfie competition viith
more "exciting" (and leas demanding) 'courser, in ftlm-making,'shop, the

'lyrics of rock music, or television viewing cannot occur in 'Soviet
schools. These "activity" and "special interest" cdu*ses are not paPt
pf the echool at all. They happen at a different time and in a differ-7'

ent place. The school deals with the serious academic subjects. '

B. Soviet Schools and Curricula

Deferring, for the moment, any further discussion. of Pioneer
Palaces, we turn exclusively to the question of Soviet schools, which
children typically attend for the-morning pnd the earlier part of the
afternoon. Descriptions of. the Soviet system vary someehat (as do
descriptions of the U.S. system), but-the geheralpattern seen, to be'
as follows.

General Pdttern

I. For the youngest children--belaw age 7 it new'system of early
childhood education has recently been devised, and is nms'in the pro-
cess of being implemented. These schools are an impressive innovation,
accepting (if parenti,request) even very young infants, and placing
equal emphasis on atademic learning, "up-bringing" (an interesting
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Soviet feature which we discusa"below), physical care, and,social
development. Theae schools 'are- unmistaksably wOrthy 9f ptudy in them-
selveft; since, however,, they do relatively little.in,the way of teach-
ing mathematica, we do not consider.ttiem 'extensively in the prEsent

report.
-

1

.2. For children from age T to age 15 there..is a single.kin of

school; sometimes called thd "eight-year,school." Ibis may, in. act,
be a separate school, or may_ be part of a so-cailee "ten-year 944161,"
enrolling stuaents from.age 7 through age 17 (Shabanowitz, 1978, p.25). ,

4

3: The first three years.of!the "eight-year schmol" (or of thA
"ten-year school").may be separated, constitdtiing a primary school
(ShabanowItz, 1978, p.'25), although just how distinct these primary
schools are (or, conversely, how cOmpletely integrated into the eight-
or ten-year school) is a matter on which various reports do mot agree.
The distinction may or may not be importantwithin the..U.S., for
example, there are isolated cases where all fourth grades meet in a
separate building, cases where grades 1-3,memt lm one building, and
'grades 4-26 meet in a separate building, casem where f fth.grades meet
in a serrate building, and so on. These special arràtemens are
usually either the rdsult of attempts to make effectiv use of existing
buildings of varying sizes, or are caused by constra1,xks in school bus
schedules, or represent attempts at improving racialjintegratlon.
Perhaps they do not alter the broad pattern oJL8c schools, but con-
sideting them can greatly--and perhapi disproportionatelycomplicate
the task of describing U.S. schools. Presumably theme are similar 1

variations among Soviet schools.

4. Tfius the eight- or ten-year school can be thought of, at least
roughly, as a Soviet equivalentlbf grades 1 through 12 in the United
,States. What is especially striking to U.S. Observers is the absence
of "tracking" or "homogenized classes" in the usual eight- or'ten-year
schools. The Soviets believe strongly in the goal of giving.all citi-
zens the same education--at least in this basic sense--and are very
proud of their success in achieving this. To &MACAU eyes this is
very strange indeed, perhaps even incredible. Within the scope of
these eight,- or ten-year schools there is apparently, np division into
a ''college preparatory" track, a "business" or "retail" track, a
"vocational" or "shop" track, or other tracks. There-is just one
single vtrsion of education, the same for everybody.

4'
Well, not quite everybody, as we ahall.presmmtly see. The'Soviets

have some remarkable arrangements for a small number of gifted students,
and provide some other forms of variation. But for east students, from
the time they,are 7 until they are 15 or so, there ls a single batic
educational.program, exactly the same for everyone.

5. Attached to the top end Of theielght.;.year school (thereby trans-
forming it to a "ten-year school")-, or perhaps existin g. keparately, one
finds at least four kinds of schpols: the "aecordary general polytech-
nical school" for ages 15-to 17, the "secondary apecialited.schools" for
ages 15 to 19, the "evenini shift" schools and the "Correspondence
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schools" for ages 15 to 18, and the "vdCatienal-technical schoole"
(Shabanowitz, 1978, pp. 24-25). it is at'this pclint.that.the major
alternatives in Soviet education--analogous tb "tracking" In the U.S.

--m4ke their appearance. These alternatives correspon4 roughly to
U.S. alternatives provided by "votational" tracks, b "commercial"
trackp, by "college preparatory" tracks, and by cosa4nity 'colleges,

Ilthough we shal not try to match the possible,rout of a Soviet . .

-1/4h student throngh the varions sehoole With Corresponding rOutes of U.S. ,

students along the variety of paths that are possible here. Our .

present data are not good enough to justify such an attempt at making

correspondentes.

6, Soviet Ikchools meet six days a ,

The school year lasts.from 35 weeks to 38 Wee
level.

nday through Saturday'.
, depending upon grade

7. According to Shabanowi z (1)780 p. 25) a student who receives
unsatisfactory grades in thre or more suOjects must repeat that year
(in U.S. language, the stildent" would be "kept back" or "not promoted").

-

B. Shabanowitz (1978p. 26) also reports that any Soviet citizen
who completes (at least) apdae 10 is eligibte,for admission to highei

education. There are, however, competitive.examinations for admission
Oa higher education programs.

,

9

9 h,basic eight-year school is reported ae offekring the folliowL:

Ing subjecti Russian language, world literature; World history, social
-sciences, natu al histOry, geography, biology,'physits,''astronomy,
ing, chemistry,. English, other foreign languages; physical culture,
labor training--and,' of course, mathematics. This ie reported' as the
universal curriculum for alL Soviet students ftom ago 7 to 15.

(One has the very strong sense that something here is bein mis-
translated,,or otherwise mieunderstood; a persistent theme in U.S.
attempti to describe and undeavand Soviet educational practice--and

. even more so in the case of iesearch and educational theory--is the need
for clarification and specificity. There is no shortage of reasons for
doubting the completeness and correctness of our present descriptions.
Getting clear and accnrate.descriptions could be a etrong first step
toward more effective communication. Certainly, a s'cbool program as
heavily academic 4s the one just described, required for every student,
would not be considered a realistic possibility in the United States at '
the prebent time. How, then, can it iucceed in the Soviet Union? There

4s much here that requires further clarification.)

IO. The present situation can, to some extent, be clarified by
considering how Russian and Soviet education has evolved. The history
of Russian schooling can be seen as the story of tryilig to accomplish

four main goals:

70 taking the diverse collection .of schoole of the Russian past
rangiNg.fram the Smolny Institute "for young. ladies of noble
birth,"-founded in 1764, and the Moscow School of Mathematical
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and Navigational Sciencds, founded by Pater the-Great in.1701
(which, at Ehat time, was one of the leedingmsthematicat
schools-in the world), to one-year village schools that taught

some reading, some writing, and the four op4ratiCons of addi-
tiOne_subtraction, multiVlication, and divisionv-end from such
beginnings, creatidgba unified nation-wide system of schools...

that would\vrovide-identical educational opportunities to
, every child.in the U.S.S.R.;

b) within the framework of a deep.and pul1ic1y declared belief in

ihe equality of all humans, and in the desirability of an.
egalitarian eociety, somehow providing for individual differ-
ences in people, amd'for the national economic need for a
diversified work force;

c) relating education to the practical world of work, including
the provision of "lahor experiences" for all studenta;

d) using systematic study4"educational res'earch") as a tool to

improve the oPeration 61 the educational systei.

A great deal of what has ha4ened can be seen in relation to these

four themes. In particular, there has been a history of efforts to get
all childrai to work.in some induatty or productive labor, countered by

an opposing pressure to keepihtudents. at york learning trigonometry
calculus apd English instead of "running off ppk the countryside toj1elp

bring in the crops.h The morel-work-vs.-More-study pendulum has aifready

had several swings (cf., e.g., Vogeli, 1968; Vogeli, 1971; Shabs:n witz,

1978). Prominent Soviet professitinal mathematicians have argued the

need to modernize the mathematical content taught in 'schools, which is,

pefhaps one aspect of.the general problem of relating scheol to the

outside-of-school world of work--in this case, OD profeskional work in
mathematics, science, and engineering. In most cases, however, "labor
education" probably refers more to work in factories and on'farmA than
it does to sophisticated professions.

11. "Kindergarten" in theiU.S.S.R. is sometimes taken to mean a
1

school that is attended for as 1ong4s four years, from age three yntil

age seven.. The actual patterns of attendance heem to vary considerably;
for.'exaMple; Taruntaeva (1971) says: '!If the children previously
attended nursery schoOl, and directly entered the second of the four'
kindergarten years frda their first year, mathematics activities can
begin...immediately after September.417 The interesting ioord here, of

course, is "If."
.

The mathematical content dealt with in the four years of kinder-
,

garten.is deecribed as: "numbers and Counting,","eialk,"."shape,"
"orientation and spaee," and'"orientation and time." This work may
include the beginnings of a faitly wide range of mathematical skills

and understandings. Taruntaeve (1971) lists "viaion of a whole object

as it can be divided into equal parts" and "development.of the visual
estimation ability of the children*" as wall as "orientation in space--
to be able to determine'the position of sone obj not only with
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.4 xespect to [the student] himself, but also with respect to some other
person." Vocabulary includes: cube, large, small, short; very short,
square, triangle, left side, right sae, morning, day, evening, night,
widest, narrower, circik rectangle, sphere, tylinder, in fiont of me,
above me, today, komorrow, fast; slow, and so on. .

12. An a further atteppt to define and clarify Soviet practice, --.-
,

, -
consider the third-srade curriculum: The "third grade" in an eight- ,

year\or ten-year school enrolls nine- and ten-year-olds. [Notice, ai-
/

..---

0-
this\instance suggests,,that "grade 3" in Soviet sahools is ipmethibg ,

of a Match, in terms of the chronological age of the stndente, to "grade /
. /

.5"-(or at least Pgrade 4") in the U.S. With.thie.in mind, much of the
Soviet mathematics curriculum does not seem _unduly advanced, but some
isolated items do seem .surprApingly advanced (e.g., proofs by mathe-
matical induction in grade 9).1 Pchelko (1971) reports that the mathe- .
matical content of grade 3 includes:

skill in reading and Writing multi-digit numbers

the place-value meaning of digits

"smaller than" and "greater than," as applied to four-,
five- or seven six-digit numbers

expanded notation" for place7value numerals decimal
base only)

measuring lengthil (metric)

measuring weight (metric)

,the siudy of tAe four lirithmetic operations for multi-

.
digit lbers

I

the solution of "missing addend" or "missing minuend",
problems such-as 18 x 60, or x-16 ws.64, etc.,6

experience with expressions such as (932-256) 4- (68-17)

ability to solve wotd probleMs such as:

"1 ton of potatoes was taken from three sections: 450
kilograms.from the firstI and 3 times less from the
second. How many kilograms of poeatoes were taken from
the third section?"

the order of operations,and.the use of pareptheses (e.g.,
finding the value of 72 2 - 40 4- 2)

A
-Here,'once again, we are unezpqctedly confronted by rote teaching and
learning, in a highly verbal form--after some initial'experienclai.
children are to memorize the appropriate rules,: "TO fit4 the unknown, ,

4 eddend, One must subtract the known.addend from the sum," and so on.

i9
1 ,

A
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For futther details on the Sol/let curriJiium in mathematics; plealls

see Chapter IV of this report.

13. One of the most'striking ways in Which"the Soviet-mathematics
curriculum--and Soviet teaching practice--differ from U.S. practice is

this: for the entire U.S.S.P. there is a 'single mathematics curricut-
lum, specified in extremely minute detail, that is to be implemental-in
every classroom across the nation. The degree of Tpecificity will amaze

U.S. observers!

So great is the uniformity that Pchelko (1971, pp. 109, 118-120),
speaking fo every third-grade teacher across the'vast Soviet aatiOn,
can write:,

"We shall* now turn to specific subjects Vithin.the curriculum
and [wiOin] the third grade textbook...".

"In the second lessdn, the students are given the rule for
solving eXamples 1.9 which various operations arelmvolved, for
ial3tance:

6-5 + 8-7 60 - 32 4-2

72 2 - 40 .42 52 + 10 ' 4"

"1n...the new mathematics textbooks, much attention is given
to the study of the interrelationship of qbantities that are in
proportion ba. one /mother, [either] direct...(o,r) inverse...
Such quantities.as price, number, cost, speed, time, and dis-
tance are distinguished in t4e textbook, and the interrelation-
ships between them are traced with tables (see tables on pp. '93,
101 and 104 [these references are-to the t=tbook used by all
third-grade teachers, and are NOT references to Pchelko's dis-
cussion of the third-grade curriculum)).

,(

[cf.) The assignment:

Make up and solve problems on the basis of the following data:

/ Speed

12 km. per hr.

x km. per hr.

12 km. per hr.

Time

4 hr.

4 hr..

x hr.

Distance

x im.

48 km.

.40 kmt

":..After considering this table, it is,ussful to suggest that
the students solve Problem No. 787 following it with these same
.quantitles and write it in short form in the table. ..."

"[A similar] table is also.giVen in the text [deslingYwith Cho
quantities pr ce, number, and cost (Problem No. 890." .
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This level of specific;ity, in addresking all-third-grade teachere
in the U.S.S.R., gefer:ring to textbook problems by nmmber, and des-
cribing atactly how.every atudent,shoUld write his or her response,
is almost unthinkable,to the U.S. observer. It implies a degree of'
uniformity'nation-vlde that the U*S. does not seek on even a city-
wide basis, It implies to teacher judgment no role At all
in shaping the curriculum, or even individual assignmeas. And it ,

implies no adjustments for individUal diffesre4es between different
students.

r

14. In the present section we have attempted td distinguish three
levels of Soviet education:

r A
a) "kindergarten" and early childhood education, for children

youngr than seven years of age;

b) the basic "elementary and seoondary"--education, provided
typically in an "eight7year school" (orin the first eight
years of a "ten-year schod1"), for children froM age 7 to
(about) age 17;

c).., the late secondary, trade er,Olool, vocational school, junior
college, or community college .4.evel (to seek U.S. parallels),
which may be,provided eitCer Apaiately,,or ela ap the final
few years tn a "ten,year schoOr,(or some roughly similar
ariangement), for students (roughly) 15 years old to 19- years
old.

We to give some degree of specific definition to the
cu rtculum in the eight- or ten-year scheg by looking briefly at the
mathematics content of the third grade. Me.conclude this section with
some gener.al remarks about the mathematics curriculum in the ten-year
school, and soye consideration of external factors which relate to
basic school.sePeration, such as teacher education, cultural impera-
ttves, and needs of the Soviet economy.

The Mathematics Curriculum in the Ten-year School

Our information about the present-day mathematics curriculum in
the ten-year sehool isi of course, sketchy. However, it seems almost

ing at least occaiionally high levels of expectation and of abstraction
uses mathematical induction for some rather complicated proofs, suggest-
some U.S. programs (cf., e.g., Davydov, 1975). A ninth-grade Soviet textbook

certain that tor younger children the program, as par; of Soviet "new
mathematics," became cognitively more sophisticated, somewhat resembling

or formality.

From this and,other obiervations, We &ave came to suspect that
there may be an extrdie formalizition of many .subject*--particularly
mathematics and the sciences--in Soviet schoola . lUm fact, Soviet
educators have didtussed with us the extreme difficulty of the mattio-

% matics curriculum that seems to have resulted from Sovimt-style "new Alk
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A

mathematics." There are Many reports of teachers haVing difficulty
teaching. the new cukriculum. In the U.S.S.R., as in'the U.S., ii_wes

realizeiti that teachers wou1d_a4Led special training to ptepare them to

teach ebb "new mathematics" curficula. _In bofh countries, it,seems,

insufficient teacher training wap actuallTprovided, In the U.S.S.R.,

there are reports of large numbers of students failing (and.hating).

matheitatics, apparently to a greater extent than fOrmerly, although ; .

there are.also reports..that teachers have been working together, hel -

ing one another (and learning which sections in the books to leave of.it
ri

or gloss over), Ad that the situation'is improving.

4T
the following excetpt from A observer report ia tyPical:

... in one school we visited; T saw a teather who frankly did-
not understand what she was teaching. The lesson was to prove .

some elementary propositions in.transformational geometry yith
respect to parallels and perpendicUlars. She described to)ne
beiore class what slite was attempting to do. She had diffi-
culty getting students to respond during lecture-recitation.; in
fact, her frustration level was high. She got only about 4
third of the way through the lesson and then in frustration

,gave the students thq rest of the assignment as additional

.homework. It reminded me of classes I have seen in the United

States. I might add this was an experienced teacher, with a
very good group of students. (Romberg,c 1979, pp.-9-10)

Teacher Education in the U.S.S.R.

Recall that the ten-year school -is not necessarily divided into
"elementary" and ."secondary." ,Recail also that al/ mattiematict, after

grade 3, is taught by a ma4ematics specialist who teabhes nothing but

... mathematics!

,In general, teachers in the ten-year pchool have"themselves
finished the ten-year school, at about age 17.. They*ave then received
three years of teacher education at pedagogical institutes. They have

almost certainly NOT attendect a univeFsity. As a result, at what would
correspond to U.S. elementarylschool levels, the Soviet child is study-
ing with a teacher who knows substantially more mathematics than his or
her U.S. counterpart does, but at the.higher grades this may not be

true.

The situation is quite different in the various "special" schools,
which we shall consider in a subsequent section of this report. Vogeli

(1968, pp. 39-40) reports:

Like the school curriculum it is detained to serve, the program
for training tkachers of [high school) computer programing ie
both intensive and of high mathematical quality. Its duration '

is five years, in contrast to four years. for programs without
dual specialization ["dual specialization" refers to.high
school programs that provide simultaneous specialization in

c
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mathematics and in computer)sciencel. Teachers for econdary
schools with specialization in computer programming [and also
mathematics] receive .total 4,388 hours of classroom and
laboratory inStruct.1 . In contrast, graduates of four-year
American colleges or iveslties receive about 2,000 hours
of classroom instruction and laboratory work. Of the 4,388- .

hour Soviet total; 2,730 hours [or 62 percent of the'total
college provam] are in mathematics, and 450 hours are in -

physics and electronics [sotthat physics, mathematics, and ,

electronics together represent 72 percent of their entire
"college" education!' This is 5 times-as much instruction in

1

.
mathematics.and physics as comparable U.S. teachers receive.].

,

. For one of us [Robert Davis], meeting with Soviet mathematics
telachers and mathepatics educatora had very much the feeling of the work
done by PSSC, ESI, jnd other curriculum development groups in the late
1950's in the U.S. These were people yho were very serious about,the
study of mathematics. .

Soviet Mathematics

The average-American may know that Soviet music achieves the highest
standards of excellence (as in the work of Prokofieff and Shostakovitch),
that Soviet ballet is unsurpassed in quality; that Soviet athletes are
very good indeed, that Soviet chess players are not at all easy to,beat.
But, since mathematics looms so small on the popular culture scene, the
typical American may not know the quality of advanced mathematical
research in the Soviet Union. It, too, is unsurpassed. During World
War II, to give one example, working independently and under conditions
of strict military security, Norbert Wiener of the U.S. and Kolmogoroff

- of the U.S.S.R. each developed information theory, one of the malbr
mathematical contributions to the modern world.

Soviet excellence in advanc0 mathematical research is So pronounced
that U.S. T

k
thematics students are regularly advised to study ssian, in

order to read Russian scientific papers. ril the Important mat ematical
field of functional analysis, the Soviet mathematician Gelfand nas been
one of the world leaders.- In mathematical logic., P. S. Novikov has
contributed to the proof of the unsolvability of the so-called."word
problem" for groups (a highly technical, very important, and quite pro-
found piece-of research in advanced mdthematics). In_ model theory, and
the relations between logic and algebra, A. Malcev (who recently died)
was.world famous. Within the present decade, the §oviet mathematician

,

Y. MatiaSevitch solved Hilbert's problem on the iladocidability of the
existence of solutions to'Diopantine equations.

Inrshort, at the level of ihe frontiers of advanied mathematical
research,'the work of Soviet mathmaaticians is of themery highest
6iliber, and of the very greatest importance.

93
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Soviet Teaching Style

Given what we knew of the excellence of Soviet mathemafiCal
eseatich, of the difficult Soviet cdmijetitive exams andtheir emphasis
on non-routine (indeed very creative) problem solving, and on such .

Soviet literature'as we had read', we were entirely unprepared for tha
teaching that we observed in Soviet classrooms, It consisted entirely,
as nearly as we could judge, Allrote instruction! Students are told
that this is.the hyperbolic sine (sinh x), they are told that its graph
looks like this, and so on.

Finding this ljard to believe, we inquired about it; Soviet teachers
were surprised at Sur inquieks. Their attitude wasI isn't this the
way that everybody teaches Orhematics? Isn't it the ONLY way fo teach
mathematics? t,Mathematical facts are facts, and if you want someone to
know a fact, you tell him! OP

It appears, however, that the common practice of Soviet school
teachers (and teacher belief systems in the U.S.S.R.) maY be at
variance with the conceptions of Soviet psychologists and educational
researchers. [This may not be surprising; a similar gap exists in the
U.S.] Consider, for example, the 1962 report in Doklady APN RSFSR, by
Julius G. Goldberg, that lists 14 recommendations for effective teach-
ing, including:

1. Teaching mathematics Wdemonstrating the problem solutions
does not appear to be sufficiently effective.. Asking students
to copy ready-made solutions.should not be the main method
used for teaching problem °solving.

Higher standards foemathematics teaching can be attained if
the instructor discards the traditional routine, i.e.,'the
teacher writing the solution on the board, -with the students
copying it down. In the teaching process, one should
systematically increase the element of independence.on the
part of the students in accordance with fhe difficulty of
the material and it6 novelty.

3. When t e class is exposed to a completely new problem, the
teacher should abstain fromisolving it himself or having one
of the better students solve it at the board, so that the
remainder of the students can co y the solution. It is more
desirable to use a collective m thod -whereby each student can
make his contribution to the so ution, and to eliminate student /--
passivity. Students take their turns in suggesting steps for
the solution; this is done eifh r by answering the instructor's
leading questions, or, without uch questions, offering.their
awn suggestions. Each suggesti n is discussed by the class,
the best being chosen from among the alternatives.-: The-prob-
lem is, therefore, being solved by the entire class, and
questions are put to all the students. Each subsequent step

'of the solution is written out on the baerd'ouly after it.has
been elucidated to.the entire class. .We shall call this

method frontal.
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4. Frontal work should be accompanied by board-work only in the
case where the problem is very difficult, or if the students
are not yet familiar with the form,of its written presenta-
tion. If a problem is difficult, even after-a given step has
been discussed and clarified, the teactier cannot bt sure that
the students will catry out the solution correctly. At this
point, in order to verify ehe correctness of separate steps
in the solhtion, one pay resort eo writing.the material on
the board. Citre should .he taken as,to the proper timing in
this sequence. The presentation.oln the board must appear at
a point in time somewhat later than when the material is
written by the students, themselves,pin their notebooks. As

the students master the solutions to given.types of problems,
we can dispense with the board presentation of separate, easier
steps, gradually shifeing to frontal work without board pre-
sentations. At the teacher's request, the students put forward
their suggestions: these are discussed and perfected; and
finally, the students write them down.

6. The teacher's ultimate goal is to teach his students to be
able to solve problems on their own. Therefore, all-types of
frontal and semifrontal work should alternate with partially
and totally unassisted work. The usual order, while intro-
ducing a new problem type, would normally be: begin with
frontal work, pass on to semifrontal, then through partially
unassisted to completely unassisted.

9 When a new chapter is started, students should be given a set
of exercises apart from the daily homework, covering all the
material from the forthcoming chapter. The students do these
problems as they progress through the chapter and turn them
:in at the end of the time allotted for the chapter. As a rule,
this set should contain more challenging problemi, and the
students should have 'more time at.their.disposal .to fully think
aver the problem. They are often deprived of such an oppor-
tunity when doing daily assignments. Moreover, daily work is
normally assigned from the text,'where the title of the section.
prompts the way to the solution. But, as soon as there is a way
to solve the problem, there is no longer a problem. Review
exercises may contain textbook problems, but without reference
to their section. Likewise, when solving problems in class,
the number of the problem and nuMber of the section can be
mentioned only after the problem has been solved. The students
are well aware of,the difficulties that this practice entails,
but they are also aware of the benefits. In the case of teadh-
ing calculus, for instance, it is especially true^of problems.
involving techniques of integration, convergence and divergenee -
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of infinite series, multiple integrals, differential equations
as well as applied problems.

11. An far as daily homework assignments are concerned, it is
useful to discuas ehe more difficult 'problems in advance.
This should be done when the emacher realizes that the
students are unableso cope with the problem on their own
during the limited period of time before the next, class.
Needless to say, one is not compelled to assign such problems
at all. However, it is beneficial to expose 'Students to mare
challenging problems gradually,_ discussing certain pointS
with them, and,at the same time giving them an bpportunity
to try and carry out ihe solution on their own. Special
emphasis should be placed on the discussion of those problems
which develop an ii0derstanding of the material in general.
A preliminary' discuision is indispensible for problems and
questions which give the fundamental concepts of the Course,
for.example, in calculus: function, limit; derivative,
differential, integral, continuity, cOnvergence, the mean,-
value theorems, basic facts about vector space and thd_r!al,,
number system. [Goldberg,,1962; 1978, pp. 385-388)

Educational Television in the U.S.S.R.

American visitors in their hotel rooms, seeking entertainment, may
find shat the television set will biing them mainly the same'rote lec-
ture on the hyperbolic sine that they could observe in.living color in,-

va-rious school classrOoms, Wg_do not have statistici on'how much sooilet
TV broadcasting.is devoted to such lectures; by our very small sample
;technique., we consider that-it'might be quite A sizeable,proportion.

Student Response

Given the warm and caring school, the formal, academic curriculum,
fhe rote instruction, the cooperation of the collective, and the pressure
to take one's work seriously, how 4o Soviet youngsters respond? One

observer reports:

In spite of many reservations I have about the lack of
variability of instruction and the lack of atiention to indi-
vidual differences, it was apparent that the students were
engaged during instruction. I did.a random time sampling in

one 50-minhte mathematics class. I estimated that for 37 of
the 50 minutes of instruction, students weri actively engaged
in learning. This is considerably higher than any math classes
I have observed in [the U.S.]...In particular, Atere was much .

less wait-time and transition-time.thon I. have found in Ameri-
,
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can classes, This is partly due to the pedagogical structure:,

i.e., Imainly) lecture-recitatiod..,Also; there is very lOile%

seat work or work with manipulativea. (Romberg, 1979, p.

4
- Y

Equipment in Soz?iet Schools'
_41

There are es sentially no computers in Soviet schoo45, nor bithar

held calculators. But the schools we visited were remarkably well' I

equipped with other materials. In a social,studies class ond would:find

videotepe recorders being used to present material via TV moditore,;11

special 16 mm projector, deeigned by educators, is .said to be in gyek303

school'tn the U.S.S.R. We dld NOT, however, observe any Soviet eq61

lents for Cuisena4e rods, geoboards, or Diedes MAB blocks, wilich pI

an important role in many-ii:S. schools.
=

Vospitaniyeh MOCTIN41'iN1441
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/ There seems to be no English equivalent'of this siord. It means

.
ft moral education," "the idculcation of good work habits," "teaching

'.;

good citizenship," "the devtlopment of A sense of responsibility." s-4.:`,,
c....-

Thia is VERY prominent in educational'thought in the U.S.S.R. U.S.
..1.

.

. 4 public schools have, today, so'equivalent; althotighin.the RtGuffy ,

readers they perhapeonce eid have:, Various U.S. private and-religious.. .'. A .k, 0
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schools do provide equivalents, however. 1 , .1& F
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"How To Be A Parent. .
.

,
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Soviet educational philosophy.advocatesqeaving NOTHING to chance.
,

.

This includes the question of how parents shoula behave. There are

many books oh "how to be a parent," and these dre.widely read and much

discuased. There is a single.official Soviet theory on bringing up

childrenvery, very different from tha,myriad-competing theories in

the-U.S. In the U.S;S.R., deV1ant theakies_are denounced, forcefully.

-\ Adult Attention to.Childen

Soviet and V.S. practice diverge dramatically on tte matter of super-.

. vlsion of chlidren. By building large schodls, staffed few adults,

the U.S. in effece creates teenage ghettoes. The abundanc rock

Music and other aspects of teenage culture has created a teenag world

where adults are uncomprehending strangers. (Ask a teenager to explain

the-background music in the moyieNComing Howe, amd compare what they

say with your own spontaneous perceptions!)

The Russians think children should be brought up 'by adults-, super-

vised by adulta, watc4ed over carefully AND CLOSELY by adults. U.S.

families in Roscow,a always finding themsalyes *pored of,neglectimg

- their children. As o example, Soviet grandiotherelkait outside schools

to walk home with their grandchildren. The U.S. ystem of having a group.

a

4.4a
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of children walk together under a peer leader seems to the Soviets
to be a shameful neglect of adult supervisory responsibilities. And'

letting children w.alk home from school by,themselves (1)--as is done
in Urbana, Illinois, in what is probably the typical U.S. pattern--
would be entirely unthinkable. Scandalous child-neglectt

Caste Systems aecilccess to Schools

Hedrick SI:1th repoits that the -separation in the U.S.S.R. between

I
intellectuals and blu

L
collar workers is absolute and is hereditary.

Children of blue-coll r workers do NOT play with tbe children of white-d

collar workers. And they know, absolutely, what they'll be when they
grow up.

From an observer report is this comment:

In spite of the rhetoric about a classless society, there is
very strong evidence of cultural and social class differences.

The Estonians made a point of describing the unique Estonian
aspects of their program. Their educational system is not
identical to that in Moscow. The Soviets also_admitted there
were problems in rural areas in contrast to city education.
Anefinally, in the English-speaking school we visited in
Leningrad, Ve were told that children of all segments of
society had the opportunity to attend such a school...However,
we met and talked only with children whose parents were in

professional positions. (Romberg, 1979, p. 10)

Control of the nature

Soviet theory and practice valae, and aim for, a high degrree of

control of the culture. This is generally well-known in relation to
plays, movies., operas, etc., which present approved viewe of Approved
topics handled in an approved way. Similar is the case of poetry .

(which is very important in Hussite). Painting is also similar. The

Soviets heavily subsidize Prokofieff, Mozart, and Beethovenosas well
as-Russian folk music, but roCk is anathema. So are some western dress

styles. Television presents whet is good for Soviet cUlture and Soviet
society, and NOTHING else.

The extent of this was brought hcribe -to us ;ben we met with members

of a committee that approves toys. When a toy is proposed, this commit-
tee studies it carefully. Until and unless ehe committee concludes
that the toy will teach children desirable behamiors'or values.or
expectations, and will NOT teach undesirable 011.9, it will not approve
the toy. And without the approval of this committee, that toy cannot
be manufactured.

le Everyone the Same?

A great deal of Soviet thought is based ow.the premise that every-
one is really the same. Yet, to this thesis there is an antithesis:
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Sovitc work on defectology, for exempla, is regarded as excellent--
thts corresponds roughly to "special education" in the U.S. In the
following section of this report we ahall consider special Soviet
schools for the mathematlially.gifked, with their,highly selective
entrance examinations. In the Soviet Union we had the opportunity
to meet with psychologists whose task it is to find which people

.

should become truck drivers,"which people should become teachers,'
which People should become astronauts; and so on. These psychologists
were clearly humane people who thought that proper placement could
greatly add to the sum total of human happiness.

Soviet thought tries to separate "ability" to do mathematic);
from the "inclination" to do mathematics, as this excerpt from
Krutetskii (1976, p. 74) indicates:

)The entire "ensemble," a synthesis of personality traits,
since it is a considerably broader concept than ability, we
prefer to call suitably or readiness for an activity. Anan'ev,
for instance, uses the idea of "readiness for highly productive
activity in a definite province of work, of sOcietal life" (20,
pp. 16-17; 21, p. 15). Rubinstein uSes the idea of "suit-
ability" (354, p. 534; 355, p. 126), although he connects it
with the concept of ability proOer, rather than with the con-
cept of the "ensemble." A. V. Yarmolenko (474, p. 78).citys
an interesting Instance of the divergenCe of interests (inclin-
ations) and abilities. Student M, in the opinion of all of his
teachers, possessed very strong abilities in iethematics bkt
openly hated it. Since Student M did not combine abilities,
properly 'speaking, with inclination, Yarmolenko concluded
that Student M had "no real ability, but only an erkternal
image of it, which led to a-false diagnosis." We would have
put it differently: Student M had ability, but there was
really no readiness or suitability. It wai not a case of.'

"false diagnosis." It would have been, however, if one had
said that Student M \was suited for mathematical activity. Our

'-diagnosi,s is that he was capable but not suited, due'to,the
total absence of inclination.

The,above interpretatiori Of the structure of suitability
(readiness) for activity is represented sthematicarly below: 4

Readiness (suitability) for an activity

AbLY General psychological conditions needed for

,.

successful performinre of the activity
, .

I
Pbativeattitude Character PMMUM knomidge,
Sooard the activity traits Mir *MK
Cielmisie, imdi-

mans) .

'Oka

1
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Thus, suitability for an activity (the ability to perform it
successfully; ot ability in the broad sense) cannot be influ-
enced only by the presence of ability in the proper sense.
It can be influenced only by a whole complex of essential
personality traits, invOlving the intellectual, the emotional,
and the volitional.

Thus we can define the concept that is fundamental to our
study. By ability to learn mathematics we mean individual
psychological characteristics (primarily characteristics of
mental activity) that answer the requirements of school mathe-
matical activity and that influence, an other conditions
being equal, success in the creative mastery of mathematics
as a school subjectin particular, a relatively rapid, easy,
and thorough mastery ofknowledge, skills, and habits in
mathematics. The specific content of the concept of mathe-
matical ability will be disclosed later, when we analyze its
structure.

D. N: Begoyavlenskii and N. A. Menchinskaya, in discussing /
individual differences in children's educability, introduce the(
idea of psychological properties fhat determide success in
studies, alljether conditions being equal (44, p. 182). They
do not use the term 'ability," but their idea is ssentially
close to the definition given above. An4 if one speaks of
educability, then ability to learn mathamat cs is, in our
.interpretation, apparently none other thaithe property of
creative educability in mathematic,.

Krutetskii has much more to report on individual diTiencesjn
ilabities, skills, and inclination, but that leads us int/ Sovie

theoretical thought, rather than classroom practice. For the present
we merely'note that the tension between an axiomatic equality of indi-

viduals and a pragmatic selectivity shape actual educational practice
at every level, add make for special complications in the rhetoric
that is employed.

Needs of the Soviet Economy
^

Analyses seem to indicate that the Soviet economy suffers from a
shortage of skilled wOrkers at nearly .every level. European firms,
such as Fiat, have difficulty finding workers with adequate measure- .

ment skills and skill in shop mathematics. We have heard laments over
the Soviet shortage of computer experts. This.seems to0 represent a
marked'difference from the situation in the United States--and it is
surprising, given the goals of Soviet education and the emphasis which '

seems to be placed on"computer science.
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C. ,Special Schools

In discussing the basic "common" school, r4pughly akin to U.S.

elemEnbary and secondary public schools (the Russian "eight-year
school" or "ten-year school"), the Soviet egalitarian theme comes
through very forcefully, at least working from the sources presently'

available to us.

Bilt, in any nation with the ballet, music, athletic, chess, scien7
tific, and mathematical performance of theU.S.S.R., there MUST be an
opposing theme, A "quality" or "excellence" theme--and, indeed, there
is. In this section, building primarily on the experience.and studies
of Brucc Vqeeli, we report on the "special" schools for mathematically
talented students, and the special high schools that educate future
computer scientists. In lookidg at these schools, we see a concern
for quality or,excellence that, in its direction, goes as far beyond
typical U.S practice as the Soviet egalitarian approach does in the
opposite direction. We are dealing here, unmistakably, with a talented
'elite, who are to be recognized as such,.treated as such, and educated
as such--at public expense. Nearly all U.S. parallels (of ybich there
are, in any case, very few) are private, and stand outside of our
publicly-supporfed systems.

Imagine identifying students gifted in a specific discipline,
selecting them out, and having .them leave home, to attend a special
residential high school for students who share this specific gift!
That is what we find whee we look at the "special" Soviet schoolS.

The preceding Section B might be described as a long-distance
macroscopic view of the Soviet school, through a wide-angle lens. We
see a single type of school, perhaps not even divided into our familiar
sub-categories of "elementary" and "secondary."

When one looks in more detail, to be sute,one sees some very
important variants--variants more extremA than one finds among public
sehools in the U.S. There are, for example, special residential schools$
for mathematically gifted students. This a more extrema "special
treatment" than any in the U.S. There a owever, four !Inch schools

in all of the Soviet Union [or were at t time of the Vogeli study

(1968)).

Our big, broad picture cannot see such small details. (We do not

mean to minimize.theimportance of these schools nor of other Soviet

:variations. What we mean to emphasize is an ahm;st total homogenity,
,1...1#en identity, of Soviet schools, withal° variation--except for a very

Small number of special cases.)
C-.

Setting aside the infant schools and the Pioneer Palaces, what
of Soviet schools are of iftportance for mathematics education?

r seems to be as follows:

A.)i) The "iniYier-lichOillw"-repreSenting the schooling for almost
every Soviet child, attended from age 7 through age 16,

4.
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perhaps with no division into "elementary" and "secondArr,

which we considered in Section B.

b) Boarding schools offering a specialization in mathematics.

There are four of these in the Soviet Union; each is spon-

sored either by a university or by the Academy of Science.

Their affiliation is, in U.S. terms., more with the College

of Arts and Sciences than with a College of Education.

A. N. Kolmogoroff (one of the greatest mathemiticians of

thet twentieth century) teaches at ode of them three days a

iteek (or did, as reported to the Moscow 'Mathematical Society

in March, 1964; cY. Vogeli, 1968).1)

The seriousness of intent involved in operating board-

ing schools is notable, a typical instance of Soviet deter-

mination. Kolmogoroff's Moscow school includes grades 9,

10, and 11 in the Soviet system (ages 15 dhrough 18.)

Instruction in mathematics and physics occupies on the

average 17 hours per week, or 51 percent of the.total

number of 33 hours per week. The overall curriculum, in

terms of time allocation, looks like this:

Russian Language and Literalture 92

History and Social Studies 102

Geography 4%

Biology
Chemistry 62

Foreign Language 9%

Physical Education 92

Mathematics and Physics 512

The curriculum in mathematics and physics is divided u

follows:

*'

.

Algebra and-Analysis
Geometry
Linear Algebra
Discrete Mathematics
Probability Theory
Problem Seminar
'Physics-

23%
172
52
72
32
92

372

11

Vogeli (1968, p. 1) reported:

Because the Moscow school is a boarding school,

Kolmogorov is able to stimulate individual pupil research

and evening discussidns relating to mathematics to a far

greater extent possible in day schoole

. ...Boarding-schtve ils study functions of a vmplex varia-

ble in analysis and the elements of a group theory in al,gebra

in some detail... .
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/ 1

c) Secondary day schools withmapecialization in computer program-
ming. As of 1968, Vogeli reported that there were about too
etrecial secondary day schools in.the Soviet Union that offered '

a specialization in computer programming. :

A Ji
d) English-speakIng-schools. Another special kind of Ichool, of

interest to Americans, is the English-speaking school. We do
not know how many of these there are, but it is clear (because
we have visited some of them personally) that they do succeed
in producing students with a good command of English. Begin-
ning in the first grade (chronological age 7 yearp) the
students study English, and by age 15 or 16 thdottudents.are
taught in English in most of their tourses.

/

e) 'Part-time schools for ma-themhtically=talented students. These
sc ols meet outside of' regular school hours, in some cases
mee ng evenings: Admission is less restricted than :admis-
sion to the boarding schools. In ohe such school in IVanovo,
classes meet twice a week, for two- or three-hour sessions
(Vogeli, 1968, p. 55). ,

The mathematics correspondence school. Established in 1964
at Moscow State University, the "Republic Mathematics
Correspondence School" was intended to serve mathematically
talented youth throughout the,entire Russian Republic (not
the entire Soviet Union!). The intent was to reach students
who could not be'accommodated in day, boarding, or part-time
schools. Vogeli (1968, p. 63) reported: -

Correspondence pupils from the same school or community are
permitted to complete lessons collectively. In the opinion
of school officials, "nothing but good can come from collec-
tive work--in the first place, ...groups [pf pupils who work
collectively) can be formed by degrees into a first-class
school circle [a math club, especially one that specializes
in coaching for' the highly demanding Soviet "mathematics
Olympiads"]; and, in the seabnd place, at the present time
in science basic strength reets, not with the individual,
but trith the group."

Vogeli also reproduced the entrance exa*nation for the Correspon-
dence School for 1964. Because it gives an indication of the flavor of
Soviet work, we reproduce it heie:

,

1. TO° people play the folldwing game: the first namaa a one-
digit number (that is, a number from 1 through 9); Obicsecond adds to
_it another One-digit number and states the sqm. To this sum the first
player adds still another one-digit number and states the sup, and so
on. The winner is the one to name 66 first. How should one play, this

game in order to win? Who is the winner in a fair game of this sort,
.the beginning player or his opponent?
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1. Factor:

a) x8 x4 + 1 (into 3 factors)

b) + x -01 (into 2 faciors)

3.

altitude.
mine etle' me

the vertex B of the triangle ABC draw the median and the

sume that'they divide Z ABC into three equal parts. Deter-

ures of the angleel5f A ABC.

4. F ur children--A, B, C, and D--participate in a race. After

th , each asks the other-in what position he finished. A answers,

wasn t firat and I wasn't last.". B answers, "I wasn't last." C

a wars, "I was first:"- D-answerg,- -"I was Aapt."- Three of-the_
ch ldren have answered honestly, but one has not. Which.one ha*

answered incorreccp? Wbo was first?

odd?
5. How many six-digit numbers are therh, arl digits of which are

6. Prove that in an arbitrary triangle

a) the sum of-the lengths of the medians is leas than the

perimeter, and

b) the sum of the lengths of the medians is more than

3/4 of the perimeter.

7. On a table lie some books that must be wrapped. If they are

wrapped four, five, or six to a package, then,one extra book remains;

but if they are wrapped seven to a package, then there are no extras.

How many books could there be on the table?

8. Construct a triangle given two of its sides, a and b, if it

is known that the angle opposite one of them is three times greskter

fhan the angle opposite the other.

9. a) Find all numbers satisfying the equation

x + y xy.

b) "hat kind of positive whole numbers could satisfy the

equation

x + y + xyz?

10. i four-digit number is multiplied by the four-digLt number
obtained by writing its digits in opposite order. The eig

number obtained has zeros as its last three digits. Find all such

four-digit numbers.
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11. a) Construct the circle tangent to both a given circle: at)

a given point and a given line.

b) Construct the cirCle tangent to both a given circle and
a given line at a given point on the line.

12. a) How many roots does the following equation have?

x2 - 3x + 1
b) Slyatch the graph of

y x2 3x + 1.

Many observers have commented on the contrast between Soviet and U.S.
demographics, in music, athletics, science, Xsthenatics, and other fields.
At ehe highest levels of excellence, on a world-wide basis of comparison,
one finds Sergei Prokofieff one of the very greatest coriposers of the

twentieth century (and probably of all time); David Oistrakh, one of the
greatest violinists of all time; Roatropovitch, nne of the greatest
cellists of all time; and so on. The Moscow Symphony is.one of the

world's greatest. Soviet ballet is unexcelled, possibly unequaled. It

is the same in many fields of endeavor, including (emphatically!) )nathe-
matics.

. But one. is talking about a small quality elite. The U.S. has not
merely the NA. Philharmonic, but also ihe Boston Symphony, the
Philadelphia Symphony, the Pittsburgh Symphony, the Chi6ago Symphony,
the Cleveland Symphony', the Los Angeles Philharmonic, the St. Louis
Symphony, and so on, for a VERY long list.

In athletic terms, the Soviet first team is fully a match for any- .

one, but they tend to lack depth on the bench and in the bull-pen.

There ls little to be gained, and much to be loin, by comparing
national systems in an "our-system-can-beat-your-system" frame of mind.
The important gains are to be had only if each nation tries to learn
from the other. This is not unreasonableno country has an educational
system that satisfies all the national Abeds, and all the personal needs
of individual citizens. In that sense, every nation should be seeking
improvement. One road toward that improvement may be the careful study
of what other nations do, in the hope of learning from _them.

5

In that spirit, the U.S. can learn someLvaluable'lessons from
studying the "special" schools in the $oviet Union.
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Chapter III

Difficulties in Language

Robert B. Davis

Precise communication between Soviet and U.S. researchers is sever-
aly impeded by differences in langufge that reflect deep underlying
differences in concepts, assumptionls, and expectations.

Every Soviet school.has its own_full-rtime physician? But is this
"physician" really similar to-a "physician" in the U.S. sense of the

more nearly a "nurse practitioner," or is she (most are female)

thnei How could we describe her in U.S. terms?

We have already considered the Russian word voepitaniyeh. It has

no English equivalent as a word, because it has no U.S. equivalent as a
practice or as an idea. Within some special religious groups it may
have a parallel. It combines moral education, the inculcation of good
work habits, training to live within thA collective, developing a sense
of responsibility, shaping good citizenship, forming values, aspirations,
and self-concepts, and holding up desirable examples for emulationk It
includes parent education, and is a major component in the professional
training of early childhood specialists ("upbringprs").

We ha4 a demonstration of translation complexities when we met two
psychologists who, according to the translator, were specialists in

"genetic psychology." What did that mean? Piaget-hts called his-work
"genetic epistemology"--was that what was meant? But in recent years

the Soviets have been generally negative toward Piaget.1 Could they
possibly mean Piagetian work? Only by very great insistencea1most
to the point of being obstructionisticas it possible to discover what
they meant by "genetic psychology"» they studied the'differences in
abilities and inclinations of identical twins!

1The Soviet attitude toward Piaget is somewhat similar to their attitude
toward Tolstoi, which Menchinskaya (1969) expresses; as follows:

It was once contended that the teacher should not interfere with the
child's process of conceptualization. L. N. Tolstoi .expressed.this very

clearly. He interpretid the formation of new doncepts as a "complicated,
mystergous and delicate process of the spirit," with respect to which
"any interference is a rude and4awkward force delaying the developmental
process"....On the question of,concept develOpmeat, Tolstoi essentially
held to the false theory of free upbringing. Hs insietet-thai "the
school provides no-new concepts" and that "only first-hand, sftal roam--
Um*. with objects can teach apd provide nev concepts..." Ha also
stated that, "Freedom is the most advantageous condition for acquiring
the greatest number of concepts..." In Tolstoi's view, the school can

et,
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We have also considered the,case of the "collective," a dominant
influence in the life of every Soviet citizen, for which there is no
equivalent in the experience of moat Americans.

Some idea of the complexity of the translation problem can be

alien in this example from Krutetskii (1976, pp. 76-77):

Of all the most widely used foreign scientific terms
corresponding to the Russian sposobnose (ability)b the German
Fahigkeit comes closest to our interpretation. Unfortunately,

we can accept none of the three English terms that denote the
idea of sposobnost' as adequate to our concept of ability
without essential reservations. In English and American psycho-
logical and educational literature, the terms ability, capacity,
and aptitude are used, each of which has ifs nuances. Ability
its something midway between.our concepts of sposobnove and
umenie (skill)(it means skill in performing an operation,
including the solution of mental problems), although there are
special terinsattainrent, acquirements, knowledgeto desig-
nate analogues of the Russian terms priobretenie, snanie,

umenie.* Teplov was even inclined to believe that ability does
not mean ability (sposobnost') at all but designates an aggre-
gate of habits and skills (408, p. 11). The aspect of the
organism's innate possibilities is too heavily stressed in the
term capacity. The third term, aptitude, is less widely used
and seems to convey 61e meaning of ability, but it connotes
incliriation for an activity. Sposobnost' is usually translated
into English as ability.

rathematical ability (as, in general§ all abilities for
complex types of dttivity) is a mental formation that is com-
plex in structure. It is a unique synthesis of prOperties, an
integral quality of the mind, including diverse mental aspects
and developed during the process of mathematical activity. This

aggregate is a unique, distinct whole: only /or purposes bf
analysis do we single out individual components, by no means '

only systematize concepts that are unconsciously acquired in the process

of living. It is perfectly clear that'such a viww-fundamentally.contra-
dicta the basis of Soviet schools. In our schools the children
consciously master the "foundations of the sciences," and the teacher
directs this process.

Iewas not arbitrarily, then, that Soviet,psychologists substituted
the-term mastering for the terms conceiRtualisation\end Vevelopment as
they applied to teaching children scientific concepts-i A. A. Smirnov
uses Abe term mastering in his article, "Questions on the Psychology of
Concept Mastery in Schoolchildren..." That artidle, is, in-fact, ehe
first psychological work to characterise,the process of concept acquisi-
tion'in schoolchildren and the changes Which the children undergo as the
result of instruction. Such a formulation of the question raises a
whole series of research problems. (pp. 76-77)
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regarding them as isolated Croperties. These cbeponents are

closely connected, influence each Other, and form in their

aggregate a single system, whose manifestation we conventionally

call the mathematical giftedness syndrome (a number of inter-

related elements that characterize the psychological phenomepon).

.

The term "giftedness" was current in Soviet psychology in

the forties and fifties. *Teplov (409, 411, 412, 413) convinc-

ingly showed that to implement any more-or-less coracle; activity

one needs not one ability but a' whole series of them. The

unique combination of abilities on which the possibilitY of

performing an activity successfully depends Teplov called

giftedness in the activity. As he himself indicated, the only

reason for designating an aggregate of inclinatipns by the

term "giftedness" is the literal meanipg of the Russian-word

"giftedness" (odarennost'darovitost' [giftednessj--darovanie
[gift, talent)--dar [gift)--that is, what is given from birth).

After Teplov,-other authors of textbooks and manuals adopted

a new terminology. P. A. Rudik interpreted "giftedhess" as

"innate characteristics which are preconditions for the

development of abilities" (359, p. 397); P. I.' lvanov 'used

"giftedness" to mean "inborn ttaits which, as they develop,

manifest themselves in abilities" (139, p. 423); N. D. Levitov

defined it as "ari innate tund of abilities that are anatomical

or psysiological inclinations" (249, p. 82).

We feel that at the contemporary level of development of

psychology, this last definition of "giftednesa" tends to be ,

meaningless. We.still do not knaw which specific anatomical

or physiological features are inclinations for mathematical

ability, and the term "giftedness" (in $he sense of an aggre-

gate of inclinations) remains empty. Perhaps this is .why some

leading Leningrad psychologists teact negativel# to the concept

'of an inclination in its anatomical or physiological sense,

asserting that it is "only a lolgical conjecture .. . a verbal

screen for unknown causes" and Myasishchev,474, p.

63). Therefore we have foun it sensible to returntb!the
.former meaning of the term "giftedness." Mathematical gifted-

ness is the name we shall gilie to a unique agiregati ,a# maths-
matical abilities that opens up the possibility of,aitkOessful

performance in mathematical activity (or:with schOillchildren

in mind, the possibility of a creative miltery of the.subject).

A. a further .example, we have mentioned our surpriie at ihe rote

presentatioh style in Soviet,mathematics classes which we observed. An

American can easily fdlem wrong iMages when hearing the word "teaching"

as applied to mathematics classes itt-the U.S.S.R. ,Plesumably Russians

have a similar problemwhen We spefk of-"teachincuathematics." They

might be quite surprised to see what we actually do.

i°

ftrutetskii gives his translations into English of tbilussian words

here. A closer approximation of the usual renderlft Into English

/would be acquirement, knowledge, skill or acquirement, achievement,

skill for, respectively, the Russian priobretsnis,, mania, umenie.--ED.
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The problem of confusion of language has long plagued etjucation, in
most extreme fashion. Soviet-U.S. differences merely exacerbatit a

fundamental difficulty. Looking only within the U.S., one finds nearly
incredible levels of contusion. "Discovery" teaching hes meant so many
entirely different things an to be virtually meaningless, or worse (cf.
Davis, 1967).

The term "new math" has sometimes referred to abstract mathematics;
at other times it referred to highly "concrete" mathematics using geo-
boards, Cuisenalre rods, Dienes' MAB blocks, and other materials. It

has referred to Euclidean geometry, to Cartesian analytic geometry; to
"informal" geometry, to engineering drawings and descriptive geometry,
to vector geometry, to transformational geometry, and,even to "concrete"

geometry, as in Marion W terus-Trork with Milk Cartons.

This level of linguieVic conf4sion is virtually an ABSOLUTE baxTier
to real educational progre s. It is literally impossible, in most cases,
to te// what someone is talking about.

Serious Soviet-U.S. communication MUST use very specific examples,
sample test items, films or videotapes showing specific lessons, and
similar specific items, inorder to give adequate definition to the
worde that are being used. [Actually, this is equally necessary_within

_ the U.S., but that should be part of a separate report.]

One "new math" controversy relates to the propriety, or otherwise,
of "teaching sets" in the primary grades. So wide a range of activities
is included by different teachers and educators when they speak of
"teaching sets," that the positive or negative value of Qin ill-
defined activity cannot possibly be determined. Moreover, the ideptical
activity will be described as "teaching sets" by One observer, and as
VInot teaching sets" by another observer. This is the level of confusion
thit exists if one looks merilly within the United States!

In going through existing English translations of Soviet writing,
we have found thefollowing, which (unfortunately) is entirely

typical:2

[Conclusion of a research report]: "The study made it
possible to conclude that fairly complex forms of analysis
and synthesis of the properties of perceived objects, compari
son and generalization of observed.phenomena, and' understand-

ing of the simplest relationships-And their interaction could
be formulated in children."

/

2We ,omit specific citations since we' do not.mean to be critical of

Any particular writer or translator. The problem, regrettably (or

alarmingly), is an entirely general one.
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4
t, exactly, does.that mean? Or.coneider this example:

[From an ariicle advising Soviet teachers haw to teach '

the Soviet version of "new aath"T: "However, one should not
uce al work on the study of operations to nothing more

than olution of examples and problems. Skills must 1;e
based on the properties of operations only under comprehended
conditions so that they are well understood and hence lasting.
The successful formation of skills also ataumes knowledge of
the interrelationship of operationd and the interrelationiWip .
of components and results of operatipns. There thus to]lows
ehe'necessify for including these matters in the work plan

; for the study of operations."

Here again one finds oneself asking: "What, exactly does ehat mean?
What will the teachers assume that it means? How might one expect the
teachettO behaviors to change as a result of this 'official' advice
from an expert?"

,

In most such cases the reader can make an educated guess--but this
comes closer to projective tests like the Rorschachs and the TAT than
to serious scholarly discussion.

Every effort mustibe made to determine, as precisely as possible:
EXACTLY.what was done*b EXACTLY what was intended? How,,EXACTLY, did
students-perform?...and SO on. This will be no small-task, but without
it there will' be little progress and great confusion.

41,
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Chapter IV

A.Mbre Detailed Look at Soviet Mathematics Curricula

Robert B. P4Vis

The parallels between Soviet efforts to improve and, todernize school
mathematkcs and similhr U.S. efforts are so mtriking as to deserve a more
detailed consideration. In this chapter some of the details of Soviet
curricula will be considek-ed, including changes that have been attempted
from time to time.

If* we begin around 1921, with the published mathematica syllabus of
the so-called "Unified Lab9r Schpol," we find, at the outsqp, a consider-
able surprise. The Soviet'program of 1921 bore some considerable resem-
blance to the U.S. "new math" programs'of the 1950's and'1960fs! Vogeli
(1971, 13: 6) reported that "the study of arithmetic was compressed into
four years," that "plahe and solid geometry were partially integrated,"
that the function concept was emphasized(as a unifying theme, and that
the eighth-.apd ninth-grade program intluded parts of both analytic
geometry and introductory calculus!

.Compare this with the U.S. 'fnew math": spending itt least somewhat).
less time on arithmetic %gas a theme of several "new mat ' projecte!
(including the Illinois Arithmetic Project of David Page and the Madison
Project'of Syracuse University and Webster College); combining plane and
solid geometry was a recommendation of the early: CEEB Commission on
Mathematics reports of the 1950's, and continuel to arise ail an alterna-
tive treatment for geometry (but sometu:iw this is a change that is made
over amd over again, rather 'like giving up smoking, without ever being
finally accomplished; in 1979 there were still schools in the U.S. adopt-
ing this innovation); the Madiaon Project, among others, used the concept
of function as a main unifying theme in AFa4es,4-12 and introduced analy-
tic geometry in these grades; and the excelitnt.textb by Stein and
Crabill (1972) introduce beginning calculus in grades B. 9.(1/
University High School in Urbana, Illinois, these texts are Use to
introduce calculus in grade 7, so that tooli such as differentiatiod
Ire available throughout the entire secondary school program). The simi-
larities are indeed striking and not unimportant ones. They represent a
mapr re-shaping of school mathematics, particularly with respect to the
inclusion of functions, analytic geometry, and, calculus early in fhe
program.

The number of times this program has been (independently) designed
by experts is testimony to its internal strengthinternally, it can be
a very effective curriculum. The number of students who have success-
fully been educated by this curriculum is large and provide evidence
that it can be a feasible program (Davis, 1976e,.1976b; Hannibal, 1176).
But experience in Russia in the 1920's and in the U.S. ha the 1960'4
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demonstrated--if there were ever any-doubt--.that ambitious curricula
of this type require special (and extensive) teacher education, and

'that they are ippropriate for only some students, almost certainly
not for al students.

In'Russia in the 1920's, gogeli (1971) reports that "in actual prac-

tice the 1921 syllabus proved too 4ifficult for general use, and a less

demanding syllabus--known as 'the minimal syllabus--was employed by most
schools" (p. 6). But surely the essential questions really are: "For
which students'is such a curriculum.a0Oropr1ate?" and "How can one pro-
vide adequate teacher education?"

Of course, in the Soviet Union the 1921 sYllabus had the Alai-
tional important disadvantage of operating in a society that WAS beirtg
transformed by a revolution and that was devastated by war. Further-
more, the nation was being remade economically, with au unprecedented
\emphasis on industrialization for which Russia's peasant past had not
prepared it. Soviet schooling was reoriented toward practical voca-
tional roles in industrialization. .As a result there wa* a decline in

'
mathematical scholarship (Vogeli, 1971, p. 6), and the school mathe-
matics syllabus lost much of its theoretical content. The'new goal, .

was to train students in immediately useful-practical skills of a low-

level vocational sort.

, (rogeli brings up another matter that deserves studythe lets

embarked on what Vogeli calls "the, weakly-constructed complex-theme
curriculum" and began to employ the "brigade" or "project" form of
teaching. It would be interesting--if it is still possible- o find
out what this actually meant, as it was implemented in the 1 's.)

In any event, by the end of the 1920's the graduates of the unified

labor schools were judged to be too weak in theoretical mathematics to
continue easily into university-level studies, and too weak in practi-
cal skills to be employable in factory jobs. Under the circumstances
of the urgent Soviet industrialization, this situation was considered
unacceptable--something had to be done!

After discussions at the 1931 and 1932 Communist Party Congresses,
it vas decided to rearrange the entire structure of Soviet schooling.
An immediate goal was the creation of a vast army of skilled industrial
wbrkers. The "brigade" and "project" teaching methods were abandoned,
and in their p1aCe a very formal.academic program wits reinstated, pre-
sented via highly-structured lessons 6A pattern that one seems to see
in Russian school* today). Old mathematics textbooks by Kiselev, which
had been discarded, were now resurrected and put into use;

The 1932 program remained in use loi twenty years, until in 1953
the Ministry of Education of the Russian Republic proclaimed the need
for modernization. 'The new goal was to provide more in the way of poly-
technic labor training, via what is aometimes called the "Kruichev
school reform" (Shabanowitx, 1978, p. 40). The central problem, as
described by Shabanowitz, was that the demographic mix of skills and

erir
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career goals that was being created by the Soviet educational system

did not match the demographic mix that was needed by the Soviet economy.

Russia had been moving very rapidly from a peasant society to a modern

industrialized society. Where there had been one-xear schools in
peasant villages that attempted to teach "addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, and division" as effectively as they could within the pro,

gram of a single year of schooling, there were now eight-year schools

that roughly matched the U.S. K-12 schoOls. -Russian youth were
suddenly far more sophisticated than in former years, and very large

numbers of them sought in higher education.

A typical U.S. response would probably have been a vast effort to

expand the institutions of higher education, with all that that might

entail. The Soviet response was alse typical: it was decided, f*rat,

that a rapid expansion of higher education would necessarily imply a

lessening of quality standards; second, that the Soviet economy did

indeed require large numbers of increasingly more sophisticated workers,

but at something considerably less than the university level of sophis-

tication. It was decided to "strengthen the ties between school and

life." The program to do this was called "polytechnical labor train-

ing," and was intended to prepareyoung people to take up a vocation

immediately after graduation from school. Students were to partici-

pate in*socially useful labor at an early age so that they could plan
their bireers on the basis of more mature personal viewpoints, and so

that they wo4d not automatically look to higher education as the only

possible rupct step after high school. For admission to inatitutions of
higher education, preference was to be given to applicants who had

several yearelof practical work experience after high schools as

againat appltEants who sought to enter college immediately upon com-

pleting high school. -

(In both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. there is a persistent theme of

the unresolved tension over more or less education, and the-resultant
effect on lifetime careers You can quickly learn to be a key-punch

operator, a typist, a draftsman, or a practical nurse. Considerably.

more education is required to become a computer scientist, a manage-
ment consultant, an engineer, or a surgeon. iut the lifetime rewards,

at least in economic terms, will be far greater. In both the U.S. and

the U.S.S.R.1, many parents appear to suspect that if their children

are being prepared for a career immediately after high school, it will

be a career with a low ceiling for long-tere economic prospects--in

effect, they. feel, their children\are,being shanghaied into a lifetime

' of menial labor. The issue is unresolved wialin the U.S., and one

presumes also within the U.S.S.R.)

In effect (if one seeks a very rpugh U.S. equivalent), by eke

Kruschev plan the Soviets dreated a program that combined the follow-

ing U.S. institutions: the vocational high school, the technical

institute, the community college, the Civilian Conservation Corps,

the FUture Farmers of America, and the draft (but for work, not mili-

tary service). Discussiotis on the Kruschev revision,took place from
1953 until 1954 by whichstime the reorganisation of all Sovie,t
schools was proclaimed by the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. \

,
.4a1c4:0.'
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Perhaps unsurprisingly, action and reaction were eq1bj. and oppo-

site, though they may have taken subtly different forms.r4 Faced with

the prospect of more low-level vocational and technical ptph.ais,
representatives of the'humanities were able to get statem nts Feaffirm-

ing the value of the humanities, and promising that "theremusi be no
reduction in the humanities as a result of tho school reorganisation"

.

("The Party...", 1958, p. 43).

Confronted with the pliqopect of mathematically giftedIstudents

running off to farms to gaener crops instead of learning a0out conic

sections, or working in a factory instead of studying the delta pro-

cess, the scientists and mathematicians were presumably inl an even

stronger position to fight back. A group of scientists ao,d mathemati-
cians petitioned the Communist 'Party leadership.and_the MinOtry_of_
Education to establish coUrses in theoretical mathematics in special

schools for mathematically gifted students. Thus were the "special

schools",initially created.

Of course, in a way, studying calculus and physics knd biology in

high school is--or at least, can bepreparation for,the world of work,

if one is to go on and become h computer scientist, a surgeon, or an

aeronautical engineer.

During the 1960's, the role of the special schools increas40

rapidly: by 1965 more than 100 such schools watre in operation,
enrolling altogether mo e than 25,000 gifted or talented students.

For the nation as a who e, however, this was still a eatter that

involved relatively few students.

That, howiver, was to change. Th4 more sophisticated mathemati-

cal currAtulum of the special schools turned out to be alaboratory .

whereifra new national cUrriculum was developed. Vogeli (1971) des-

cribed the situation as follows:
A

[These special] school's provideclthe opportunity for exper-
imentation with curricular designs that-would ultimately be

introduced into t athematics syllabuses of the entire
secondary school sys em of general education. Topics from

abstract algebra, prbbability and statistics, .nmerical
analyais, topology and non-Euclidean geometrywhich had

been considered too difficult for the eighth through eleventh
grades,--were successfully introduced into the syllabuses for

the special schools. The results of the experimentation
supported the arguments of mathematicians and teachers who

had been urgingin, opposition to the official ministerial

sanction of the polytechnic reformsthat the entire Soviet

school mathematics syllabpa tie reorganized and modernized.

Tim anti--polytechnic and pro-rliformist impetUs drew

support from outside the educational policy-making coimunity,
that is, from the leadership pf the industrial, technological

sectors of tha Soviet economy, who felt the need. for workers,

technicians and scientists with an increasingly sophisticated
knowledge of mathematics.

4
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Thi Soviet Union, like the United States, Japan, and
Europe, is engaged in post-industrial technological develop-
ment and expansion. The Soviet space program reflects a high
love' of achieved mathematical competence and7diiinai-----
timed effort in theoretical mathematics and applied techno-
logios. If the former Soviet school curriculum.and syllabus

. in mathematics was_adequate to support the industrialization
of the Soviet economy, it was evidently not considered adequate
OD upport the ongoing needs of science and technological
development.

Participation by Soviet mathematicians and mathematics
educators in international meetings and conferences on mathe-
matics education informed them 9f developments and achievements
abroad. The inclusion in Europilan and Americami school programs
of abstract algebra, p bability and statistics, numerical
analysits, computer and a lied mathematics, and other areas
not represented in the Sov et ten-year school syllabus undoub7
tedly must have aroused the nterest and concern of'Soviet
mathematicians. Although in ial infbrmal proposals for reform
went unheeded, in part because of the persistence of efforts to
devise a ptacticable polytechn c program, the 'success of the
advanced, theoretical curricu a in the special schools,provided
the support that the po nts of reform were seeking.(pp.8-9)

AA a result, the newee Soviet version of "new school mathematics"
was develoned; under the leadership of Academician A. N. Kolmngoroff,
in the,..yearsr from 1966 (when work on it began) until 1975 (when it was
to be.installed in all Soviet schools). Reliable reports from indi-
vidualAteachers seem to indicate that this latest Soviet curriculum
has not iet in an entirely satisfactory way the test of viability
under the conditions of egalitarian imp/ementation on a vast scale.
Probably that was too much to expect. A. usual, two questions remain,
not yet satisfactorily dealt with: "tor which students is A more
sophisticated curriculum appropriate?" and "How can one acquire a
cadre of teachers of the requisite (high!) level of technical subject

,. matter competence, combined with the necessary pedagogical ability?"'

The specific mathematical content of the 1975 curriculum is roughly
as follows:

Grades 1 to 3 (ages 7 to 10):

In these grades are included the operstians of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division; the basic laws
(commutative, associattve, distributive, etc.) for those
operations; the beginnings of algebra (on an introductory un-
pressured level); measurement (including ares end volume);
the basic geOmetric concepts of points and angle; and

'Here, again,,the need for specificity arises. JUst What is a young dhild
supposed to think that a "point" actually is? HoW does he deal with its
idealised (unreal) nature--if at all? [cf. Davis, 1976c.)
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elementary surveying, 2 actually carried on outdoors. Shahan-
owits (1978). says of the curriculum for grades 1 through 31
"The connection between geometric, algebraic, and arithmetic
material is an important feature of the mathematics prOgram
in the primary grades" (p. 56). The same is true for some,
but not all, of the "new math" curricula in tha U.S.

Grades 4 and 5

The arithmetical operations are extended to fractious and
decimals.3 Extensive use is made of number linen. limple
equations are used for physics (s v t, etc.) and for
geometry (areas, volumes, etc.). Plotting points in Cartesian
co-ordinates is introduced, as are positive and negative
numbers. Geomettic topics inclusle: use of ruler, protractor,
and compasses in geometric constructions; the theorem that ver-
tical angles are congruent; parallel linee; theorem on sumof
angles of a triangle; congruence of triangles; Theorem of
Pythagoras. (All proofs are described as "intuitive.").

Grades 6 through 8 (ages 12 through 75)

The concept of ftsnctiofz is introduced in grade 6. Other
topics include: inequaliti s; graphical representation of
functions; the propertiee.of integer exponents (without proofs);
polynomial functions; and the solut n of systems of two equa-
tions in two unknowns (both algebrajcally and graphically).

Grade 7

Topics include: the study of rational functions, includ-
ing transformation of expressions, as in

1 1

.
1 + 1 y x
x y

x2 + ax + bx + ab x + b

x2 a2 x a

2Surveying in grades 4, 5 and 6 (U.S. style) was also a feature of some,
but not all, of the various U.S.,"uew math" programs. Lauren Woodby,
especially, developed teaching units for "outdoor mathematica."

3Once again, questions arise about specifics. Would not the outdoor exper-
iences with surveying require fractions or decimals?_ The topic can hardly
be'new at the.fourth -grade level. (Piesumabli what happens in grades 4 .

and 5 is a more thorough and systematic treatment.)



binary numerals .(and decimal-binary copversions); absolute
and relative errors, including the formulae

A /AN b Aa - a tb
b (b + Ab)

4 (a + b) Aa Ab
a 4. b

the function y ; and certain special, functions such as
the greatest integer function and the absolute value function.
Geometric topics include: circles; chords, arcs, and central
angles; intersecting and'tangential circles; inscribed and
circumscribed circles; and translation and rotation. There
is also a separate course in descriptive geometry and engineer-
ing drawing.

Grade 8

lbpics jnclude: the solution of quadratic equations;
Vinta's coefficient rules; arithmetic and geometric progres-
sions; easy examples oftproofs by mathematical induction;
fractional exponents; informal treatment of irrational numbers;
the exponential function; and the logarithmic function. This
includes formulas such as

logBA ogi C logcA .

At this point the students are about 15 years old, and this seems
to mark the end of one stage of mathematical study. Up until now this
has been a program for all students. After this point has been reached,
students' piths begi to diverge. The work cif the "eight-year school"
has been completed.

Grades 9 and 10

At this it
coursework in m
to 5), and e
metric topic
principles; t e
cosines.

for those students who go on, the required
thematics is reduCed slightly (from 6 hours per week

a make their appearance in a larger way. Geo-
clu e: measurement results obtained from similarity
trigonometric functions; law oCsines; and law of

Grade 9

Tbpics include: limit of infinite sequences; irrationality
ofri ; limits of functions; continuity (defined ,by ce 6 method);
the derivative'developed fvom the study of concrete examples
Involving velocity4; followed by undertaking the general study of

4
For a siipar program in the U.S., see Davi* (1976b) and Davis, Jockusth,
and McKnibght (1978).

A
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derivatives; vectors; trigonometryf differentiation of trigono-
metric functions; differentiation f exponential and logarithmic
functions (and applications to pro lems of growth and decay in
physics, biology, and economics); anti-differentiation; definite

integrals; surface aremwssid.veLmmeelef solids of revolution;
the hermonic oscillator; solution of certain secOnd-Order differ-
ential equations; combinatorica; probability; and Chebyshev's
Theorem and the law of large numbers. Geometric topics include
vector geometry and proofs Of theorems in axiomitic Euclidean

synthetic geometry.

Optional Topics

What has been described above, especially for grades 1 through 8,
represents essentially the required curriculum for all Soviet chi1dren.5
The difficult problem of providing for individual differences must OW
be faced: In addition to the special sthools, the new (1975),Sovist

. ..

curriculum tries to provide for,individual differences by,lk 9f
optional mathematics courses.' Those do not replace any of i basic

courses, but are taken in addition to them. According to anowitx

(1978), main emphases in optional courses

rk

which beginxat.grade 7,

einclude: transformational geometry, ex numbers (fhcluding
De Moivre's Theorem, and Euler's Theor ), the solution of'differentia/
equations, non-Euclidean geometry, further study of the.aximestic
method in geometry, vector spaces, computer programming, and numeri-
cal analysis.

!

As a suggestAon of grade-level eacement, geometric proofis using .

Cavalieri's theorem appear as an opttEnal topic in grade 8 (14- and
15-year-old students); a 'more thorough study of the field of be reels
And an introduction to complex nunthers both appear in grade 9;\ while

additional topics in the theory of probability, an introductio0 to
computer science, and a course in programming digital eomputerif all

appear in grade 10 (16- tend 177year-old students).

In the effort to define the 1975 Soviet curriculum more prcieely,
it.is helpful to'look at typical questions from the exam{nation4 that
are used at the end of the school year to determine which child en will
be promoted to the next grade,.

For promotion from grade 4 to grOle 5:

A state farm sent 11.tons 975 kg.of fruit to a cannery, an4 3
tons

3
950 kg less'than that to various stores. Apples acco nted

for of the .weight of all fruit shippe4.

c)

5A considerably more detailed discussion of the 19/5 mathematics Currie-
. ,

ulum is presented in Shabenowitz (1978).

a

1
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How many boxes were needed to pack the apple., if one
box can hold 30 kg cif apples? (Shabanowitz, 1978, P. 73)

For promotion from grade 6 to grade 7:

&lava the following equation and-check it:

(3.2-2x) 2.5x ?-+- x(5x -0.5) 1.5. (Shabanowitx, 1978,p. 74)

For promotion from grade 9 to grade 10:

'Find the value of r such that the graph of the function y...xr
will pass through the point.

,

(:3r *

A

(Shabanowitz, 1978, p. 75)
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Chapter V

One View of the Value of Studying Mathematics Education
Reftearch and Development in.the Solliet Union

Robert B. Davis

. What Do 11e Need?

What a supermarket has to offer to you depends not only on what it:
has in stock, but aIsoand usually more importantlyupon whatyou
need. So, before we consider Soviet R and D, we -should perhaps-look
around the U.S. and try to decide what wui need: This is the luardest

part of the task, Even if we could all agree on what Is available in
Soviet R and D literature (and we are hardly well-enough informed to
be able to do that), there are surely markedly different.views as to
what is lacking here in the U.S. That, of course, is the reason for
provIdInk four independent chapters by different authors in this report.
We"-begin, then, with one observer's shopping liat. As we identify iteing,
we shall consider what might be available from a study of Soviet work.

I aak the reader-to bear in mind that,what follows itsca petsonal
list, written ins"objective" language only for the sake of simplicity.

1. Description

There is no more grievous lack in typical U.S. research and
development work than the abaence of enough deseript.Lame, and good
enough ones. A. very conemon kind of research repoit will assert some-
thing like this: "The use of art to'motiVste 'arithmetic in grade 5
Was found to,yield no significant differimce in student gain stores,
as measured in grade equivalents by CTBS tests."

But, typically, the report does NOT tell you how "art" was "used"
to relate to arithmetic. Did students use wax crayons to color in
purple-outlined pictures that had been run off on a ditto machine?
Did they make original "sculptures," using wood and metal scraps from
the junior high school shops? Did they make silk screen prints?

Homt Wei the art related to the mathematiti4 Was avt,actively used
fe a rewaM--after getting a score of 90 or better on in erithmetic test,
a student could go to the art room for a twii-houi session? Or were the
art and the mathematics inextricably interwoven, perhipe in due task of
building a massive mobilethat,required an a prOri determination of
balance points, using the computation of turning mamenti? If so, was
the specific project of such a nature,that computation', wems in faCt
inherently hecessary; Or were they a gratuitous requirement imposed by
the/teacher on a,task that could,ba done more simply by "cut-amd.ltry"
non4mathematical methods?
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How about the teachers? Did a single teacher deal with both'art
and mathematics? If o, WWI the teacher fully competont'in, and,onthu-
elastic about, both a t and mathematics separately? Was the teacher
enthusiastic about the combination?

r

Haw good ware the 0 ific tasks.t4at were used? What were they.,
specifically? Did t y in Iva spatial visualization, as Marion
Walter's "mil carton tting" doei?

The vvrz. aiiekof _such datai-is -8449908U prevaiiing4trisa
that questions Tànd answers!) of that type are not important. But
every good teacher knows that this is false. What you do is impor-
tant, but the details of how you do it'are no less decisive in shaping
the outcome.

A decade or two ago, U.S. research and development efforts seemed
to argue that such "details" were neither necessary nor appropriate to
abstract science, to the "scientific" study of education. This was
clearly false: very often the details are of decisive itiportance.,

,.
More recently a different defense has been used: The stuay.of

6iducation needs to concern itRelf with policy questions. A perin-
tendent of schools, or a principal, can make decisions and se4 ide-
lines only at an abstract level, such as scheduling art and mat emetics
teachers to work together; the superintendent cannot be inirolved in the
details of program implementation: This argumeet'is no less specious
than itp predecessor: why should research and developmint be aimed
priparily (or sblely) at administrators? The needs of teachers--and,
in fact, of parents--are just as great, and they make different kinds

0.of decisions, where the importance of detail is Undeniable.

Far more research and development is needed where exactly Whatjs
done is recorded and reported in the fullest possible detail, and where
the entire outcome is similarly recorded and reported. Ibis can aome-
times be done by detailed verbal descriptions, but can sometimes be
handled better.vill videotape, audiotape,.or film.

'

Education, after all, is not merely "applie&science"--indeed, it
is not mainly applied science. It is also very largely an art, and
mdst be treated es one. The long-term history of music shows unmis-
takable periods f progress. But these have depended upon knowledge
of the detaili oi performance, usually.hchieved by hearing live per..
form/micas. Cola(' Beethovedhave Composed as he did if he had neirer
heard a performance.of the music of Mozart, Haydn, Bach, or any.other
predecessor, but had seen Merely "abstrat" descriptors, written'not
in musical notation,but in ordinary ,German prose: "The composition
begins with a loud chord, follOwed by a silence; then a rising--
sequence of notes, in which the violii,is prominent...7y Clearly not!'

-.The details of colipositioU and performance art critical. These are
capturedAn live performances, in recordings, and in sheet mueic-a-but
not in abstract Verbal clescTiptions,s. s

"'V
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TO some extent an-alternative apiproachfundamentally different--
'has been provided by Piaget. He has observed the details of certain
behavior, and has idescribed it quite well.1 His impact in the United
States has geen useful, but some Soviet studies offer more, and some
Soviet discussions of methodology are esPecially valuable. Consider,
for example, this passage 16, Krutetskii (1976):

A. an Illustration of the aforementioned deficiencY of test
studies, we can cite the research of J. Hitrray, devoted to
an analysis of geometrical abilixy and published in 1949.
The author, using a testing technique that completely ignores
the.process of solving test problems, found a correlation
between success in mastering geometry and particular abili-
ties: reasoning ability, the abllity-tO "grasp" spatial-
relations, and so on. The same kind of research is repre-
sented by the more recent investigations of mathematically
gifted adolescents by W. A. Kennedy and others, the research
of E. Locke on the correlation between indexes of gifted
science students' intellectual abilities and personality
traits obtained in the classroom and their out-of-class
achievenlent, ancimany more. It is hard to understand how
theory or practice can be enriched by, for instance, the
research of Kennedy, whocomputed, for 130'mathematically
gifted adolescents, their scores on different kinds of tests
.and studied.the correlation between them, finding that in some
cases it vas significant and in others mot. The.process of
solution did not interest the investigator. But,Whitrich
material could be provided by a-study of the process of
mathematical thinking in 130 mathematically able.adoles-
cents! (p. 14)

Krutetskii does not leaye us in-doubt as to the kind of alterna-:
tive he has in mind; he gives us examples--and these examples show a
good level of detail in observing and describing a student's actual
thought processes:

Let us consider a few examples to convey as cleai-ly as possi-
ble the essence of our criticism. In most cases where the
same=test result has been dbtained, the mental processes that
have led tb the result can be essentially different. And this
very difference can be the most valuable material for judging
an examinee's psychological traiti--his abilities.-, With this
in mind, we shall discuss a few examples from our work:
examples of different psychological means Of arriving at the
same result.

1Yet Piagette alternative, thotigh very important, hawnot entirely. filled
the need for dlternative R and D methodologies for the U.S. We return
to this .theme below in a-later section of this chapter.

.
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1. Problem. Three friends visit e library on diffetent days:
the first once every 3 days, the ..coIia once.every,4 dais, and
the third once every. 5 days. The last time they were at the
library together was on a Tuesday. In.how many days will they
again be at the library together, and what day, of the reek will
it be?

Solutions. Pupil G.S. (seventh-grade boy) rapidly wrote ddwn a
series of consecutive numbers starting with 1 and began quickly
crossing out numbers: every third one (with * line), eVery',
fourth (with a dot), and every fifth (with a cross). He got1i6o
right answer mechanically: ,60 days. He rapidly counted off the.
days 'of the week and got Saturday. Correct answer; solution
ttne: 2 min., 2 sec.

414

-

Pupil Yu. A. (seventh-grade girl) thought i bit, then said,'
"So this will be the least common multiple!" Without hurrying,
she calculated (3-4-5 . 60). She divided 60 by 7, obtained-8
weeks, with a remainder of 4 days. She declared:. °Wednesday,'
Thursday, Friday, Saturday. Two months from daturday.° errect
answer; solution time: I min:, 22 sec.

For both the result 0; the same. The. Osychometrician.
evalrates both pupils as equal (at best, making a "correction"
.for the solution time)1,1, 471e processes of solution are at
entirely different leveIS'

2. Problem. Write down 100,
dots mean? What is the first
What ix' the firs.t digit? The
will the thirteenth digit be?

le

101, 102,...What do the three
number you have,written down?
third digit? Question: What
The twenty-first digit?.

Solutions. Pupil A.K. (fifth-grade boy) simply continues the
series and primitively counts off the specified digit. The
answer is correct; time: 29 sec.

Pupil S.B. (sixth-grade boy) reads aloud (and shown on his
fingers) the digits from 1, until he reaches the needed resUlt.
Correct answer; time: 21 sec:

Pupil R.V. (sixth-grade girl), having noticed after some
reflection that each number has three digits, reads aloud in
groups of three, without reproducing the whole series. Correct
answer; time: 24 sec.

.

For all three, the result is the samet 'the problem is
solved correctly. Moreover, the solution times approximately
coincide. Any psychometrician is obliged to rate .aWthree

.,: pupils as altogethei- equal. But it is clear even to someone
inexperienced-in psychology how different were,the psychological
path, leading to the result. .

ter
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TO show how important a pupil's'unique problem-solving
methods can be and how much an analysis of the process can
contribute to research, we cite an exatmple of the solution
of two problems by three pupils (Iwe shall give brief descrip-
tions-of the solutions). The test problems were taken from
Werdelin's study. Pupils in the MOSCOW schools did the solv-
ing.

Problem 1. If we add 360 to a certain number, we obtain the
same result as we would if we multiplied this unknown number
by 4. What is the number?

Problem 2. A mother is three times as old as her daughter.
Ten years from now she will be only twice as old as her
daughter. What is the mother's age?

Solution by Sasha R. (seventh grade). Quickly, without
pausing, composes equations and solves.

1. 360 + x .4 360 3x x 120
2. x; x + 10 3x 10 2(x + 10) x 10-

3x; 3x + 10 3x + 10 2x + 20

Solution by Raya Ts. (seventh grade). Quickly, without pausing,
draws a diagram:

+ 360

1. D - 0000 - 120 \
2. 0 + 0

O 0 + 0
O £3 0 0 =00 CI 10 years (daughter)

Solution by Robert N. (seventh grade). ,Ikmms not write or draw
anything. Quickly says, for (1), "Add 360 and take it four
timesit's all the same. Then 360 is three equal factors.
The number is 120." (2) "The difference between mother and
daughter will always make up two initial ages of the daughter,
and in 10 years these two initial ages will equal to the next
age of the daughter, that is, in 10 years the daughtst will be
twice as old. The daughter is 10 and,the mother 30 years old."

All three pupils solved both problems; all three were con-
sidered able pupils; the solution time for all three was approx-
imately identical. A psychometrician would have to rate all
three,as entirely equal. But even a superficial analysis of
the process should suggest essential differences in thess,
pupils' mental processes.

We have dwelt on this matter-because it is important to
shaw,concretely the different possibilities that are missed in

5 7
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testing and the erroneousness of its conclusions. The psycho-

metrician, in each instance cited above, muat_concludo that
ehe pupils are equal in their manifestations of mathematical
ability, whereas analysis of the process suggests that we are
dealing with different levels of mathematical ability in the
first two problems and with different varieties of mathe-
matical ability in the second two. (Krutetskii, 1976, pp.

14-16).

As a result of all that has been said above, one must agree
with Teplov, who wrote that testing on the whole has not
cleared the way for a study of individual pdychological
differences: "In a scientific respect it has proved unavail-
ing, and in the sphere of practical application sometimes
downright injurious". (Krutetskii, 1976, p.-17)

The omission of detailed descriptions in typical U.S. educational
research is, in part, a misreading of the history of science. In recent
years, one or another kind of experiment has been impoFtant in the
.traditional.sciences (though not, as Kuhn (1962) points out, nearly as
important as the popular folk-lore suggests). However, in medicine,
physics, and chemistry this age of experimentation had been preceded by
many centuries of careful observation and description (cf., e.g.,
Davis, Jockuscl;, and McKnight, 1978)." The laek of comparable descrip-
tione in education must be pvercome; a major effort at describing
treatment, describing outcomes, and describing thought processes is
needed. The use of audiotapes, videotapes, and film can greatly
facilitate this process. And, as the Krutetekii ercerpts should
suggest,"this ia a matter where we CAN get some help from Soviet work,
especially in the description of alternative "aurface" thought pro-
cesses.

-

How faemust.one go in describing, observing, and recording? MY
apsWer is: very far, indeed! We.do not at present possess the
abstract descriptors necessary to enable us to determine the essential
nature of learning experiences, of thought processes, or of outcomes.
Consequently, we must sometimes go even this far: record the learning
experiences on videotape; record sample outcome behaviors on videotape;
and repoKt that 'for the 361 students studied (for whom an incomplete
set of descriptors exists and would be used in describing them), educa-
tional experiences that looked like this produced, in at least 83 per-
cent of the cases, an outcome that lodked like that.'

In music, the "outcome" tapes might record a student recital, or
in ehe case of mathematics, they might show a student as he or she.is
confronted with a problem of a new unfamiliar type, and allow us to
watch and to listen as the student tackles the problem. Sometimes it
is more effective to have several students work togeehes on the unfsm-
iliar new problem, since conversation between the students will some-
times help to reveal more clearly the way the students are thinking
about the problem.
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A (small) part of this matter is sometimes dealt with, within
the U.S., as the distinction between procdee and product. Tb some
observers (especially laymenY, it seems obvious that product--the
"bottom line," as it were--is all-important, whereas process is
incidental and usually insignificant. Of course this is faise. One,

question, intended to emphasize the fallacy in "counting right
answers" as a measure of achievement or understanding, ie
Would you rather have a watch that (without resetting) is correct
twice a day, or would you prefer one that (again, without resetting)
is correct once a year? If one "counts the number of right answers,"
the first watch gets (at least) 730 correct answers in 365 days, and
should presumably be chosen in preference to a watch that gets only one
"right answer" in this period of time. But of course a watch that
doesn't run at all will be correct twice every day; a watch that is
right only once a year must, in fact, gain (or lose) 3.9 minutes each
day, and is perfectly satisfactory for most ordinary purposes.

Exactly similar phenomena happen with students. A student whose
procedure for, say, subtracting several-digit numbers contains one
minor flaw may, as a result, get all--or nearly all--of.thr answers
wrong. Yet the taik of,identifying and.correcting this'Köne minor
flaw" may be quite simple, after which the student may get all of the
answers right.

.Another student may get substantially more answers correct, but
such may be the nature of the flaws in that student's procedures (or
the difficulties of some other nature that he or she experiences),
that significant remediation may be essentially impossible. Foi
serious remediation--or even for correct assessments in general--one
MUST deal with "processes," rather than "products." Krutetskii and
many other Sviet researchers hold to precisely this point of view.

2. Interview Studies

A corollary to the importance of description is the need for
interview studies. These have played a large role in Soviet work,
as one sees immediately from, for example, the work of Krutetskii
(1976) cited earlier. Among U.S. researchers, see Erlwanger (1975),
Alderman, Swinton, and Braswell (1979), and Burton and Brown (1978).
Otfter Soviet researchers include Kabanova-Meller (1970), Talyzina
(1970), Yakimanskaya (1970), Zykova (1969), Yaroshchuk (1969), and
Doblaev (1969).

3., A "Structural" or "Metaphoric" Theory of Human Informhjition Processing

Chemistry Could not have achieved its modern successes without the
development of a "structural" or "metaphoric" theory in terms of atoms,
molecules, atomic nuclei, orbital electrons arranged in layers, etc.
Had .chetnistry attempted- to deal only in "real-valued variables" such
as density, pH, atomic weight, and so on, it could not have made long-
term significant progress (cf., e.g., Davis and McKnight, 1979).

5 :9
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In a similar way, educational studies must relake to a "struc-'
turil" or "metaphoric" theory of human information processing. The
appropriate kind of theory, perhaps not yet correct in detail, but
surely moving in that direction, is being,built by M. Minsky, S.
Papert, Marilyn Matz, John Seely Brown, R. Schenk, and others (cf.,
e.g., Minsky and Papert, 1972; Matz, 1979;=Brown, 1979; Davis, 1977)..
This is extremely encouraging; but this type of "metaphoric '? theory
is still of incfrest onity to a moiall group of researchers. A larger
discussion of such matters should be beneficial. This might be more
likely if some.S6viet conceptualizations were included in the discus-
sion. The work of Tikhomirov and Terekhov, and of N.V. Rivkos,
reviewed by Rachlin in Chapter VIt, would be examples of relevant
Soviet studids.

There are said to be many recent Soviet-stodies that follow the
kind of "artificial intelligence" paradigm,that we have in mind.
These studies are presently unknown in the United States, but per-
sistent inquiries could presumably locate them.

4. Family and Home Environment Studies

There is no-greater need in'the studx of U.S. education than the
need for studies of the edocational effect of different patterns of
parental behavior, home environments, and other determiners of student
self-concept, student preferences, student values, student habits,
student aspiration levels, and-so on. It is overwhelmingly apparent
that students differ, one from another, and that these differences
are often very stable, not easily modified by schools.(cf., e.g.,*
Davis and Douglas, 1976). These differences are not-well-described
by I.Q. scores--they relate to regular habits of doing assigned home-
work on time, to working carefully, to being curious and inquisitive,
to petsistence'in working on diefficult or tedious tasks, to self-
confidence, etc.

What kinds of parental behavior influence the development of good
work habits, curiosity, and self-confidence in children? Virtually
nothing--beyond folk-lore4--seems to be known about such matters. Yet
nothing is more fundamental to the outcomes of education.

Soviet educators have long stressed the importance'of the "upbring-
ing" of children--indeed, there are special professionals known as
"upbringers." This distinctive Soviet noticlumw/IVolving responsible
citizenship, good work habits, respect foi teachers, etc.bearkthe
Russian name "vospitaniyeh" 1oceftilra4-001eh. Thus, there7tan be
special interest in studying the development of good viOrk habits and
similar factors in Russian children, and--since the Soviets deiote much
attention to such mattersone can hope that there are many wasting
Soviet studied worthy of translation intO English and study by U.S. .

researchers. Where typical Russian practice dImergee sharply frol
prpical U.S. practice, there is always a possibility of useful studies.
This divergence clearly occurs in the matter of.the very close suPer-
vision of children in Russia, quite unlike American practice (cf4 Smith,
1977; Bronfenbrenner, 1970).

60
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There is.the further possibility of new studies by U.S. scholars
in the Soviet Union, by Soviet scholars in the U.S., or jointly in
the boio countries. One important study of this type already exists:
Bronfenbrenner's 7W, Worlds of Childhood: U.S. and U.S.S.R. (1970).
Given the importance of family studies, much more might be u9dertaken.

Before continuing our shopping list of wbat is needed in R and b,
it may be well to pause and abk what goals we have for the entire ,

venture.

4.

B. Goals for the Improvement of Mathematics Education

Again with the admonition that this is a personal list, I. piopose
these goals for the overall program of research and development in
education:

1) Creating programs such that most students learn more mathe-
matics than they do at present;

2) Making it possible for most students to derive more gratifi-
cation from the study'of mathematics than they do at present;

3) Making it easier for Atudents OD relate mathematics to their
personal career choices [this includes both a "curriculum" .

aspecttrying to make the curriculum relevant to these
careei choics--and also a "student" aspect-making students
less,fearful of mathematics (and better prepared in mathe-
matics), and hence more willing (and able) to select careers
that involve mathematic51;

4) Increasing student understanding of the mathematics they do
learn;

)- Increasing competence in '!routine" mathematics, such as
solving-systems of linesx equations, etc.;

6) .Increasing competence in heuriatic analysis and the various
aspects of creative and original work in mathematics;

7) Giving students a better idea of the various major aspects
of mathematics (e.g., where is it useful, where is it less
likely to be useful, etc.);

.8) Matching mathematical training to the economic needs of
society;

9) Accelerating the pace of education so that young people are
not force& to remain in student status any longer% then
necessary;

10) Getting a deeper understanding of the processes of learning
mathematics and solving problems involving mathematics.

61.
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C. FUrther Consideration of What Is Needed

We resume our "shopping list" from Section A:

5. Complexity

The study of learning in the United States ham focused mainly--
almost exclusively, it sometimes seems--on simple cases, often too .

simple to shed much light on the learning of mathematics or the acqui-
sition of skill in problem solving. The following quotation from
Kilpatrick and Wirszup (1969) puts the case clearly:

in view of recent concern about- tho place; of- -axioaatics2and
proof in the American school mathematics curriculum, it is
surplising that there have been virtually no research studies
in this country concerned with pupils' thought processes in
making a geometric proof. ,In fact, the classic work on proofs
in geometry is still Fawcett's study, published in 1938, which
deals only with promoting the ability to prove'theorems and not
with describing or analyzing the process. Needless to.say, if
American mathematics educators have shied away from investigat-
ing processes of geometric proof, American psychologist; have a

completely avoided the topic, with its complex tasksi its
potential for uncontrolled sources of variation, and its lack
of observable behavior. Soviet psychologists, however, have
not been so reluctant. As the 'articles in this volume indi-
cate, there has been substantial interest in the Soviet Union
in how pupils prove 'kilometric theorems, which is seen Ap part
of the larger question of how they solve problems in geometry.
In dontrast to Polya's distinction between "problems to find"
(with unknown, data, and condition as their principal parts)'
and "problems to prove" (with hypothesis and conclusion as
their principal parts), Soviet investigators appeak to view all
problems as composed of a condition (cohtaining'the.data) and a
requirement (or unknown). Pupileyire apparently' taught that
when faced wiEh a geometry pioblem they should identify the
principal parts, locate them in the diagram given with the
problem, and attempt to recall relevant concepts and theoreme.
In other words, they are taught to use suggestions much like
those Offen by Polya, although the approach is more formal and
the terminology ditferent. (p. 1)

6. Laboratory Schools

. In some ways one of the most troublesome criticisms of educational
research is that it makes little contact with reapty, that it is "merely
college professors writing for other professors." One observer recently
remarked that the whole adventure of dhe "new math" seemed.to havelften

2
For one interesting assessment, see Rising (1978).

6
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A

a storm on the surface of the ocean, having no perceptibAe effect on
the actual teachers, classrooms, and students, who of cdurse dwell
far below on the ocean floor.

If chemists had no laboratories, chemistry might be an abstratt
study, lacking contact with reality. If inflation, recessions, mono;
polies, and trade deficits did not occur, economics could conceivably
be an abstract study. Wflat could save educational research from the
fate of losing contact with reality? The authorwho, for iseyeral
years, has been privileged to teach in a high school-that is, in fact,

a laboratory school for the University of Illinois, and who thus hais

first-hand experience in the discipline that is enforced by the
reality of teaching.pre-college students--would argue that educational
research and development requires laboratories, and thst for ventures
of significant size (NOT Aq terms of large numbers of students, but
rather in terms of major/i0ovations, and following students for three
or more years), these laboratories need to be laboratory schools.

If one adds to this the unfortunate separation between LAS
(Liberal Arts and Sciences).Mathematics Departments and Colleges (orii

Departments) of Education, one has a clear recommendation: the

universcty should own and operate a pre-college school,
not one associated on1N, with the Department of Education, but rather
one where the LAS mathematics Department is responsible for mathe-
matics, ihe LAS Chemistry Department is responsible for chemistry,
and So on.

Exactly% this pattern can be observed in a few Soviet "special
schools" operated by major universities, one of which has Kolmogoroff'
(one of the world's greatest mathematicians) as principal. Study of.
this Soviet practice might help Americans.to see the value of such
arrangements. Vogeli (1971) reported that a small number of "special
schools," created and operated on this principle, have come to have-a
profound impactdon all Sdviet educatidn.

7. Curriculum Revis ion

The U.S. and the U.S.S.R. have tried remarkablY similar "new math"
curricula, and for generally similar reasons. Although the U.S.
venture has been one of the most interesting developments in American
educatio, it has received essentially no serious study (except, per-
haps, for one evaluative sfudy by.1aill4orth, 1971). But subjects deemed
unworthy or unsuitable for study in a single nation sometimes acquire
greater appeal when two nations can be involved.

In any case, continuing revisions in the school mathematics
curriculum will remain necessary f6r, both nations, and the Soviet
practice of extensive published discussion could b helpful also
to the United States. There need's to be fhr more written publimp
discussio* of the school mathematics curriculum.
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8. The Roletof the Teacher: Partly Pre-programed, Prtly 6ontansous

Is the teacher to be thought of as tho airline atiwardsss, who

reads a prepared stateient from a plastic card, or as e pilot who

improvises travelogues over the public address -system? s the teacher

an actor or actress, presenting well-rehearsed lines sc pted by et:Me-

nne else, or is the teacher an improviser, responding in\a new and

unique way to a new and unique challenge?

Every position, from one extreme to the other, has it\advocates

and its critics. At least one approach used successfulArid\the

uses some carefully sciipted episodes, combined with some'teacheT
decision making in response to student initiatives or other transient

considerations. To continue this Nival" approath, and to make the,-

most of it, more attention needs to be paid to perfecting the scripted

portions, and to helping teachers find increasiggly powerful ways of

dealing with the "spontaneous" portionm.

Something can be learned from Soviet practice. With all teathers

in the nation using the same textbook, it becomes possible for the

Soviets to give great attention to the "scripted" part of the

teacher's work.

As an illustration of the xelation betVeen the "scripted" and
HI spontaneous" components in teaching, the Madison Project developed
the "pebbles-in-the-bae activity to introduce negative integers.'

This was a carefully crafted and carefully tested activity, intended

, to be taught with careful fidelity,to the "script" (Davis, 1967a, P.

54); for this activity, extensive teacher training was proVided. But

the Projecealso assumed a large component of flexible or spontaneous

-teather behavior; for this cOmponent, a different sort of teacher

education was provided. 41

One can hardly imagine a U.S. curriculum that is uniform, nation-

wide, in the Soviet fashion. Nonetheless, the opportunity that is
thereby created for a large investment in teacher education is"very

attractive. One has only to read Bantova (1971), Taruntaeva (1971),

Pchelko (1971), or Shepetov (1971) to sek bow great attention to

detail is possible when one is dealing with a fully-scripted part of

the teacher's job. These authors are able to cita individual problems

in the textbook by number, And can discuss exactly how problem number

623 (say) is to be handled. Even the.tiae of the Shepetov essay is
indicative of the specificity of a priori determination in the Soviet

curriculum: "Certain Features of the New Mathematics Textbook for the

Fourth Grade."

These essays have the appearance of being genuinelic helpful to

teachers, and for that part of the teacher's job that is fully scripted,

smith help is clearly appropriate, and even fairly easy'to prOVide.

But the Soviets Orovide help also for the flexible ok' spontaneous

part of the teacher's job. Consider, for example, tho following:

ams.
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A striving to avoid a presentation of material where every-
thing begins with formal definitions and is developed
according to the laws of logic is clearly expiessed in the
textbook. In many cases, a practical problem serves as
grounds for the introduction of new subject material, and
the problem helps give an idea of the importance of the
new.knowledge. The solution of such a problem serves as
the basis for subsequent generalizations. There are a
fair number of examples of this; consider only the pointi
devoted io the lawp of arithmetic operations. The teacher .

should not only support this methodological ROproach by
'using such problemp for developing problem situations, but
should show initiative, and this is even more true when
there are many occasions for such investigationw. For
example, the textbook begins the presentation of the con-
cept of percent in the traditional way--i.e., from deter-
mining a percent--and there is not sufficient motivation
for introducing this concept._ Creative forces are also
necessary in achieving the other object of problem teach-
ing: the organization of independent student work
controlled by the teacher and directed toward opening up
new relationships and laws in the text material. (Shepetov,
1971, p. 127)

One shotild sho9en considerably the number of problems
solved with written questions. In acquainting students
vith 1 new type of problem, it is sufficient to solve
three or four problems wifh a written formulation and

.

resort later to written questions in cases where students
have difficulties in their oral formulation. Then one
need not regret time spent to solve,the same problem by
diffeeent methods, to work out a given problem and solve
inyerse problems, to compare problems reducing to the same
relationship, and,,after.solving similar problems, to form
a generalization and make up a formula for its solution.
In a word, one should not regret time spent on anything
that is associated with independent invest ations of
the puOils and on methods for solving a gi4en problem.
(Pchelko, 1970, p. 121)

The Soviet sYstem of providing detailed help for teachers is
extremely important. A suggestion of bow some of the advantages of
this method could be achieved in the ti.s. is given in the following
sections.

9. Alternative Projects for A Unified Approach to Curriculum
Improvement andTeacher education

To sive time, let it be agreed from thi.outset that a single,
uniform, nation-wide curriculum would be unacceptable in the U.S.
(although the existing extent of diversity is not very great and
often virtually indetectable). One could inaredae,the'amount of

4
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diversity and alternativesa desirable thing to do, as the genitics
of biologically successful species demonstratesand at the same
time establish within the U.S. some of the Soviet-style advantages
of helping teachers in highly'specific weys. Indeed, the U.S. was
well on its way.to achieving this a few years ago. The methanism
was as follows (we uheiehe.Madison Project as an illustration, but
the essence of the,argument is that a multiplicity of such projects
are needed; too few projects would lead to an unacceptable monopoly):

a) In trial teaching, carefully "scripted" units wire developed,
refined, and tested.

b) Procedures for.handling the "flexible"'or "spontaneous" or
ft responsive" part of teaching Fere _worked out,_again using
direct trials with students as part of the debign process
itself (and NOT merely for testing gfter design work was
done).

c) Typical claslitoom lessons were recorded on film or video-
tape, so that other teachers could see for themselves
exactly what was eone, and exactly what the resulting
outcome was.

d) A large.teacher education program was eet up, in coopera-
tion with the public school.systems in ChiCago. San Diego
County, New York city, Los Angeles, Philadelphia,,and
elsewhere, that reached over 30,000 teachers.

This program was achieving significant successes, but for various
reasons it declined, both in size and in vigor, and no longer exists
as a large, coordinated program.3'4 While it did operate, however,
it addressed many of the problems discussed in this chapter: by
developing materials direcay in classroom teaching situations, and
NOT in separate writing session*, it maintained effective contact
with the reality "at the bottom of the ocean"--i.e., where the
students are; by recording typical lessons and typical student per-
formance on film and videotape, it preserved s ireat deal of depth,
specificity, and (as Jerome.Brunr pointed out) "immitatability";
it addressed both the "flexible" and the "scripted" parts 9f the
teacher's job; and, in its large-scale teacher training program,
because teachers WERE offering a common set of learning experiences,
it enjoyed the advantage of a specificity and a concrsteness not
entirely unlike Soviet ptactice.

1However, smaller versions of the program do c ntinue, with undimlnished
vigor, as in the case of the'special summer program offered by Wesleyan
University .in Middletown, Connecticut, in cooperation with the Associa-.
tion of Mathematics Teachers in New England.

4
Some of the reasons for the decline were'intrinsic to the progiam:itiblf.
One should not, however, .overlook the influence of external influences
which were entirelY unrelated to the program itself (cf. U.S. House of
Representatives, Reports, 1975, 1976).
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IV

What could make this approach l'icceptable to U.S.,cOlteaguss would

be having a multiplicity of such projects. (tadeed,,Vierioald exist ,

such a multiplicity: Beberman's OICSM Project operKt*d.this way,
as did Loman's USMES Project, among otharse) Tbis1appfoa0h ;addressed

many aspects of the general problem of improving,464"00404g,bchool
mathematics. It may still represent one of thitilmSOZ30*Itgefuture

; 4
progress.

A .

The similarities and-differences of U.S. attd toliial'exierientit in

approaching the task, of revising,the school math$4stiai Orrienlism

can be a source of extremely valuable informatiOn;.and Insights. The

U.S. experience by itself has not been adequettolyStudied7hut,. again,

it may prove easier to itudy two nations'together, rathar,than one by

itself.

10. The Etplication of Aliernative Belief Sy Stems

For some teachers and some parents, "educationg is a process of

telling things to students, and somehow 'causing the"Atudents to commit

the things to memory. The "phings" told may be "faezs;" or they mey
be rote procedures (such as the long division algorithm). xi

For other teachers and other parents, "education"is sOmething

entirely different. Consider, for example, the assittiVrisofhe
Soviet psychologist S. L. Rubinshteyn, paraphrased by

berg as follows: .

.... during the transition from an act's connection-uith,
practical thinking to its association with theozetical
thought, a re-orientation occurs during-the systematic '"

teaching of sciences to school children. That is, pra4r,

tical activity is an extremely important stimulus for the

formation 'of thought. ...The task confronting the
educator is not only to communicate knowledge to his
students, but [to] teach them to think. (Goldberg, 1978,

p. 373)

The point.is that there ,are many different conceptualizattona

of "learning," with different techniques for producing 1earning7and
different criteria.for determining when learnitm has occurred,quite,
comparable tO the situation of "electricity"'in Benjamin Frankiih's

day, as reported by Kuhn (1962). Is the presence of "electricity"

to be detected by attraction, or by repulsion, or by sparks, avtby

magnetic effects,or by some combination.of these? Is "learnine

to be detected 6y the student's ability to repeat-back what he or '

she has.beefi told, 'Irby the ability to relate new iituations.to
certain fundamental idea's, or by the ability to use heuristics to..

cope with entirely new problems, pr by some combination of these?-

'" .

MUch of the controversy over the "return to basics" id U.S.
schooli is in fact a confrontation between conflicting conceptuali-
zations. of "learning" a "education." ,Unfortunately,, far too
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little has been.done to identify and deecribe--"explicate" is a good
name for the prolicess-the various alternative,conceptualitations of .

learning that are prominent iipthe U.S. today. But, as Bruner has
remarked,. "the fish will be the last to diecover water," and. it As-
probably easier to recognize various V.S: conceptualizations while'
we are engaged in the task of identifying Soviet conceptualization*.

Moreover, Soviet scholars em more inclfned to try to identify
and compare alternative conceptualizations. We have seen something
of Rubinshteyn's position: Consider,'.how, the following:

In the Soviet psychology of teachintrand learning maths-
viatica one can dfitinguish two basic.trends qr.schools.of
thought. The first of these was created by N. A. Menchin-
skaya, P. A. Shevarev and their students; the second was
established by, P. Ya. Galperin, N.c F. Talyzina, D. B.
Elkonin, V. V, Davydov and their followers. In the Soviet
Union, S. L. Rubinshteyn waa a pioneer in formulating the
theory that activity is the determining factor in Ole
functioning and development of thought. The difference
.between MenChinskaya and the Gelperin schools consists in
the different means each selects for concretizing the unity
of psychology and activity._ (Goldberg, 1978, pp. 374-5)

To a distant observer, it seems that there is strong disagreemeA
beiwpen the Menchinskaya group aft(' the-Galperin school. Consider the
followingl,

At the kesent time, the approach to the learning process
in,the,U.S.S.R. is characterized by three.types of learn-
ing. The following classification was suggested by
Galperin, himself:

TUE FIRST TYPE. The mastering of knowledge occurs
spontaneously, and is an unguided process. The formation
of concepts and skills in acts proceeds according to
trial and error. Prescribed conditions are insufficiently
distinguished. Correct icts are formed gradually by
virtue of selection, which is controlled by a final
result. The transfer'to .new tasks is almost totally
lacking. It should be noted that this type is, in fact,
the one 'Alia was developed by the Menchinskaya choo1.

TUE SECOND TYPE . Ak student works' under continuous
supervision, receiving an the necessary instructions which
will result in a correct action or an actl9n with onlyminor
errors. If new tasks have something in conion vfith the
tasks used during instruction, then a transfer of acts to
the new tasks takes places. This type was developed by
Galperin and his followers.

, THE TURD 11716% Advantages are added to those of
the second type of learning. Acts of the student, formed
without trial and error, occur under those conditions
during which he not only is compelleo certy out precise

,

40.
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instructions and demands and must submit to them, but also
when he understands why these.tasks are caused. In this
tYpe of learning the cognitive*interests and-abilities of
the students are brOadly developed, and a.generalired
transfer of skills and abilities'to new knowledge is
obtained. This type-of learning was proposed, by Galperin
as the perfection of his second type. It is being
developed by bothWenchinskaya's and Galperin's schools,/
the latter apparently achieving ;lore significant results.
(Goldberg, 1978; p.' 379)

[

4!
U. Soine Points of Contact Between Soviet Studies =dd.& hrathamatice

Ediscation

_In this section we look, very briefly, at six specific points
of contact betweep Soviet studies and U.S. mathematics education.
Another cautionary note is called for: this is being written at a
quite considerable distance from the Soviet investigators, with the
inevitable possibility of substantial misunderstandings and miscon-
ceptions.

a) "Discovery" teaching

This has; of course, been dilcussedvithin the U.S. -;-
(Shulmak and Keislar, 1966; Davis, 1967b), but mainly
ip an inconclusive-way. Sooner or later, further and
more incisive discussion is needed.

One finds,points-of contact in Soviet writing, as for'example in
the work of Rubinshteyn rpsychological Processes not only appear,
but are formed, during activity" (Goldberg, 1978,.p. 373)1, Suth
points appear perhaps especially in'Rubipshieyn's careful description
of one.aspect of one version-of "discovery"-teaching:

... For example, if a itudent cannot solve a problem
,nithout outside assistance, he should not be givenoa pre-
pared solution, but rather should be given the separate
stages of analyses which, after employed, enable him'to
proceed. This technique should be used by a teacher who
.wsnts to teach his students how to think, and not just
solve typical-problems using a mass of prepared pa rnS.
(kubinshteyn, as repOrted in Goldberg, 1978, p. 37

'w\

-Yhe growth of cognitive structure in, a student's head (the
"Ag-saw puzzle theory"--cf. Davis, 1972) :

Rnbinshteyn, again, states:

i child can master and use knowledge presented to him only
if the inner conditions for their assimilation and-uses

*have been well established in his thinking. (Goldberg,
1976, p. 374)

4' s,

69
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c) Interview 8t4di68

The case r<sing interviiti studies to map out a
student's thin ing as he or she solves a mathematical
problem is beginning to become clearer in the U.S.; it
has long been accepted in the U.S.S.R.:

A new method of psychological research was crseted.
Observation,,,conversation, and finally real experi-
mentation came fo be widely used...[around 19401...
(Goldberg, 1978, p. 374)

Even earlier than Rubinshteyn (who wrote in 1940)_ we of course
have work of Vygotsky in 1926:

.Vygotsky felt that it was essential to,study't4, acts.of
thinking in response to an instructional process. With
his groups of associates, he resefirched the development
,and mastery of scientific concepts bY children eils [that
development] occurs during the learning process in
school. This work demonstrated the importance of a
gradual creation of concept systems during instruction.
(Goldberg;.1978, p. 371)

4) The teaching experiment

Within the U.S optimal methods of using teaching
situations for the design and development of new learning
experiences or teachihg units are still matters of dis-
agreement and uncertainty, There is an obvious value in
learning more about the Soviet "teaching experiments."

al

e) ,COgnitive processes in algebra and geometry

The Menchinskaya conceptualization of information pro-
cessing involved in thinking About polynomials (Goldberg,
1978, p. 375) can be related to a similar, but different,',
conceptualization presented in Davis, Jockusch, and McKnight
(1978).

Even more clearly, 'cf. the Galperin conceptualization:

A The subiect's activity serves as the'initial basis for
the formation of mental acts-.. The formation of mental acts-
begins with preliminary acquaintance with the demands and
conditions which ought to answer the acts. The act, then,
takes place with external objectS, as in the case where a
calculation is made with the assistance of concrete objects.
Here, the act proceeds under the control of 'the things them-
selves, and'the content of the future' mental act is formed.

, Further, verbalization occurs, for example, calculation
aloud. Action with objects passes, i.e., is transformed,

I
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into actions with concepts, Finally the action evolves into

a mental plan, acquiring the traits of the inner cognitive

process. (Goldberg, 1978, P. 377)

This bears an eyident relation to the development of "integratid

procedures" and "meta-language," as descrIbed in Davis, Jockusch, And

McKnight (1978) and Davis and McKnight (1979), including the Newell

Conjecture.

f) Uses of mathematics

The,importance of learning mathematics in a context of
using it, as dev,loped by such persons as Edith Biggs, David
Page, and Seymour Papert, is a major,theme within the U.S.

An apparently similar position among Sbyiet psychologists
has been stated by Galperin:

Galperin and hds followers maintain that without the appli-
cation of knowledge, its mastery is impossible. Application
of knowledge is the basic means of mastering [the knowledge],
not the concluding stage. There is no knowledge until it is

applied. Knowledge is acquired in the process of the
student's activity. (Goldberg, 1978, p. 378)

Galperin's statements are very close to the statements of Biggs,

Papert, and Marion Walter. Continuing:

The problem of instruction consists not in teaching how to
apply abstract information in practice, but in showing how
abstract knowledge is built on concrete content...Through
practical and mental acts the student discovers the essence
of the phenomena and masters the associated concepts.
(Goldberg, 1978, pp. 378-9).

To be sure, there are some major unanswered questions in the

area. In.using Dienes' MAB blocks to teach place-value numerals,
one "goes from the concrete to the abstract" and Galperin's des-
cription seems entirely applicable, but this becomes leis clear In

more complicated cases. Thete is the furtiler.questiin of whether a
sizeable multiplicity of different "concrete -embodiments" 1.prefer-
able to one main concrete embodiment.

12. A Third Methodology

The traditional U.S. methodology for educational research has
been, as we have argued above, a relatively remote methodology, rely-'
ing on questionnaires, multiple-choice tests, statiOtical analysis,

and an emphasis on "product" rather than "process.q The limitation*

of this method are coming increasingly V:, be recognised (cf.,-e.g
Ginsburg, 4972), as the remarks in Krutetskii (1976)imake especially
0.ear.1
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Piaget's "clinical interview" methodology has provided a welcome
and important alternative of a radically different type, relying on a
very small number of children (sometimes only three), not at all
randomly selected, on the presumption that when profound matters are
clearly observed and described in the case of a very few children,
there will be relevance to all children--a relevance guaranteed, not
by sampling procedures or sample size, but rather by the fundamentil
nature of the phenomena themselves. Piaget has provided evidence on
this; his main results are indeed universal.

While it is in no way Piaget's fault, the "Piagetiad'alternative"
that has.evolved in the U.S. has developed its own liabilities. For

one thing, the fundamentals studied by Piaget are relatively remote
from typical "school-type" tasks, such as the long division algorithm
or the solution of word problems. But more seriously, as Papert hat
pointed out, the implications of Piaget's results have tendedto be
reversed in American analysis. Whereas Piaget in fact identified
fundamental cognitive abilities that childred develop, even in the
absence of formal instruction, and which provide a foundation for
school learning, the popular U.S. interpretation reverses this, and
contends that Piaget found limitations on a xhild's "readiness,"
barriers to what a child is ready to learn. The Soviets reject this
re-interpretation of Piaget, and argue--as, for example, Davydov does
--that young children are in fact'able to learn far more mathematics
than was preiriously thought possible, and more abstract mathematics
at that.

But beyond discussions pro and conSoviet practice in using
school-re4gted tasks in task-based 'interviews demonstrates a third
possible methodology that is a valuable addition to the typical
U.S. abstract/statistical methodology and the typical Piagetian
methodology.

13. The Ability of Children ;3' 9
4

One of the most stable discayeries of the past twenty years has
been the repeated demonstrations,'by many different researchers, that
very large numbers or children tan learn 'tonsiderably more mathe-
matics.than used to be'thought possible. This has been demon'titrated
in California by William Johntz (1975), in Floridaby Burt Kaufman,
in Maryland by Julian Stanley (1977), in Massachusetts by David Page,
nation-wide by the Advanced Placement prograih, and else-
where by other investigators (cf. David, Jockusch, and McKnight,
1978, pp. 259-269). In the Soviet Union exacily,the same discovery
is reported by Davydov,5 byy,rogeli (1971), and by others, and is

5
"b. B. Elkonin and V. V. Davydov organized a broad, psychological-
pedagogical experiment of several years duration which inVo1ved many
\teachers and students. The hatic conclusions of this work led to a
fundamental re-examination of the mathematicagurriculum ;Mich took
place in the lower grades. As e resiUlt of the investigation, it was
concluded that younger school children.are more advanced in the areas
of abstract and theoretical thought than'had been previnusly realized,
and,a new mathematics curriculum was designed onthet basis of these
investigations." (Goldberig, 1978, p. 388)

A k.A
Ir.



indicated by the new Soviet textbooks (cf., e.g., Kalmogoroff et al.,

1975), "special schools," and elctive mathematics courses.

But the larger queetion is unanswered: we have nqt yet found'
effective ways to build on this usually undeveloped ability of
students in ways that can benefit society and the individuals

hheinselves.

14. Design

String quartets must be composed; plays and novels must be

written; automobiles and airplanes must be designed. Effective
learning experiences must also be designed--but in education, design

is the dog that neveebarked. While great attention is devoted to
evaluation, virtually no effort within education is devoted to design.

Here, again, what has been inaignificant=-or nonexistent--in one,
country may become important'when two countries are to be considered.
(Besides, the Soviets write and talk much more about questions of

educational designand when you are designing a nation-vide program
for all of the U.S.S.R., perhaps you had better!)

1 . Refi4ting the "Linear" Assumption

In recent years one has occasionally heard, in the U.S., the

idea that there is a "standard" sequence for research and develop-

ment: first one does research, then one refines and revises the
results of the research, then these results become, the basis for

"development" work, then these products are evaluated,-then revised,
then re-evaluated, and finally disseminated.

This theory is contrary to history.

In fact, there is no "standard" sequence. Perhaps more often

than not one starts with development and implementation--with
routine practice and daily work. This has been the case with beer,
glass, pain-killers, metallurgy, thermodynamics,,wine-making,
navigation, the building of the great cathedNals;''HOian plumbing,,
astrology/astronomy, surgery, acupunctute, and the curing of leather,
to name just a feW familiar examples.

In this matter, it appears that'Soviet practice in educational
research has been closer to the common successful liatterns of the
history of science and-technology, starting (as they often do) with
observation, interviews, description, and their woll-known.(but, in
thi U.S., not clearly understood) "teaching experimengs." (Goldberg
attributes much of this to the influence of Rubinahteyn in the early
part of the twentieth century.)

Adherence to.the "linear" pattern.in the Unite&States inevit-
ably constitutes a pressure toward abstract, academie,research,
toiard latk of adequate contact with*eeity, tatd'neglect of

+.

.
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that which is subtle, profound, elusive, or a matter of art--in a
phrase, taward professors writing for other college pro-
fessors," neglecting the practitioners' expertise of teachers, and
ignoring the children whose classrooaa and lives remain untouched
on the ocean floor." It is important to develop a recognition of

where reSearch really starts, which can be almost anywhere that
people deal thoughtfully with Important questions.

7

1 . Roftiting the Misuse. of Tests

Within the U.S. it I. commdilly believed that objetive tests are
the best source of "hard data." This is clearly not the case, as
anyone can eee if they will look directijlat schools and children.
RecentlY, there have begun to appear somelwell-reasoned attacks on
the typical assumptions and typical practices of "testing," "mfasur-

,
ing," and "evaluating." Particularly worthy of attention are Banesh
Hoffman's The Tyranny of Testing (1962); "The Score Against I.Q." and
other articles by Morrison and Zachaaas, Whitla and Whitla, Schwartz,
Taylor, and Perrone in The Myth of Measurability (Houts,, 1977). rt is;

of course, hard to improve much'on Krutetskii's extremely accurate,
, and extremely negative, anatysis, some of which is quoted elsewhere
in these chapters (Krutetskii,,1976).

The present use of tests in the United States does not have a'
scientific basis [Morrison (1977) discusses this with his usual dam-
bination.of scientific sophistication and expository skill], it oboes
have many harmful consequences and implibations, and it is based on
an essential circularity. Alternatives (as Perrone points'out) do
exist or can be created.

The moment that one looks careAlly at individual test items, or
at typical conditions of test administration, or at the underlying
philosophical justifisations, or (as Morrison points out) at the
important contribUtioAs made by innumerable valuable people who "test
badly" ("make low scores on the tests"), it becomes apparent that
tests are NOT giving us meaningfW "hard data" at all. They are

giving us numbers with .all the simplidity and apparent precision
that numbers implx--at,least emotionally. But numbers are not auto-
matically descriptive of much of anything, however much they may seem
to be. /

Mich could be gained if the role of tests in the United States
could be appropriately circumscribed. They can do borne things, but

. far less than they are usually presumed to be capable of doing. Here
ii a situation--afoKrutetskil bakes clearwhere Soviet commentary
and Soviet practice can help a great deal.

-

17. Is School Mathematics Really Mathemaiice?

Krutttskii pursues an interesting discussionv is school mathe-
matics a rote process, preliminary'to the study of "reall.Acteative)
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mathematics, or in school mathematics A true part of real, creative

mathematics?

Before defining the basic concepts with which we shall be

concerned, we must note.that mathematical ability can find

expression at quite different levels of activity.. We shall

treat the concept of mathematical ability in two aspects:

1. A. creative (scientific) ability--ability in scientific
mathematical activity, which yields new results or achieve-

ments that Ire significant for humanity, a product Oat is

valuable in social terms.
2. As school ability--ability in the'study (learning,

mastery) of mathematics (in this case, the school mathe-

matics,course), in the rapid and successful mastery of
appropriate information and skills.

)11,0th psychologists and mathematics usually distinguish
these two levels.

The question ariles: Can abilities for mastering
mathematics be regarded (and under what conditions) at A

least to some extent as a manifestation of genuine mathe-

matical ability, in the proper sense of the word (Wen-
tifically creativ4,? Or are they such different categories
that when the former are manifested it is absolutely

-

impossible to say anything,about the potential future

appearance of the latter? When we study abilities tor
mastering mathematics, can we believe that ts; some extent,.

within certain limits, we are studying matheWatical

ability properly speaking?
Some psycNblogists (especially foreign ones) are

inclined to make a sharp distinction between these two

levels of mathematical ability, and thus Al one looks at

achievement at the first level one"can conclude nothing
with confidence about achievement at the second level...

To us, the difference betAen the two levels of
activity does not solem absolute. In studying school,-
children's mathematical abilities, we have in mind not

simply their' educability. Our study will indeed.concern
the pupils' school abilities, but creative school &bill-

, ties, related to a0 independent creative mastery of mathe-

matics under the conditions ofIschool instruction, to.the
independent formulation of solving these problems, to the

'invention of proofs of theorems, to the independent deduc-

tion of formulas, and td finding original methods of

solving non-stanlierd problems. All of this undoubtedly

is also a manifestation of mathematical creativity. If

the presence of a creative principle is a criterion for
mathematical thinking proper, we must not forget that .
mathematical creativity can be not only objective *it

subjective. Establishing specific criteria to differen-
tlate the creative thought process from the uncreative,

A. Newell, J. C. Shaw, and H. A. Simon note the following

indications of creative thinking: (1) the product of
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mental activity has novelty and value both subjectively
and objectively; (2) the thinking process is elso.novel
in that it reqUires a transformation of previously
accepted ideas or a denial of them; (3) the thinking
process is characterized by the presence of strong .
motivation and stebility, observable either over a
considerable period of'time or with great intensity.

If we proceed from these criteria (which *** believe
to be yalid), then many mathematically gifted children
demonstrate a kind of 6reative mathematical thought.
Anticipating somewhat, we might point out that some of
the gifted pupils we studied literally "discovered" for
.thenselvea individual sections of the school coUrse in
algebra and geometry. They were distovering what had
long been well known. 'The product of their creativity
had no objective value, but for the pupils themselves
(subjectively), it was doubtless a discovery, an inven-
tion, an independent achievement of something new.. In
a certain sense, this activity most certainly is part
of mathematical creativity. The rediscovery of what was
known can be creativity, and subj6ctively the product
can be,new and original--as Newell, Shaw, and Simon
emphasize. R. Carpenter makes the same observation:
that the product can,h.imobjectively uncreative but the
process still be creative.

Thus we can affirm that there is a definite connec-
tion between, the two levels of mathematiaal ability.
HadaMard asierts that there is only a difference in
degree or level between the werk'of a pupil who is
trying to soIVe algebra and geometry problems-and the
work of a discoverer in mathematics--both kinds of work
are similar in nature. Kovalev and Myasishch6 discuss
the tdea that these two levels "are joined by a genetic
bond. Under favorable conditions of 'formation, the
abilities of a pupil-mathematician become the abilities
of a real scientist." Yu A. Samarin shares this point
of view.

Thus, we believe that the question whether abilities
for learning mafheatics can be.regakded as a manifesta-
tion of mathematical ability in .the proper sense of the
word shouldsbe answered affirmatively.. ,A thorough,

-
independent, and creative study of mathematics is a

L

prerequisite for developing an ability for creative
mathematical activity--for the independent formulation
and solution of problems that have new socially significant
content. Precisely for this reason an investigation of '

schoolchildren's mathematical abilities is the first step
on the way to a study ol Mathematical ability in its higher4
manifestations. (Krutetskii, 1976, pp. 66,- 68-69)

;" I
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The two positions being argued here represent in fact, two
ssentially different conceptualizations of mathematics education.
The distinction is an important one, and needs further discussion
in the United States-40pefu11y in ways that will reach teachers,
parents, and students. Entirely different programs of school
mathematics will be designed, depending upon which view one takes.
If pre-college mathematics is a rote precursor of "real" mathe-
matics, then the old paraphernalia of flash-cards, memorization,
and drillperhaps modernized with the aid of computersbecomes
appropriate. But if pre-college mathematics is a genuine part of
"reek" mathematics, if students need creative experiences in
mathematics from an early age, then programs such as David Page's
and the Madison Project become desirable or even necessaty.

18. Distinctive Soviet Practitls: The "Collective"

Obviously, an oppcirtunity for study exists wherever.Soviet
practices are substantially different from those in the United
States. Particularly important among these is the use of "the
collective"--essentially, collective responsibility for the per-
formance of an individual. Thus, a definite group of students is
responsible for the behavior and achievement of each individual
student who is a member of this group. This is a very conspic-
uous feature of Soviet education.

U.S. practice has tended in an opposite direction, toward more
complete individualization, often with each student working alone.
A growing number of U.S1, teachers are beginning to complain that
something is lost in the process of individualizationthere is no
longer pride in group membership, no longer the feeling that'"one
has to hold.up one's end" as a "member of the team." This may well
be an important phenomenon that has hardly been studied at all.
Many U.S. teachers and many U.S. schools do NOT make use of "being

t'on the team" in academic matters, although the majority probably do

in relation to football, basketball, and other athletic activities.
However, for that'minority of schools and teachers who do try tb
use pride in "being on the team" as a source of achievement motiva-
tion in academic work, the trend toward individualized study has
usually been seen as a potentially farloils loss. (A particularly
promising program developed by Layman Allen, and demonstrated in'
the Detroit schooli, has not attracted the attention that it
deserves..)

The whole area of group cooperation and group responsibility
deserves more serious study. This cannot be undertaken lightly--
one can have pride in "being a Marine" (to cite a familiar U.S.
example) only because this IS seen as a matter for pride in the
relevant circles. In short, for group responeibitlity and team
performance io be effective, ons must really believe in it. It

is probably NOT useful to try to pretend.
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19. Pioneer Palaces

40,

Another distinctive Soviet practice is the cOrabining of what:
in the U.S., might appear as Boy Scouts, Girl-Scouts, museums, zoos,
the YMCA and YWCA, the Little League, Hebrew lessons, private piAno
and ballet lessons, after-school clubs in journalism or computers,
the Future Farmers of America, and so on, into a single institution,
the Pioneer Palace. In the U.S.S.R. this is, in effect, a acond
kind of "school system," entirely separate frmm the regular academic
school. From, say, 8 a.m. to 3 P.m., Soviet children attend the
regular academic school,,wherp they study the Russian language,
Russian literature, mathematics, English, physics, chemistry,
&Iasi* history, world history, geography, biology, etc. This is
in faci a highly academic school. From about 3 p.m. to perhaps
p.m.,Russian children attend the Pioneer Palace, yhere they study

ballet; serve as zoo keepers for their own animal collection; study
interior decoration and cooking; have a model railroad club, a
model airplane club, and a computer club;'have a club that corres-
ponds in English with children in other nations; and so:on.

The Pioneer Palaces are important for several reasons. As
independent institutions, NOT part of the regular school system,
they provide what in effect amounts to the greater control that
is possible when you have two independent variables instead of
one. While, for example, the Soviets have chosen to move slowly
on the introduction of computers into the regular school program,
becausesince there is a single nation-wide pr6gram for all
schools in the entire U.S.S.R.--the vast site of the venture
demands slow and careful innovation, it has been possible to move
very quickly to introduce computer clubs into Pioneer Palaces.
Moreover, the training of staff at Pioneer Palaces is different,
so that one is not locked into a single ponderous system of teacher
education, teacher certificationretc. In effect, the Sbviets have
the advantage of competitionthere are two separate, and poten-
tially competing, school systems, not invisibly linked by a single
system of teacher education and certification.

Some of these advantages could be achieved in the U.S.; for
example, by introducing "computer science" clubs and progtams into
museums, BoY Scouts, Girl Scouts, and other agencies. Some very
successful beginnings in this direcion already exist.

20., Soviet Examinations

ro general consideration of Soviet,mathematics education would
be complete without looking; at least briefly, at the surprising .
phenomenon of Soviet written examinations. By U.S. stmdarde,
Sooiet examinations are remarkablyalmost unbelievably-I-difficult.

Fork"admissimm to Mbscow.State University, to study physins,°
students had to demonstrate their ability on a test that (110,961)
included these questions (which are fairly typical of SoViet exams):
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1. Solve the inequality

log5 + logx
(1og5x) (2 - log3x)

x <

2. TWo teams of checker players A and H meet. According to
the contest rules, each participant of one tessiplays one
gamelwith each participant of the other team. The total
number of games to be played is 4 times greater thap the
number of all players on both teams. Due tO illness,
however, two players (one oh eacji team) could not appear
in the Match, with the resUlt that the-nliMber of Sli.gaMeri
played in the match was 17 less than intended. How many
players entered the match for team A if it is known that
there were less ,players in team A than in'team B ?

3. Solve the equation

(sin x) (cos - 2 sin x) cos x (1 + ain 4 2 cos x) O.

4. Two circles tangeht to one another are inscribed in angle,a.
Determine the ratio of the radius of the smaller circle to.
the radius of a third circle which is tangent to the first !
two and one of the sides of the angle.

5. A certain quantity of brick must be moved at a construction
site. At the disposal of the builders there are three fork-
lift trucks with load capacities of 100 kg. for the first,
200 kg. for the second, and 300 kg. for ,the third.. A
quarter of all the brick was carried*in nine loads on one
of the forklift trucks. Then 10 more trips were made on
another truck. After this, one-third of the initial quan-
tity of brick remained tO be carried. After all the brick .

had been moved, it turned out that in the entire moving
-prodess the third truck made two times as many trips as the
second. In the moves the trucks were loaded to full capa-
city. How many trips did each of the three forklift trucks
maks?

6. Solve the inequality'

1 , 1

2.x
log 2 x -.Log x .,

7. An airplane makes * landing mnd, moves uniformly along .the,
ground fer,alcertailn tiMe with the vsyociity v *./se.c. Then
the pilot applies the brakes anA the moti41 of the alicraft
becomes uniformly decelerating such thatAn-eaFh-seton4 dr
velotity reducis by 2 mdoec. The distance Irmis the ioint

a "
P. ,

.,

,
fk.. /4,

. 1
A

. ,

' akV ''

"

Sa
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landing to the point of complete stop is equal to 4 km.
The ratio of the time in which the aircraft covers the
Jirst 400 m. to the time in -which the aircrafecoyers
ithe entire distance along the g ound is equal to 2.
s Determine the velocity v. 65

21. A Faster Pace

The pace of matheátics instruction,i U.S. schools is, typicallY,
almost unbelievably slow. We have observed a 45-minute lesson, taught

- to above-average students, that conftisted bnly of problems of.the type

2 3 5
x x [Ans.: x

p10 p2 [Ans.: p
12

]

and so on. It turned out that this was the second of two lessons
. taught to this class in this form.

Now, for some.conceptualizations of what mathematics learning
really is,, this snaWs pace makes sense: if learning mathematics
is nothing but the creation of simple stimulus-reeponse ("SR") bonds,
and if one always wants the stimulus x2 x3 ,

to evoke the re0onse . 5

. .

then (to some extent, at least) the practice makes sense. But this
conceptualization is defective.

For one thing, the range of relevanAtimuli 'is very large. It.

includes

,and

(x
2+

1 + 14 3

2 log sin x
,
+ 3 log sin x-

'amot4.many'others: (Menchinskaya deals witk this: cf. Goldberg,

1978, ix 275:) But further, as'Bruner pointa oiit, one of the goals
'of educe ion is to produce an educated person who is not bound to a
upique, m chine-like response to a given situation, but who has a
broad eno repertoire of possible behaviors.to be able to produce

,
a variety ot\respontesand who has access to sufficiently funda-

'Inmital'knowledge so.that,his or her responses can hair, an authori- .

.
tative orrect as in'additionto an (at least occasional) surprising
,noVelty, Thii C early applies to architecture, and is a major part

v. :Of Beethoven's 80 ial genius in musical compositionbut it also .

agree 'to...mathema

..11(4suk9' Stizuki, 'homil 11 years old, knew the Aichimmdean Postulate

in'the form;,!:

Pr

.3

" s r n

v,.
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If a and b are any positive numbers,

then there exists a positive inteier.

N such that

aN> b.

She was asked to proye that, for any E > 0, there exists a positive
integer N such that E > e prvided n > N. She solved this problem
with apparent,ease--but notice that some surprising changes Of form
are required in order to accomplish this. This is NOT a case where
single, "automatic" responses are called for. You must be prepared
to try something original and highly imaginative (cf._ Davis, .Jockuech,
andlicKnight, 1978, p. 90). Kazuko attended a speOal school, not
typical of U.S. hig4 schools. In a more typical 4010431 she would not
have encountered a task of this.subtlety.

The point, however, is that two 45-minute periods srt far too
much time to devote to problems of the single type x2 xi . The
pace of mathematical,instruction in So/let schools seems to be more

rapid. this should be of real interest to educators in the United
States.

22, Residential Schools

The Soviets operate residential high schools for mathematically

,- gifted, students (Vogell, 1948). This is a more serious provision for

. mathematically gifteditudents than any that presently operates in
the United States. This calls, at the very least,(for study--and
probably for some reflective thought. ,

. --------j 4. ,

A particularly impartant aspect of these schools is that they are
owned and operated bY liber/1 arts,university mathematics departments.
We return, to this point oelow. ,

23. High Schools far Computer Scientists

VOgeli (1968) describes special Soviet high schools, for computer

scientists. Vogeli alsodiscusses parental concern that these schools
would shanghai' studenti into immediate emiAoyme9t 1.1. low-level jobs,
when these student-1 would be better off to continue a: longet period
of study, leading to highei level ,employment in.the btoSd irea of
computer abode.

The,need to ,try to reduce the number of years of study required !
for various Profesbiontis cleat, se the Newman.report pointed out a
deeade sao,-.Some person-41 experience its relevant het.. The author
works for tlie.PLAaDvomOntet prbject at.the Un, iversity of Illinois%

(actugliy"Ci#L,', forComputer-Wated Education,Repearch Laboratory).
T4is is probably the largesf.computer, systemjn tit* world devoted
.entirelY tolhelpingnatUdents learn (and NOT: to:keeping office records,

.

r

6,
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etc.). A great, deal of valuable computer programming at CERL is done

by students in junior and senior high school, seme of them as young

as 12 years old. Mich of this is very complex, high-caliber, pro-

fassivnal work. A-division of CERL personnel into stronger and'
weaker programmers would find quite a few adults in-/ "weaker"

category, and quite a few high school atudents near oill in the
.

strongerIt category.

fuleloyment. of teenagers in jobsjthat should pay reasonably well
ere is, then, some realistic possibility of professionally uee-

(although at present they often payliothift at all, because of child

labor laws). At the very least, some sOits of "apprenlicoship" pro-.

grams could be created. Without,denying the depth of stay that can
and should be undertaken by many students, it-does_ not sada desir-
able to devote the first third, or thereabouts, of a person's life

to' study, perhaps through a Ph.D. or post-doctoral study, before the

person begins to earn money from any _significant professional work.
A.Alternative arrangementa can be created, and are iasded. (In some%
-.few individual cases, thi& happens already, as in the case of the

students who work at CERL.)
A

24. . Correspondence Schools

At the pre-college'level, the Soviets also operate some correspon-

dence schools.and some part-ame evenilig schools. These provide more

advanced studies in mathematics and/or cqmpaters..:Similar arrange-
mentsor aAfternative arrangements to serve the saie goa17-could be
Valuable in'the United States, anAnot just in mathematics. How can

we offer courses in Russian, in Japanese, or in'Mandarin to high
sdilool students in the U.S.? Not as part of regular school programs,
in most cases--but perhaps as special aummer programs, again operat,

ing on a residential basis for six or 'eight week*? Still other

arrangements are possible. (in'Maryland, Julian Stanley has made
imaginative use of special arrangements to provide.programs for

mathematically gifted high school students.) For relevant Soviet
work, see Vogeli (1968), Vaail'ev et al.-(1971),and Glagoleva and

Gutenmakher (1971).

011,1111am.

.25. Programs for Gifted Students

Comparison ot Soviet and U.S. prograft for gifted students, and-
speCiftcally 'for mathematically gifted students, leads to the unmis--
takable conclusion that the U.S. is failing to provide serious programs

for mathematically :tilted young people. What is dont in the U.S. has,
in most cases, the clear appearance,of tokeniam--something Is done, -

but it is, too little or-too haphaiard or too lackadaisical:to make agly. ,

real difference in the lives of the students (cf., e.g., Suppe., 1977).

rit

.a
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26. The Social Meaning of "Discoviry Teaching"

In the U.S. during the l960so when there was .a lively interest
in "discovery-teaching" and "discovery learning," some pro-discovery
teachers felt that one essential aspect was that eachostudartt parti-
cipated in grOup diticussions during which SOME students discovid
dertcrin patterns:,- facts, or methods. This group discussion yas,

3-\\

itielf an important social reality. At-the beginning of a typical
session, a liroblem would be posed, and it would usually be apparent
to everyone that no student in the group knew how to solve the prob-.
lem,-or even how to approach it. But the discussion would rlov4plion.
fossible, lines of attack would be suggested, and biould be__analyzed, _

criticized, modified, perhaps rejected. "Gradualli, however, a suit-
able means-of dealing with the problem would take shape. In one such
lesson', recorded on film, the key "break-throUgh" ideas were con-,
tribnted by a boy named Lex and a girl named Debbie. .Not every
student Made the key, "discoveries'r--but every student was present
and livtid through the experience of bei4g in the group,whiln4fax mid
Pebbie 'made -t9ze key discoveries, ostld they. all ."cognized what shad .

happened.
e

This, some tfteachers felt, must inevitably 'affec" t the way al of,

the students perceive mathematicsit is something that you can think
,about. Appropriate methods can be dtscgvered-v-beeause, after al.11,

every student had seen. Lx' and Debbie lied& the 'discoveries.

This raises a question: is this the kind of thing that Vygotsky
hid in mind, when he asid, thlit "all speciliFally mediated human mental
processes arise only in the' course of soqWactivity,, in. the prociini
'of ,cooperCtion and social intercourse70-0 Gillen the very considerable
hazards of ussian7-English translhtion, it is snot at all easy to,
arrive at an answer to this question. .

Noneth the,generai impreseioh thaw one gets from much of
4.t the Soviet iteraturp ie a view similar 'to U.S. -curriculum,projedt

of the 196t1' an o dogaitive studies in, the'1970's: mathe
.

=tics is comp and., creative; subtle--aspecti are important; actua
thought processes are impor:tuit, and,Affer frcim one child to
another- (although there are important-Underlying patterns);
"disedvery learning," under *appropriate conditiona, is :,highly
desiraNe; an elaborate pattern of ideas must be built up in a
child's head, and only the -child ean build it; it ls theAeacher's

_ '.job.to help the child to build up this elaborate structure-of inter-
related ;ideas, and to help the Child'correct the, tytruQturet whenever
it is fbund to 16e in error.'

-- , TWA has a very faMiliar, and Very welcome, iound to many inathe-
viatica ducation specialiits din the' United'States- . .., -but,once \
again, gien tile: diffIculties of transiiition ProeRussian to English, 1

,and; given our_ sparse sample ef sOurce materials, 'it may alk, be a
, ple,attant illusion-, a comfgrtable misunderstandiRg,' and nothimg store.

WO' slugt need to study faf more of'Soviet reseirch, and to ,have itvd4l- ,
abls, =ire gbod tranalaticns,. before- ws can deciZe. , . 1

..,
. ,. ,.,

.

- 41QCF: Chapter VI of the Present report.
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27.. Who Shouhl Do R and D?

1
The history of education in the U.S. shows the gradual creation

of a separete inititution, with a separate cadre of professionals, to

.prckide for the pre-college education of young people. The degree

of separatIon.has, oNier the past hundred years br so, become extreme

(cf., e.g., Cretin, 1961). It is often.belleved that this very
diiree of separateness in itself "constitutei,a.liability, and con-

k
siderable evidence can be found t6 support this view. But how can

the separateness be overcome? Many who'now stand outside of educe-
tion,fmust become.involved in it, and in genuinely siWnificant ways.

An A6Irtcan cannot help 1?,ut beAmpreased _by Soviet universitiee--and
mathematica denartmentts, not schools of education--operating corres-
pondence schools, part-time schools, or-residential schools for

gifted Itudents. Or by Eolmogoroff,serving as principal of one of

these special high schools, or being listed as one of the authors

of pre-college textbooki.

4

The Pi6neer.Palaces.alao.C6rm a link hetWeen the educatioli of

youngjpeople,and the larger society, with scientists.and edministra-
tors'taking time off frota'their jobs to contribute directly to pre-
college education (Johntz's. Project S.E.E.D. has also arranged.this,

on oiccasion, within the U.S.),

-A decade or two ago the demands of the computer industry, the

demandis of the vast space effort, and-the expansion of higher'educa--

tioh within the U.S.,pulled mathematically talented peoplel' ,

irresistably away from work with pre-college,students: 'Employment
of mathemaelcally trained People is now lagging, and hence an opporl-
tunity exists in the U.S:, lso, to get many.more mathematically
skilled people involved dir"ctly IA pre-college education.. But, of-,

course, some sort of national movement to accomplish tins might speed.-

the'process cOnsiderably. In the 1950's and 1960'a, the National.

Science Foundation took the.ledd in this effort. Who might do it

.- in the 1980's?
l

3
, - .

-28. Neurological Studies. 4

.

'Mk-Romberg reports in Chapter VI, Soviet.education makes some- ,,
what greater uspof neurological studies than is common in the Unifid ,

States. lb!, wprk by Martha Denkler,M.D., and Patric4a Davidson,

at Boston CHildren's dospitaris strikingly'similar to Sbviet '

.
work, and could serve aa a point ofebntact for closetiinternati611 '

cooperationAn this very neit,(and`potentialTy very Ampor6int)1fipf *
11 .

r 5

.

. -
'. t

The Histo4 'of' Soviet S4hooll0 , N
. .1

4

4 . '1/4

,

. . S , \ f '

- In. the United Statits we/necessarily helps' so oCcnOied.in the
,day-to-day Olmblems of our schools 'that :we Sencrto lose s*ght of the,1

,.

.!.
11
, Paper* by Denkler and Davidion are-lists& in' the refereSteslor

Cheptdc. IX.'
a
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social and economic problems that our schools--ot poasible alternative
institutions--need to be. addressilli The 'cieatiOn-of the strong

system of community colleges (whillrorerleppigh ithools in the cc:in-

tent therteach, such as trigditiletry)', Under .rhot teaderSpip of-John

Brsdemat and others, may be one of'tbi ?Mit importani developments
of recnt years. Headetart, ,Follow-Throvh;11pWard-Bound, and the,."

.10 Come were other promising intetventionsOithough theircontri-
bution to solving social and-'ecdhomic.,proble4 is ,probably less clear.

4
,

Thele is a.broader histericaL,Iihtdal,-;.ond,bconoviic pattern. At
the present tilde, in 1979,jt,is stillIthi base.that Oany agult,
Americans are functionally-iIliterate,-ahd.msny'ere;:extreFely defi
cient in 'baleable skills. :Ifo educational programs to,be

addressing this problemeffecvely.

There may albo be less obvious patterns and pressures. Where
are technological or economic changes creating'new educational needs?'

When Americans left farms in large numbers to migrate to cities, we.
wire not prepared to deal with 'the phenomenon, and It &attributed to
the development of urban slums and the de6ay of urban schools. When
the automobile and improved highways led to a migration of the
affluent out of cities% we were unprepared for thi erosion of Orball
tax bases and the loss of able students. What is happening now that_
none of us is notiling,'and for which we will find that we were
unprepared?

The 'study of the history of Russian and Soviet schools can be
very eye-opening: 'the consideration of the adjustments the Soviets
have Fade, and their reasons for making them, cannot fail to give
Americans a broAder perspective on social/economic problems in.
general. It is not so much that either country has been'entirely
successful in arranging education so al..to.eliminate social and
economic problems--rather, the point' is that we canlearn from the
Arious efforts.. And we 'can get more idead.pfrom the failures,tban.
we-can from the successes. the point is NOT to imitate;'but to
reconsider (cf., especially, yogeli, 4.971).

30 'Methodology in General
(4
7

iMprovement of education, fn many different respects, is,*
definite need that should be addressed in a seriouevay#4.Theyresent
arraY of methods for observing,..da0cribing, and analysing education
aeems,not to be adequate. FarAoo often,one gets reportf,of "no
significantkdifference" in cases where knowledgeable-observers purpect
that there was a-difference, ,but for one teason pr another it"was.not
observed and..described.by the specific methodi.employed, perhaps..
because these methods were not-sensitive enough, or beciuss they wet.,
not foCustd-on the places-where the differenCe made itself felt,.or'.

.
becaule severil effects 'canceled -each other out (a specific treatment, - d .

for ivcSmple, may be.better for some educational goal., at fer some
students, and worse for other koa4S or other students)k

,

,

.
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What is clearly called for id a gieater determination to ,observe;-

describe, and analyze more effectively--end,, at least at first, that

means by employing a'far larger array pf methods. The superb
journalism of the Wall Street Journai is regularly employed to
describe and analyze complex human undertakingsit deserves to be

tried out seriously in education. Readers can, easily think of other

serious methodologiee. U.S. educational R and-D has been too exclU-
.

sively committed to psychometrics, questionnaires, statistics, and

low-inference observational protocols. Studying the Soviet litera-
ture ine:Atably raises questions about a wider array of methodologies.

;31. Demographice: Education and Careers

A major task of education is to equip everyone to contribute
signiffCantly to the economic well7being of society. Theie are demi'

'unInswere&questioris in this area. Quite a few of these have not ,

, .
even been,seriously discussed.

hi

Shanghaiing. We borrow this wOrd from Harold Howe, who once
suggested-that normal schools were created !'to shanghai young women

;into becoming teachers." What we have in mlnd, however, rs not
primarily-teaching. :In most fields there are higher-level. joba

-end loVivr-lAvel jobs. In'medicaI !services there are medical special-
'ists,""general practitioners" or "family dbctors" or-':priMary care 4

specialists"; there are-nurse practitioners, g adupte furses,
regiaterea nu'rses, practical ourses, nurael ai es, ari4 pare-

professionals. Who,is to play which role? _Who is,to -earn $410,000
a year, and who is to earn $10,000 a year?,

,

In the days when genetic determination of performance gapabili-
ties was a finely developed theory, things seemed to sott themselves ?"

out. nicely. Everyone could,be presumed to rise to his-9r her highest . 0

*41. .The theory didn't really work, but for a tiMe itlturvived,-

.and,the sons of.doc"tors'became doctors. t

. Our preaent u.s. theory seems,remarkably egaliiarian--nearly '

everyone Seems to be considered a potential candidateforpelY
anythin , ai1 the main problem. is often seen as achieliing a7fair

distrputiOn of races, Sexes, and religions .every line of_work.
This theory representea correct recognition. o certain aspects of

reality, but it'omits others. , r

By."shanghi*ing" we m offering young people.oiho aren.'t sure.

Of career directions f q ick access to the lower levels'ofA

various careers, but at, price of blocking them ouf of subseq0ent

advancepent. We make it e sy tcrbecome a Para-professional; but
virtually imposaible for,a pars-professional to become aAturgeon;
and-T.-this is thp key point-1m entice'young poop).* into becoming
par-al-professional& withene giving them fair varning; in u form they-

,

oan asstmilate, as to!,,,hat this will entail ittfUturs decodes in

their own lives. The delicate point ).s a kind.a:"truth in label-. .

.11ng" question. Just what i societes responsibility to young
people, to warn them of vti'ittAheir future may hold, and to do so .in

a form.that the young people will really underetand?
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Of course, presumably somebody has to work at law level jobs,

As dishwashers, filing clerks, dental hygienists. Who? The
women' iovement in the U.S. exacerbates'the problem--it was
formerly felt that easy access to low-level jobs was appropriate
for women, but not for men, pn the grounds_that a woman mbuld work

at the level only briefly or sporadically, being mainly occupied as

a wife and a mother. Hence,it could be trgued that a fair bargain
was in effect--womefi invested lesa time, money, and energy in their

education, and were granted quickeY access to income-producing jobs;
this fairly well matchediup with what it was presumed that they

wanted. From men, more income, would ultimately be expected', so a
lkrger initial investmentas in coitpleting college avid-medical

school and internships--could reasonably be exPected.

That theory is becoming increasingly untenable--but what else°

is in sight to replace it? The "career ladder" discussions in the
Washiniton.lifonthly are i partial respon-se, not is yet taken

seribusly by the general public.

*Time. As another aspect of the demographics problem, we have
observed earlier that children as young age_12 years old may be able
to produce quality work in, for example, computer programming.
This kind.of activity has at.least pwo features:

(i) it deservei to earn money, but usually doesn't, partly
because of child labor'laws (and probably also because

mmearly everyone assumes that "kids Ishould be grateful
for the opportunity to.learn"--which of course, may;

-actualty be true);

(ii) it differs from delivering papers and waiting on.tables
in that it cin have direct And important relevance to the
'student's education and future professional careers.

More provision could be made'for this kind:of experience, and possibly

ought to 'be.

32. Specifii:c elognitille Thoories

1
.

.

Within eheAlnited SbOtes, a general, not-yet-we4-formulated kind
of theory is.beginniug tip,take shape, co?cerning the human thought
processes thdi are inVolvied in learning arithmetic, algebra, and,
geomekr$r Murton and:Brown, 078; Matz, 1979; Brown, 1979; Da(ris,

Jockusch, and McKnighi,-1978;and-other work, notably by Herbert

... Simo'n,,Ira Goldstein-, Seymqur Papert, Allan Kaye, Marvin MinekT,

Edwina Michliner. [Risaland]: Jill Larkin, and others).
.

5
A. disCleed csrliar, one ihia the feeling.that this sort of smirk

id ratheK.:inlelhe.s;Yrii-cif much Soviet4m*ek. Yet the,translations,"

.

available.to tie do Uot seem to-anaWar thii questiOn clearly. Is -

. ,

. I

,.. there, in fact,'die,pros ct,that tias kind o$ American approach does
have ikSovietparallel a d,.1.,f 80, are the two'Anes tending to con--

.

verge toward a sig1414,), e fully developed.thiory?

n

e

;

4'

87
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Chapter VI:,

1.1

One View of Soviet Research in MatheMatical Education

Thomas. A. Romberg

a h

The view presented in this 04ptirvas primarily gained as 'a
result of*a two-week visit to the soviet Union in December 1.971840
Ths-purpoSe.76rthe-Visit:Wie toparticipate-in.alSaMinitt in Tet0t-
ing and leatoing"I'kith-OWve'rc,othet-U.S-educational rIsearchers andH
several-Soviet reseatchers at the Academy of.Pedag4gioa1 Sciirces
In MoScOw.l..Twenty papers (seven'UtS.'and ihirteen Soviet) were' '

written prior to the aetinar, translated into.the othet langUage,,
and' made available to the participants. Thre and a hag'days were
spent iritensively ititirChanging'ideas from the papers with our. r

Soviet col1eagues4 This was followed by .trips'to Tallin and Lenin-
gtad, whare we visited with tcholars in institutions in thosi aites.
Also, we visited scpools in each city getfing first-hand impressions
of the'impact of their researcb on teaching practices.

'The titles of the papers prepared by the AmeriCan delegation
were:

T. A. Romberg, "The Implication of Curricular Issues to
Research on Teaching and Learning"

- 4

fe

B. J. Biddle, "IA91ogy, Social Planning, and Research
A

on'Teaching in the United States"

A. A. Bellack, "Conirasting Appro,ches to Research on
.Teaching

L. S. Shulinan, "Recent Development in theStudy-ot Teaching"

B. R. Tabactinick, "Teacher Education as a Set of Dynamic
Events"

T. S. Popkewitz, "Educational Reform: Centagonistic Meanings
and Institutional Life"

C. G. Wehlage, 'Tan TeaChers be MOre Reflective About Their,
Work? A Colmentari, on Some ResearchAbout Teachers"2

1
The seminar was sponsored by the Soviet Ministry of Edgcation. The
American delegation Was funded by the Couneil for the.International.
,Exchange of Scholars:



,

In: mummery, this set of papers emphasized the "teaching" theme...
of the confetence. 'Each p4per addressed issues about the moot i,
effeCilive And komidinktrends in whlich reseirch on tiachin$ can -

be advanced. Alio', there was eAplicit attention'to.ways in' which
,

ideologydeaermines,parameters,of research in the United Stems,
.

- , ..,,
, ., , .

. .,

The titles of the papers'prepared by.the Soviet' participants
were:

V. V:cKrajek.rekf;-"The Didactic Principles Underlying Teach,
ing,in Soviet Schools"

. _

I. Ja. Lerder, "Curriculum as a Component of Education
Upbringing Process at School"

4 I. Ja. Z6rina, "TheDidactic Principles of Formatiowof the
Pupils'jheoretic Reasoning"

N. A: Menchinskaja, "Problemi qt Self-directing of Cognitive
Activity and Development orPurils' Pereonality"

V. V. Davidov,' "Basic Problems and Tends of SIviet Research
in Psychology in Learning"

A. K. Markova, "Psychological Conditions stif Motive Formation
in the Process of Learning"

Z. K. Kalmykova, "Ways of Developing Pupils Productive
- Thinking" 4

T. D.,Zverev, "Education Content in &ix/let School°

A. M. Pishkalo, "FeatUres of Primary Education"

G. G. Maslova,, "Some Aspects of Mathematical Education Reform
in Soviet School"

V. G. Razumaovskr, "An Instructional Procedure Ana/yell§ and
Waye of Improving tire School Physics Course"

P. R. Atutov, "The Polytechnical Principle in Teaching the
Fundamentals of Science"

0. F. Kabardin,* "Optional Courses"?

2Thel other member of the American Delegation was Beatrice Beach
Ssekely, editor of the.English-language journal Soviet Education.

3
The order of titlea for.boih
Oilier of presentation atothe
will be published by Praeger

set. of paitirs ire given here-in the
seiinar. An edited set of these papers
later this year.

-
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In euOmpry,:*Ehe Soviet papers emphasized "learning" rathef than
"teiching."% Each paper_wes,descriptive of paiiicUiar espects of the
singlel national chool of pedagogy,that exists in thi U,S..S,R. The

Macx4t-Leninist ideofbgy of materialism is'often eited,as the
foundition. of Soviet' education theory, and was officially accepted
as tho fundamental context fro0 which all descriptions eminaEed.

In spite of the difference in prientetitin of the papersU.S.
etudies bn teachineanO Soviet studies on .learning-,--the subsecinent
discussion's between both sets of participants proved to be very,
fruiffUl. My comments in this papgr were formulated as a result of-

4.those distussions.

,

I should emphasize that my,cómments ate-impressions, not facts.'

u_
0 I ai confident that the bastc ideas.expressed in this paper hame some

validity, but given .t.tle small.amount of'time, my understandinft of 'the

*rays in whidh.Soviets operate is limitea. Their, system coUld only

/)
truly4 e understood through a longer and more intense interchange.
TH1. o/ is partieularly true since discussions had to be-carried out
Aifferent languages. Translations cannot capture the^huanpes Of eeth

othees ideological assumptions. We often use the sale-words w.ith
A substantially.differewmetnings. - ,

.
. /,'

,

.

. ,

4.

,

,TO organkze my impressions let me pose three answers to.the
following qUestion:

What can be leaned by examining the edutational pracU'ces
.40. of a different culture like that of the U.S.S.R.?

Answer 1

My first answer is thafcompdrapive atudi4a make what one takes
Tor grantqd Oat&matic!. Aa long as,one opera es within a culture and,

.

its Orevaleat.ideOlogy, one takes for granted a host Of.features pf
schooling; msEhemetics instruction, and research. Scime features por-
trayoOly Surface differencbs, such as "school,operates.five days a
week" i(Sovitt schoolsopérate Atilt days e vareek),Or that statiatical

_
procedulles-are uéed%to build Irrational argument in research (Soviet
researcHel's raiely rely on statietical reasoning): Other differences
between culturesdare, More subtle and'illuminate problem.areae in'"our"
work rarely addressed. 4'would like:to illustrate this with. two ,"

.

, examples.

Example 1: The conf7ict between individualism and illectivism.

Schooling is.of neessity, a collective experience. Foi the child,
timing ih school means being in a crowd. For the,teacher it means
always %ping responsible.foi-a group of students. Thus, dr:prpblem
of how Aksmall number.of adults can organize and manage alarge number
of ,children is the central organizational probleM of schools. :However,
within ihis colleciive experiince two aspects of the Octrine. of

A

1
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individualism in American schooling are paramouni: First, w'e believe'
that students differ on a variety of important intelleCtual traits,
and that these difeferences should be considered in schooling., The
implication is thet, .by.attending to such differences, inettattion
will be both more efficient for the institution and more rewarding'.

w-for each student. Second, regardleas of the ingredientd of h ISsadh,
the dominant pedagogy in our schools involVes intragroup competit19n.
Competition-is fostered because it in both a method 9t.mtivating
learning and 0 means of differentiating between stud nta-..--TAAccom-
plishing an assignedetask and perhaps doing it bettsik fir faseer is...
rewarded. Also, going to school means being evaluite_.: Children

-are constantly having their words and deeds judged by others- Thusi,

the job of.teaching'is in large part seen as creating campetitions
and judging the results..

Before going to the Soviet,Union,. I. 4ia4 always taken individual
differences and intraclass conipetiticAffeir granted. It-is truithat
we haye not .provided.for individual 4ifferenCes veiy adequatelY and
the competitions often are biased,"b4,we are striving vitt Our_
research' and reform movements to ovettae our inadequaciei..and odr .

biases.

In the flrst classroom I.visited in Moscow (a third-grade class'
doing multiplication problems), I noticed a child copying %lie steps
bf i'problem solution from his desk partner. I commented 05 nt guide
that the child was.cheating. The,reply Was, "Cheating? No, he,is
being helped." This turned out not to be a unique experience. ,In
fact, deekmates werp working'tagether,in alPclassrooms r'visiied,

ying from each dOet, assisting each other With answers, and so
on. 4ntraelasA c4ppetit1on seemed not to exist. Instead, collabora-
tion 944med.tb be the rule.

I raised.gueations with Soviet.researchers about these observa7
tiona. They in'turn led me back to points raised in the Soviet

in"the seMln4r.t. For exApple, Lerner'stated:;
?

. that-the te4hing process ih,spocial--pedagogical cate-
gory essentially gi'ven by the social system; it follows that,
:the most vital link between the curriculum and edUcation
upbring4ng Process.is,that which represents the meds.afid
goals oi a'society vis-&-vis its achools. EducatIOnal.
systems differ according.to how,theY answer the following
four questions: tor what, whom, what and haw to teach.

I. pi other words;-the answer to the questions'of educational.
('`goalti, student contingente," curriCulum and teadhing.methods
t4051.collectively, determine the iesential feetutes of any
education. The *USSR is called upon to prodfte rOundly end,
harmoniously develcmed peraims Capable of partiiipatint in .

the building of"thejOst social system; it furnisbis fliguaa
dudational opportunities for'all social tpotoL.10! ,

' ;lik

,
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H. goes on to state that "the all-around development of peraonality
is.the global goal-of schoolthg." An appropriate personality
derlopment involves' such principles as ?

formation.of materialiat outlook at the scientific-
theoretical level
humanibtic, orientation of the content

- --,formation of progressive.social ideals .and a wide system
of humanistic values, including moral and aesthetic ones
foatering of optimism and conviction of progressive
development of mankind.

-- inculcation of qualities conducive to.a socially active .
personality

- inculcation of patriotism and internationalism
- observance of the polytechnical principle In the content
of education
ottservance in the content of education of conditiona pro-
viding for readiness for the world of diverse work

-- formation of a creative personality
-- formation of a physically eit personality.

Krajevskij stated that these principles could only be accom-
plished by

J..rearing.the clas's a's a learning collective which
furnishes conditions conducive to both active avid well-
organized work of s11 pupils.ak...school children study
in class collectives. Follown% g*aduation school-
learners work also in various collectives which are
linked through numerous channels to the great collective
of our entire nation.

During the seminar, I had viewed these statements as being in the
nature of'public-relations rhetoric. After visiting sdhodls, I
see them now as operating prinCiples.

Soviets recognize individual differences, but do not view them
as that important. Schools should not try to differentiate be4ween
students. Being a group member of the collective.; helping each
other; not standing out or being different; ilanding parents, teachers,
party heads, etc.; not complaining; and so on, are valued. Cbmilleti-
tion (for grades, class standing, etc.) is viewed as a "capitalise_
strategy to train students to be beiar salesmen and consufikers.
Chllaboration is viewed as a socialist serategy to train students
to be better members of collectives. Some of the consequences of
this fUndamental difference between Soviet and American schools, have
been cormented upon in' Chapter II.. Soviet schools are warm, cgring
primes; college preparation IA not central to schooling; parents are
bivalved.

This experience has made problematic the individual differences
--intra-clgss competition,basis of instructionk I haye taken for X

d
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granted. Contrasting schouls has made teal to me the notions of
the :Ilidten curriculum" of sctrois and the importance of cultural
ideology on schooling:4

I might add that lack Of classroom differentiation has created
'a serious ptoblem for the Soviets:. namely, how to identify talented
students- They provide special training for some talented studentd,
bat the opportunity for such training depends heavily on parental
otcupations and on where one Lives. A,child of professional parents
in Moscow or Leningrad has some chance of attencling.specialized schools.
-Chadren in rural.villages whose parents work on collective farms
probably have little opportunity for-such experiences,

E±amplo 2: The work of teacher°.

In American,elementary schools, children are initially, grouped
b)iv age (all sixTyear-olds are in the first grade). In most schools,
another step in/grouping is taken by subdividing the children into
sets containing 20 to 30 members and assigned to a teacher for a

school year--the self-contained, age-graded classroom. The teacher,
withtn some general constraini's involving grade-le"-ll expectations,
is given considerable latitude in scheduling and deciding what will
be done. The.work of a teacher then becomes: seleCting-and assign- r

ing lessons to a class of'students, starting and.stoppiniothe
lessons according to some schedule, explaining the rules And proce-
aures of theltesSon, judging the-actions of the students durfng the
lesson, and throughout maintaining order and control. This the
teacher does for all areas of content'for the same group of students
for a-school yeai-. A key assuMption made in the Americap'syhtem is
that each teacher is an independent decision-maker. Although-lots
of materials,.curriculum guides, schedUles, pupil Akita, etc.,.are
,avaflable, tRe independent teacher decides what content to teach,
what activities and materials to use,'how students should be organ-
'ized, how lessons should be presented, how performance is to be.
Judged, and so on. Creation and adaptation of lessons for the
particular group of students under the teacher's.direction is the
basis of the job. An obvious consequence of .this practicesis that
the details of what goes on in each glass are different.

In visiting eleven classrooms in three'Soviet schbols, I found
striking similarities in what was going'on across classes. Begin- -

'ning in grade 4, classes are-taught fiy subject matter "specialists":
mathematics is always tanght bY somebody who.teaches nothing but
mathematics. From grade 4 upward,. the,self-contained classroom does
not exist. Furttiermore,- each class is taught in the sane way in
very clasdroom .throughotit the country. Teachers follow a prescribed
didactic sequenoe involving first a lecture and then questions. The/
Trescription of what to do is in the form of A detailed syllabus
which is almost a-sciipt the teaCher is to follow. Students proceed

4
TWo good referenceb on this.topic Are Apple (1979) and Cagan (1978).
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in somewhat rote-fashion upon the prodding of teachers. In this
instructional system ths teacher is viewed es a eonduit. Teachers
are not supposed to adapt or change materials to meet the needp of
their students unless they get prior approval. They are not Seen
as professiNAii decision-thakers, responsible'for planning a curric-
ulum.

This realization has made problematic the latitude we in the
United States give teachers in deciding how instruction is to pro-
ceed. This is of particu r conern to me since, for the past
-several years, I have be oived with several projects in which .

what teachers do '(teache actions) is being related to what students
do and to their achievement.5 From these classroom studies, it 14,
agoqizingly plain that the teaching of mathematics by many elemen=,'
tary school teachers in. the U.S. is awful. Little-time is allocated
to mathematics; structpring of lessons, higher-order questioningA
and appropriate feedback are Infrequent; students spend inordinatel
amounts of time waiting or Pff-task. The Soviet experience has led
me to question our traditlon of allowing teathers wide latitude in-;
instructional decision making. When latitude leads to license to be
incompetent, can we afford it?

Inisummary, for social scientists it is important to examine
schooling in different ideological settings. Only by doing so can
we discOver that our assumptions are not invariant across national
boundaries.

Answer 2

My second zinsver to the question pf "What can we learn...?" is?
that "comparative studies can illuminate procedures usedby different
systems tO.SOlve: the same ptioblems. In so doing, the compariSons can'
reveal the stiengths and weaknesses of each system. To illuStrate
-this let me again Use two examples:

Example The Depelopmerzt of Curricular Materials.

In all countries the preparation of content mAteri to be-used
by teachers and pupils in classrooms is a malOr enterpritse. In thlis
country,there are two systems (sometimes complementary a d sometimes
antagonistic) invplved. The first. is theifoundation-epo red

\,
v(usually with fkleral funds) development groilps such as the niversity
of Illinois Cqmmittee on School Mathematics (UICSM), Schodi Mathe-
matics Study Group (SMSG), Madison Project, Minnemast, Comprehensive

.

School Mathematics Project (CSMP), thdividual4y Prescribed Instruttion
(IPI), Developing Mathematical Processes (DMP), etc. rn these'groupa -I

\ ,
,

The itudies ere the Beginning Teather Evaluation Study'conducted liy '

, the Far WestAlAboratory, and the IPE Evaluation PrOject-and the Inte-
grated Studies in Mathematics Project, both conducted by the
Univeisity of Wisconsin R & D Center.

1 $ .
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mathsmaticians work with teachers 'and often other educators to plan,
write, and tryout sets of materials. An ideal sequence of reseaFch,

* development, formative evaluation, production, implemintation, and
a summative evaluation is expressed, even if it is rarely followed.

The second system ts the commercial publishers. -Slnce schools buy
materials, competiqg for those orders is big business. Publishers
prepare materials fn a variety qf ways, sometimes by producing
foundation-sponsored materials, liore often ,by Sdapting such
maperials, and most often by having "in-houpe authors prepare the
texts. The endsesylt is atlidervariety of mate ials being used in
schools with'considerable variability in what con ent is included,
how the eontent is approached, and what,teachers and pupils.actually

.,do with the materials.,

a

4

In the U.S.S,R. the system'for,producing materials is quite
different. Educational planning follows a clear, deductive sequence.
Official planning begins with-one societ.al objective for schools--
-to.produce good'citizens. Given this goal, the organization of
educational planning Ind reseerch follows deductively. The writings'
"of Marx and Lenin are usgd to outline what it means to be a seciafist
-and the attributes qf how to become-one. ,Then a series of, princi-
ples related to learning a'nd instruction are posited, based on such
authors as Vygotsky; Galperin, and Leontiev. These are psychological
principles of'cOmmunist uPbringing. Next, the structure of the con-
tent to be taught is specified.

It is only here that mathematicians and mathematics enter. The
need for mathematics must be first justified as socially useful. Aa
ZVerev ktatea

1

1

The DeCember, 1977, Resolution of the Central Cdimittee of
the CPSU and the USSR Cou-ncil of Ministers on School empha-
sizes that the improvement of the content along with the
other components of education must meet practical needs.
It also stresses the'task of combining thorough knowledge
of the fundamentals of science and work training with
preparation of school, students for socially useful labor.

TO achieve such school improvement it is' the re'sponsibility of the
Ministry of Education and its Academy .of Pedagogical'Sciences

... to take into account the conditions under which modern
school'operatep, for example, the acceleration of scienti-''
fit and eichnical revolution, high life pace, intellectual
charatter of labor, wider professional outlook, the,
necessity lo4' new, more complibated activitics. These
demand bettei educltional add' polytechnical training, quick
orientation in the mounting scientific ahd political infor-,
'Nation, tombiding of knowledge of the scientific fundamen--
.tala of production and-fOrmation of labor,habits, poll=
technical tiaining,

100 ,
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From this basis Lerner states that the first principle which _deter-
mines the design of curriculuni in the scicialist scHool is "the .

scientific nature of content." By this he means:

... the fundament4ls of sciences cfntral to the contem-
porary natural-scientifiC and social picvure of the world.
The fundamentals of sciences are seen as the sum total of
fundamental concepts, laws and theories.and baste fact*
they condition, as welf as major types of problems tackled
by the science, and its methods...

.The responsibility of the mathematician.then 113 to speCify the con-
cepts, skills, problems, and methods of mathematics, and to help the
psychologists and Pedagogical scientists in their translation into
lessons. Note that there is less scope for intellectbal disaltree-
ment as to what constitutes an appropripte conceptual framework than
we are accustomed to in the United States, where, for example, the
BSCS pioduced three.different biology courses, and where three alter-
native geometry programs are based, respectively, on Legendre's,
Hilbert's, and Birkhoff's axioms. Such arguments are interesting
to Soviet scholars, but if a single program is to be developed, then
agreement on fundamentals must be reached before pedagogical princi-

. ples can be derived. Within the Soviet framework, this agreement
must be nation-wide. Finally, based- on this logical superstructure,
the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences develops instructional programa.-

At present the basic psychologic41 structure for the teaching
of mathematics has its reots.in Vygotsky's seminal work on proximal
zones of 'learning and ,several interpretations of that theory for
mathematics. Davidov's paper for the seminar outlines first the
work in the 1940's by ,Renchinskaya (alsola member of the seminar):

... one of the key moments in the child's learning is the
formation of the child's generalized modes of operations
over the obtained knowledge,: These generalized modes allow
children to apply these ,modes in varying conditions within
frameworks of a definite group of objeots of common charac-.
ter (paperp by D. N. Bogoiavlensky, E. N. Fabanova-Meller,

F.'Zuickov and others). MAstering.of the.geheralized
mod6 of operations is an important means in the child's
mental development (a ongside thia process the,principle .

of the unity.of educat'1 and mental developminf is
realized.)

Davidov goes on to state:

'

...In the 50-ies another approach has been Outlined and led
by P. I. Galperin. The main michievemeat received In the
frames of this approach is the assumption of basic types of
learning and stage-by-stage formation of mental acttons as
a theoretical consideration of psychological mechanisMs of
concept and skill formation. Among all the variety of,types
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and forma of learning it is possible to single out the
three main ones.
The first type of learning implies a spontaneous orien-
tation of tfe child in the situation of learning, when
mental actions are acquired without a specially organized
presentation of the entire system of those signs of" orien-
tation which similarly guide the dhild in realizAtion of
actions.
The second fype involves the discovery pf such a system by
_the school child but with the.help of a teache4 And
'finally the ihird type of learning suggests that the child
himself discovers the general method of forming fhe entire
orientatinglasis for the required actions with the
indirect prompts by \the teacher.
...Over the ,aast years On the b4sis of this approach an
attempt was made to imply some'Prindiples of the general .

theory of coatrol. TheJ6im of this attempt was to reveal
conditions of effective control over the child's cognitive
activity and control .ovev the process of learning proper
(papers of Talizinn and others).

Then in the 1960s:

...another trend was formed led by D. B. Elkonin. In the
frames of this trend there are studied &mditions and
regularities of"the cbild's Specific learning'activity,
which has its own,needs, motives,.tasks, actions and
operations. The mOtive of the learning activity is the
necessity of creative approach to the reality. When the
child solves a problem, he masters the universally theo-
retical method of solving the entire.class pf problems.
This genetal theoretical method is based upon the analysis
of inner conditions of, theikrigi4 of the given system of
objects. The child reveals the genetically initial ynt-
versal relation which lies in the basis of all the partic-
ular manifestations inside the system. This generalization
differs from the,formal empirical generalization' based on
the coMparison of external similar indicatiSns of a group.
of objects. Such A comparison allow* children to acquire
only the ready knowledge of aideacripAtive character, While
analysis and theoretical generaftzatiba reveal the sources
of the prigin Of the notion of an 01-att. This theoretical
generalization introduces the child intk.the corresponding

. theory'. Solving of a learning task is varried out with the
help of'following actions:
1. transformation of the situation whtehp may bring about a
discovery of the universal relation prottfr for.the given
gystem of objects under inalysis.
2. modelling this relation in a graphic or it 'symbolic form.

3. transformation of the Model to studying properties of
the universal relation in the general 'aspect.
4. deducing the series of particular concrete tasks which
may be solved by the general method.

. 102
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5. contr011idg fulfillmeni of the preceding actions.
6, estimation of the general method as the tesult of
,solving the given task in the process of learning.

Although the principles'are stated abstractly, all.of these psycho-
logists have primarily worked im.the area of mathematical learning.
This list of six major actions Fs their attempt to build a set of '

psychological principles which can be used to develop programs.

In the end, this planning sequence results in a syllabus for
mathematics for use by teachers and.studnta,throughout the cOuntry.
The syllabus is a very detailed leaeon plan 7(not qui-te a script)
which teachers are to fol,low. Por example, a sytlabus includes the
kinds of quebtions teachers are to ask in each lessor and how much -

to cover each day. Soviet planning, their developmeet of syllabi,
and their research show this same pattern for central control and
tight organization. The Ministry of Educatidn, in response to
political priorities (established hy'the Politburo, etc.), eatab-
lishes goals (five-yeat plans). It assigns to the Academy of
Pedagogical ciences all tasks associated with curriculum develop-
ment, teacher training, and research. These tasks are then parcelled`
out to the 13 different institutes within the Academy. These insti-
tutes then work on their assigned tasks (often with the cooperation
of experimental schools).

In summary,-curriculum development is a top.,-dOwn bufeaucratic
,system. It-is the responsibility of the Academy of Pedagogdcal
Sciences to see that the syllab4. that wIll be used in the schools
are developed. For example, the development of the last new mathe7
matics curriculum required more than 10 years to produce.

Clearly, the systems of curriculum production in the U.S. and
the U.S.S.R. differ. By contrasting them, it is obvious that the
strengths of one are the weaknesses of die other. For example,
in the.American system it is easy to introduce new ideas into
curriculum kdduction. There are nct constraints on trying oht,
producing, or selling anything. Thus, as times and technologies
change, materials can be quickly produced. In the Soviet system,
this is impossibld. New ideas must be approved, carefully examined,
tried out, and developed by the Academy before they can be used in
schools. However, the American systom has;no rell quality contrOl.
New material may be nonsense or use terrible pedagogy, but if '

schools are willing to buy, then it is sold. Likewise, new good
programs have.problems geteing materials adopted, tf the costs are
WO high. Thus, many new (particularly federally funded) projects
find publishers unifilling to publish and matket them. This ia
certainly not the case in the Soviet Union. Quality control is of
critical importance, and if materials are approved then all schools
across the nation will use those Materials.

A second weakness of.the Ameriyin system is the lip-service we
Wirt W. research principles. Tha4.-01s; materials may be produced

.wIth litOe or no tryout in classrooms by teachers and may be

\
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totally inappropriate. -Again, this is certainly not the case in the
Soviet Union. The research paradigm is folldwed carefully, believed
in,.and if the material ls appropriate it is then implemented with
the'full resources of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences.

Example 4: The Logic of Research

illaAmerican educational resek is rd to portray adequately, in
4.

part because its philosophic basis is as varied as the philosophies,---
of the individual researchers. The inadequate distinction 'between
"pure" and "applied" resedrch eepardtes inquirST into two categories:
-theory-based inquiry aimed at clarifying propositions within some
hypothesized framework, and engineering studies aimed at building
better materials or techniques. Other distinctions, such'as
"conclusion-oriented" is. "decision-oriented," or "quantitative"
vs. "qualitative," merelyshighlight the variety of activities labeled
as research in this country: In spite ef these distinctions, the
logic of American educaional research most ofren involves the lan-
guage of experimentations and'the idea of cause and effect from a
"criticalrrealist" philosophic position.6 The desired end-proNct
of a large proportion of AntriCan research,is meaningful causal
assertfons which are contingent on many conditions and hence
fallible iuld probabilistic. Thus, miry U.S. repearchers commonly
rely on such ideas as validity, reliability, and generalizability.
The terminology and methdds of statistics are used to build logical
arguments about causation and geneehlizability.7 Most researchers
today follow hypothesis-testing procedures best characterized in
terms of Popper's notions of falsification (1972). Researchers posit
hypotheses about relationships between variables, and &len systemati-
cally attempt to falsify those propositions. While there are colinte=)
trends Within the American research scehe, this "nealist" orientati6n
seems to be the dominant language and methodology employed by educa-
tional researchers incthis country.

. _

In the Soviet Union, research follows a different logic. As
perhaps nowhere else,.in the U.S.S.R. philosolihical considerations
have-strongly influenced psychological theory; psychological theory
has, in turn,, helped to determine educational practice. EducaO.onal
method, in other words, has been explicitly justified in terms of
the major characteristics of the Soviet view.of psychology which in
turn has been justified by a coherent and unified set of underlying
philosophic principles. This interdependence is perhaps the ilkost'-
striking characteristic of Soviet research in education. Their

6 -
[Ed. note: Alternative.fomtdations of research have been statud by
Herbert Simon, John Seely Brown, and others. These are prObably
minority views, bue they are stated by researchers.of.impeccable
credentials.]

7
An excellent book on this is Cook and Campbell, asI-eçpertmentation
Deiign and Analysis (1079).
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research thas follows i.basic Aristotelian notion of logical veil-
fidation. To illustrate thii dependence, .let me briefly summarize
the major characteristics of curreni thinking in the,Soviet psycho-
logy and its philosophical determinants.

In general, psychology in the U.S.S.R. is marked,by the follow-
ing major characteristics: (1) a strong'emphasis on the importance
of practical activity iq an objective physical and social world for
developing knowledge; (2) a concomitant emphasis on the importance
oC conscious knowledge in'directing human activity; (3) a dialecti-
cal; genetic Tetispective which argues that intelligent'human action
can only be undfrstood in its development, and that_development
proceeds by.stages and as an active process; (4) a socio-cultural
perspective which emphasizes the.imPortance of adult-child social
interactions (particularly those involving the linguistic systemati-
zation of cultural knowledge) in-the determination of the child's
deveioping intelligent activity; (5) a neuropsychological perspective
which dictates that whatever neurological know)adge exists must be.
taken into acdount in understanding psychological phenomena, but
without in any way reducing the psychological determinants to under-
lying neurological one6; and (6) a complete'rejection of standardized
intelligence testing in favor of a cliniCal*proach to individual
diagnosis.

(1) 1Practical Activityin DévelopinOnowledge. Soviet philo-
sophy assumes both the'existence of a real material world independent
of any knowing subject and the progressive-adequacy.of both the indi-
vidual's and the society's knowledge Of that world over time. Both
the source and the criterion of adequate knowledge is practical
activity. Human action in a real world develops and corrects man's
knowledge. Foi;psychology. this'implies that.an unde standrng of

,the characteristicS of human thinking can-be-obtained through an
analysis of intelligent activity. The structure of h an action -

becomes the structure of hulen thought. For education this emphasis
on action means that diatinogis of the nature of a child's development
must rely on an analysis of his or her patterns of aOtivity and that
instruction mudt include the acenal manipulation of concrete meter-
Ws in meaningful, ecologically valid situations. Thua, academic
programa must be designed around practical, /ife-like experiences for
the child if, in the Soviet view, they are to attain their objectivAgt.
of dev'eloping the child's cognitive capabilities.

(2) Convious-Knowledge in Directinalluman Activity. Just as
.practical acVvity serves to correct and-delop human consciousness,
conscious knowledge is seen as guiding and frrecting the activity by
which a person alteis his or her own environment and consequently
becomes capable of self-development. .For Soviet psychology, this
iomplies.that the study of behavior by itself, apart from a descrip-r
tion of the knowledge which guides and directs that behavior, is
fruitless.. A prolier understanding of human action can only come
through study of that action as intelligent knowledgegilidea action.
This implies that instruction Mach attempts to deal only with

1. %1/4.1.
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surface, behavior while ignoring the'child's understanding of what is
expected to him or her in a given situation is to be eschewed. ,For
behavior to be deemed adequate and intelligent, the child must com-
prehend what he or she does and.why he or she does it.

.4(3) Dialectical, Genetic PerppectiOp. Dialectical materialism
,

is founded on the assumpfion that all,that exists exists in a state
of constant alteration and development, and that the form of this
development is destribed,by three laws (called the laws, of -the
dialectic). Very briefly, according to these three laws development
is both continuous and discrete. 'It consists of.gradual quantita-
tive changes which give rise to sudden qualitative changes in which
phenomena become determined by new.sets'of laws to which they were
not previously subject. Such development occurs as.a. process of the
resolution of internal.contradictory terldencies in a_phenomenon.
Hence the motive force for development lies within a phenomenon
rather than in the surround. Lastly, development not only occurs by
stages, but new stages integtate previous stages so thaticharacterAs-

rtics.which exist at a lower stage reappear at higher stages in.11
continuous progression.

The implications for psychology of the notions of constant
alteration and pf development corresponding to these general char-
acteristics are several. First,,in such a system all psychology
-must; in an important sense, be dev,elopmental psychology. Psycho-
logical Phenomena can only be properly comprehended in the process
of development. Secondly, psychological theory must to a large,
extent be stage thewy. Since development iA qualitative as well
as quantitativeolvsychological phenomena are best understood in
terms of relatively constadt, integral unities at particular points
of a genetic process, or stages. Lastly, psychology must reject

, models of human intelligence.which see it as aIpassive receiver of
sensations, striving-to regaid a state of equilibrium. 'The psycho-
logical organism is an active'unity which carries within it the
',motive force of its own development:

These views may be discerned in a number of aieas of Soviet
wprk with children. For example, the ,severity and the source of

A

handicaps are classified oil the basts of qualitative differences
inperformance in complex tasks rather-than on quantitative differ-
ences suCh as the number correct on a psYchometric instrument. In
the ,design of curridulum materiala, the principle of constant alteK-
ation and development leads Aloviet educators to adopt the strong
attUude that development neverwceases, even for a child whose .

progress may be extremelyislow. In addition,. development is seen
as stagebound, progressing through a.number of "zones." The task

:"of the teacher is to help the child systematically-lead himself or.-'441'
herseAf through this developiental-progression. ,The notion,of'the
childOleading himuigkwith adult help also comes from the princi-
ples of dialectics,Ekassert that,developmentjs an internal
principle. Development is in fact selfL.development, abd one of the
major emphases in Soviet educationel work is to assist tbo child in
aChleving the means to continue 'developing himself or herself.

196
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(4) Socio-Cultural Perspective.. .The notion of group labor,
out.of which societyv language, and eulture evolved as means through_
which humans can change the world and conseqtiently alter and develop
their own Consciousness, is.of primary importance in Marxist thotight.
From this perspective, Yygotsky developed'a socio-cultural.theory of
cognitive devdlopment which continues to influence most of special
educational.practice in the Soviet Union. Specifically; Vygotsky
noted the importance ff what he termed "cultural mediators" (of"which
language'is the most mportant), which are employed in SQ 1 inter-L.

course ad socially developed aids in relating to'reality as the
primary means by which the child comes to regulate his or er own
higher mental functions. Words and other social mediators'possegs
the unique-characteristic, in Vygotsky's view, that they are always
a 'sign;' a reflection of something. It-is in employing suCh slgns
that humans become capable of easily introducing change§ into exter-
nal reality which in turn reflect back upon'and develop their
consciousness. By altering his medium, a. man is able to regulate his
own behavior and control his own psychic functioning. He is .no longer
dependent on the reality of thAexternal situation.' .

In discussing the ontogenepis of Ois regulatory process,
yygotsky'asserted-(and Soviet theory continues to rely heavily on
this notion) that all specifically mediated human mental processes
arise only in the course of social activity, in.the process of.cooplo,'
eration and social intercourse. Ptlychological functions at first
shared between two'people, in particular between achild and an
aimlt,.become the internalized psychological processes of one per-son
(in particular the child). -Thus fhe structure of mental processes
is at first present in humans' external social activity and only
latey becomes internalized as the structure of-inner mental func-
tions (e.g., egocentric speech is internalized as inner-speech or
verbafthought).

These notions figure prominently in both'the classification and
training of Soviet children. For example, one major method of dis-
tinguishing amonlk the'three categories of functioning--"normal,"
"developmentally\packward," and "defective"7-is to present-the child
with a task which ftsuires that he or she supply missing organization
to materials. In such a situation, appropriately aged children who
are functioning normally wili be capable of providing some of the
misSing organization themselves, but retarded children will .not.
If, however, the same task is then presented again with increasing
levels of adult organizational intervention (in which the adult
provides the child with certain prompts in. an attempt to help him or
her to organize the .information in the task), the "developmentally
backvare'child, who may perform much more poorly than the TIormal
child without such prompts, is capable of i4mprovin.his or her
performance virtually,to a normal level through utilization of this
additional:organizing information'. The "defective," on the other
hand, will generally be unable to take advantage of the increased
iocia organizational information to increase- ptrformance.

,
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(5) Psycho-Neurological Ilsrsp!ctive. Psychological phenomena-
are seen from the Soviet pprspective as vety closely' linked not only
to the real physical_ worl'd whith the knower gradually comes to know,
but also to upderlying beurological function,(referred to as
"higher nervous activity"):1 In psychology, thi i manifested in
the high lever of development reached by Soviet psychoneurology,.-in
which vtirious types of behavioral dydfunctions may be.quite reliably
linked to respective forms ,Of organic brain damage, dnd.in a
reliance on magy of'the Ideas of Pavlov in the formulation of
psychological theory. Soviet psychologists tire careiul to stress
that psychology cannot be rdduced to physiolod; but Oysiologica

1.14laws and facts must be-taken into'account in any adequate psycho-
logical conceptualization.

in Soviet education, this perspective is.perhaps most clearly
reflected ln the lengthy and careful ctinical diagnostic procedure
through which the 6r_ganic etiology,of particular handicaps in
children is diagnosed. As,a rule;such a diagnosig always includes
medical And psychoneutblegicAl.examination'in.tihich-the'possibilitt. 4

add localizatiorgaragefiology is explored. 2Thia information,.
P

is thee emiiloYed.-Oong.yith mor#. gp4tificalIY-EW.44
tion abouf the child's:action patterns tarddermil,neip 4Ct1ne1t ancOt 1

a large extent eveu,the'coUtge oe.trsining. In adio undtx . th* I,

influence of the esycheneurologic tind -Pavlovian perspd4i4e?SOViet.
training programs stress the notion of "compensatory meciiaiiigitst.".7,:;.-*,:.-.';'.

a notion which derives from the idea that portions of the brain 1;tv,

which are functioning 'adequately may in time take over some of,the
functions normally assigned to brain at-eh/as which have received"par- .

lesions. I

(6) ,Lack of Standardized Testing. For reasons derived froth the
philodOphical positions'4iscus4ed above, Soviet'theorigtselct the
use of standardized intelligence, aptitude,-or achievement assess-

,

ment. Standardized tests, they argue, rarely stress appropriately
ther child's active manipulation of meani4ful Objects. Rathersuch.
tests, for purposes of standardization; must place the child in what
Soviet psychologists consider highly rigid, static, hnd artificial
situationg which deny.children the flexibility of litilizing the
skills that they do possessNio compensate in part .for those which
they do not possess (and hence, the Soviets would claim that the
examiner finds out very little of interest about either). -Further-
more, stiindardized'pests result primarily in quantitative rathet
.than in 4ualitative assessment of the individual child and hence

.

stress the continuities in development at,t expense of the equally
important discontinuitties. Lastly-, sta psychometric testing
drastically,restricta the forsof or even e rely eliminates adult-
child interactiona;lin generalt'the procedure thus leads to a ten-
dency OD fail mittke account of impor,tant psychoneUrological infor-
mation,

In place of atandardized psychometriC ,evaluation, Soviet.psycho-
Ise- logists and educators.empioy a asseasment in

.e
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iwhich'doctor, psychnneurologist, speech-therapist, hearing spiecial-
ist.t teacher, or whatever other personnel might'be indicated examine
hear capabilities of the cbild and arrive at a consieneual diagnosis.-

."
The logic of Soviet 'research is to conduct.studies with this

framework-of philosopbiop-psychoiogical thought. Each study is seen,
04%r in terma Of adlilig A piece in a larger chain of inquiry abont a

, particular phenomena.froT this-Perspective, The SOvirt researcher
is not challepgill assumptions, but is trying to verify assertionh
developed from the theory# . It should be noted that ttAe typical
articles written by psychologists are,either descriPtions of Instances
of how materidls are used.from selected tryouts of topics to verify
theyrinciples from which currieulum matvrials were developed, or
present information on how ideas are'processed by chilareh within a
particular sttting. In this respect there is no concern about prob-
lems of sampling, statistical inference, ruling. outtbi*s, or alter-
nate explanations to particular hypotheses. Since children are not
basicallY different, al-CYsample of children will do as well as any
oihers. And,if i-esulth are not verified in a particular teaching
experiment; then it is assumelothere is a flaw in the derivation
of specific activities.

C.

In comparing these two systems of research, the strengths of the
American system seem apparent." First, the possibility of continually
questioning the ashumptions upon which a tesearCh question is based
is ce9tral to American research. thus, we are engaged in a prolifer-
ation of models and methods for conducting research and a continual
healthy argument about the assumptions uponjwhich a research sequence
is based. This is 'far less'prominent withffn Soviet methodology: For
the Soviet researcher', assumptions are philosophically based, within
a particular framework. One does hot ordinarily question that frame,-
Work. Second, researchers in the United States are.concerned about
validity, generalizability, sapplingt etc. These have become corner-
stones of Americah,methodology, although we often overuse statistics,
or seem to equate the use of sOphfisticated stitisdcal techniques with
good research. The Soviets see' little rationale for using any statis-
tical argument to justify the probability of a particular result. On
the other hand, our wedknesse'h are also appardnt. The lack of
systematic chains of inquiry which tie together the results of-several
studies is a particular ,concern. This simply-could not happen in the
Soviet system. Research uld not be authorized unless ft did tie in
with prior ideas. Our reliance upon agricultural models hometimea
clouds our view of the underlying mdChanisms of learnihg and teaching:
Tbd'often our research is at a sUrface level rather than:at an under-
lying level. _le thus relies primarily on statistical procedures for
its validity.'

'1

In summary, these two exampXes should illustrate in part the
distinctions between processes used within the educational research
!systems of the two-countries. By examining iuch procesees, one can
illuminate the strengths and weaknesses of e-ach and in turn begin to
understand.and appreciate both systems in more detail.

4
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my third answer'to the question, "What can we learn...?" is,
comparktive studies can reinforce one's understanding of common con-
tomporary problemil in education... Let me comment on what Zverev has
indicated are four major probleins which need to be addreased by Ehe'
Academy of Pedagogical Sciences.'

Problem 1i; The development of creative thinking.

Future progress in our society to a great extent,
depend upon what we teach in -sehool and how we teach It. ,

Our task IS to teach Onngsters creative.thidking to pre-
pare them for life and practical work, said Breznev in
1970. The Soviet schoql -is faced with the principle task
of orienting youngstera towIrds socially youthful activity
motivated by Communist consCiousness and devotion to the
lofty moral ideas our society and at the same time
developing their in llectual faculties in creative

Ohpotential.

In this statement the conflict between wanting citizens to conform
and at the same time to be creative is apparent. This is the same
strongly'held, conseruative position moiced duririg the past quarter
century in the United States. Socially, within the United States,
the 1950s'were A period of political turmoil and technological
upheaval. The "cold war" and the Korean war, wIlen added to a poten-

al nuclear holocaust, kept-both milakary preparedness and the
-.con inual velopment of sophistiCated armaments at a level of high
)nat onal riority. .Conservative intellectual retrenchment led by

oe McCarthy-and the emergent civil rights movement were-two
, ()cal points of the political turmoil-of the era. This helped fort

e "cohservative" side of the tension. On the opposing side,
jireasurea for creativity continued to build.. The'rapid development

s%of'somputers, along with a series of spectAcular basic inventions
the transistor, were creating new probabilities for giant

ickirforations'and reshaping moseother.industries. The need for a'
base cadre Of scientifically trained Personnel was critical and
was argued tor priMarilY in terms of.national sur4ival.

Schools fit into the arguments of this period of American.
educational discourse in°three ways. First, one set of educationA
critics claimed that few of the graduates of American schools and
colleges had an adequate mathematical, scientific, or engineering
background. The culprits were seen tO be the p gressive education.
moyement,, the life-adjustment'curriculum, and i ticular educa-
tibn profeisors. -The antedote was seen as the development of
curricula which emphasized iniellectTol training through the scademi6
disciplines. During this time several study groups (such As the
University bf Illinois Committee on School Mathematics, organized
in 1952) imp% to produce some curriculum materpils which emphasized
the structure'of the disciplines. When the Soviets launched the ..
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first spfce satellite in the autumn of 1957, a shocked United States
became aware that its technolpxical supremacy was being challenged.
What followed was the "modern 'artiriculuelb movement which involved
the federal government spendint considerqble sums-to have new
discipline-oriented materiAls-developed and to have. teachers
retrained, The new curricula were deliberately d4veroped under the
direction of scholaTs from the disciplines. ,Experienced clftssroom
teachers were Junior im,trtners in the endeavor. Educationigts were
expressly excluded.

A second group of.educational critics argued-that sch661s were
psychologically alienating. Sppkesmen for low-incoMe and minority
groups, for.ekample, pointed to a pattern of unsatisfactory Achieve., .

ment by 'chool children from low socio-economic and minority back-
'grounds. It was such children who were mostilikely to score poor-Jay
on tests of aChigvement in reading and mathowatics. There mere
insistent demand, made that schools.become more-accountable for the
learning of all/their pupils, including low socio-economid level and
minority children.

.
.

The third aspect of the educational debates was less. a crbticism
of schools and.more a prescription of how to produce a better system.
American belief in science and technology had reached a peak in the
years followlng World War II: Many believed that the same rational
procedures that enabled the

C
military and.industry to conduct a assive

war and then provide for an affluent consumer society could be
,

enlisted to solve the most pressing social nnd polAical problems
that confronted the United States.

a.

Throughout ,these debates, while tile5e was.the explicit desire
for a better and more equitably trained citizenry who could.think and
solve complex problems in creative ways, there was also a simultan-
eous,implied desire to "preserve democratic ideals," "keep God in
the classroom," "reinforce the values of home and familY," etc. The
implication, then, is that it is important -i-Cillenge the asump-
ikons that underly scientific principles or engineering procedures,
yet one is not expected.to challenge the assumptions upon which the
social system rests. That is, citizens need to be technologically
creative but socially accepting. Clearly, in the U.S. this has not
been the outcome of the past two decades. Our citizens today are not
socially accepting. ,

In authmary, in both the U.S. and the U .S 4. there is a graving
realization that ideological rigtdity can impose thaught restrictions
and in' turn hamper creativity; yeX fostering creittivity which allows'
citizens openly to challenge assumpfUns May also undermine the
ideological basis of the society.



ProbleM '2: The determination of a di.da6tiot oyetem of concepts in ehe
1:Panic relations_Qithin contant areas iA dfparamount
importance.

The Soviets recognize that it id im-iortant to foU65'w Ole struc-
. ture and main.trends of a scientific discipline in order to obta4.a.

. valid edheatibn. However, no branch o selfhce allows for A single
aPproach nor has a 'dingle structure, whi h complicates the problem
of establiShing the structure of sthool lubjects. Thus, content
coordination and integratton becomes a c itical problem for the '
Soviets. So'und familiarT It.should; th same concerns have been
repeatedly voiced since the start of th curriculum reform mmrement
in this country in the 195ds. We too have no.t solved the problems
of content coordination and integration.

Problem 3: The further improvemiint of the new edabational diontent,
4

partidularly in mathematics.

The new content in Soviet school mathematicd is characterized by
a higher generalization level, /1 firmer logical and theoreticar basis,
an early introduction to theory, a combination of deductive and induc-
tive methods-of material'presentation, greater polytechnical'know-

'sledge of modern produdtion, rechiced reference material, and more
assignments providing for Students' general development. However,
*ithin this system, tke problem of excessive material both in the
syllabi and textbook has not been solved. In fact, Soviet pedagogich
scientists are faced with,the task of eliminating "excessively diffi-
cult material of secondary importance" (December 19' 1977, resolution
of the Communist Party Central Committee in the U.S:StR., Council of
Ministera, on further improvement,of instruction and education of
general school atudenta and their preparation for labor). In
particular, the Soviets are coneerned with:

.1: the avoidance of description in material presentation,..
cutting down on facts mn d. reference mater*al;

2. reduced tetTinology in some of the lessons of the text-
book (a"particular problem in mathematics texts in early
grade.);

\*
3. cutting down on complicated.scientific. material while

preserving a theoretical level and the educational role
of the subject;

4. .plimination of material rendered imprActical by the highly,
prohibitive nature of teaching device's required for lts
presentation;

5. better methods of teaching certain Concepts,,theoretical
prOpositions, etc.;
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careful selection of objects of study for the sake o
greater generslization and stronger Irnkt between theory
and practice; and

7. :doihg away-with duplication in view of interdisciplinry
overlap. -

The U.S.-SOviet:discussions on these points with respect to mathe-
maeics indieatedoome of the same problems we in the U.S. are facing
in terms of the "back-to-the-bastes" moveMent. :It. Was openly admitted
that-the current mathematics materials were too formal, too abstract,,
and too difficult for many students and too difficult to tealh for
many teachers.

.Problem 4.: The development of moral convictions.

The Soviets express a stryng desire to have students taught to
defend moral convictions, to prove one's views, to make,sacrifices
for the sake of ideological trotWto comprehend the ideological civic
meaning of knoi4ledge, and to have a sense of uncompromising opposition
to that which is immoral. There is a strong feeling that today's
youth are being corrupted by immoral influences from the West and

.

that the sepae of ideological commitmrnt derived bOth from the
Revolution and from World War II are.being lost. Young children
are too materialistic and not idealistic enoughwitNrespect to,the
foundations of Soviet citizenry. These questiOns are very similar
to the kind of questions being asked of American education 'concern
ing the preservation of American:ideals;,Ockto-the-basics, sten--
dardizing general:education; a tommitmeA!todemocrAtic ideals, and
so on.

In summary, the teaching oT mathematics in the Soviet Union
differs from the teaching of mathematics ln the'United States. bur
research processes, planning procedures,:and curriculum Aevelopment
have their counterparts; but with nuances and philosophic differences
that must be understood. Only by examining different ideological
systems can we develop laws of the s'ocial structure, human psychology,
and.education which cut across national boundaries. -Findings in one
societty must be tested against the experience, of other societies.
Variation through time and across cultures can be turned to scien-
tific advantage. Thus, for the social sciences in general and
mathematics education in particular,'we must proceed by careful
examination of the edecation in diversified cultures like that of
the Soviet Union so that our understanding of the educational pro-
cess can be enriched.
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Chapter V11_

Soviet Approaches to the Study of Problem-Solving
Piocesses in'MathemAties

Sidney Rachlin

A. A Fable

Many ;itories have been told about, a foreigner's first visit to
a baseball game. In mine, the visitor's name is Nikolai.. Nikolai
had been sent to the United States to study the American phenomenon
of baseball. After two days of intensive observation, Nikolai
returned to his native land to report on his investigation. Here
are some excerpts from his written report.

Each session beiOn with a token tribute to the government.
The tribute, though apparently unrelated to the activity,
was nonetheless evidently essential to the process of
beginni4 the activity.

AB has been reported in the past, the Americans are a
very class-oriented society.- This was again.reinforced
by the distinction in the subject's attire. The repre-
sentat,ives of the ruling class were dressed in black suitsl,
stood ehroughout the session in control locations, and
shouted orders to the working class. The working class
were' dressed in either grey or whiie numbered uniforms.

.

Absenteeism must run very high since although I observed
,one subject in a grey uniform numbered 73, there were
only about 30 workers in grey uniforms present on ei1kpr
'day.

It was difficult to focus on the entire phenomenon at any
one time. Other than styles of clothing, there were very
few cemmonalities observed; e.g., there was no apparent
pattern for the number of people on the playing area, .nor
for.the length of time each group was o the playing area.

Quantitative evaluation of the phe omenOn revealed that
the grey group scores decreased from 1,1 to 1 while the
white group scores remained a constant 2. The meen,score
lor the grey group was 7 and the mean score for the
white group was 2. Thus'the grey group appears to be i
significantly better group. Yet someone said the groups
were now even in the series.

eVen my attempt* to meaningfully focus on an individual, .

provided some confusion. While obserVing number 72 on

1



the grey team, I noted that he hit the ball with the
stick nearly,1200 meters. Despite the fact that he
hit it tot that diatanc and was still able to aim it
right at one of the other players, the spectators booed.
Yet lateT he hit a bail not 30 meters and the crowd
cheered him .

my recommendation is that further research needs to be
done to fully understand the phenomenon. Perhaps future
studies should be of longer duration.. One-on-one interL
views with some of the subjects might prove beneficial.
Or, blitter yet,-why not have some of our people exchange
with American counterparts; then our people couldparti-
cipate in the phenomenon. \

This cluTter focuses on Soviet approaches to the study of problem-
,

solving processes in mathematics. Some implicit parallels with Nikolai'it
exploration will become apparent. Foremost is the need,for clear, and
concise definitions, illustrated by Nikolai's difficulties in iriter-
preting certain terms. We shall therefore begin by discUssinK some
working definitions to serve as a common thr§pd woven through the
tapestry of Soviet problem-solving research.

Definitions

A propblem is defined as a "task" which a "subject" attempts to
resolve, given that this resolution is within the subject's ability
an4 is not resolved by the subject's immediate application of some
algorithm. Resolution of the task is taken as the subject's belief,
stated or implied, that he or she has obtained the "Estual" solution.
Hence, whether or not a task is a problem is dependent.on the char-
acteristics of-the subject and his or her Attempted paths to resolu-
tion (Menchinskaya, 1974; Kantowski, 1975; Kilpatrick, 1969).

A "task" which a "subject" resolves through the immediate appli-
cation of some algorithm is called an erercise. An algorithrir is an
uriambiguous.series of steps which completely specifies the resolution
of a task. By contrast, heuristics are neither unambiguous nor cop-
plete. They must be supplemented by more specific procedures at the
level of implementation, and they come with no guarantee. whatsoever
(Lands, 1975).

In each mathematics class there exist,soie students for whom
only the first few tasks of a worksheet are really problems. After
solving these few examples; the students generalize an algorithm Which
they-apply. to succeeding problems. In many classes there ate also
students for whom each task of -&worksheet remains a,problem. .Hence,
for some students "verbal problems" become exercises under generalized

Nit headings such as. "motion tcrwards--motion apart,r while for other
.

studentl Oask.such as "factor 9 -c 4x4" bears no resetblance to
previously solved problems of the form a2 - b2. A task vihiCh is "one
St4dent's problem, May be another student's exercise, and a.third
student's frustration" (Henderson and Pingry, 1953; p. 232).
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The dietinction between algorithm and heuristic is equally

intimate. Heuristics,9pccording to Pospelov, Pushkin, and
Sadovskii 4972), is "the science which studies the4laws governing
the design-of new actions in new situations.' But "nevi" is rela-

tive to the individual. Situations \end actions are new if. they 1

are perceived by the uliect as new. The solution of a problem is-
a blending of the application of henristics and algorithrs.

Illustrative Example

'To illustrate the distinction and blending, consider the
"chickens and rabbits problem." The subject is asked to'determine
how many rabbits'and chickens there-are IT they know that together
they have 35 heads and 94 feet.

Carol, an elementary school teacher, read the problem and
immediately wrote: R + 35 and 4 R + 2C 94. She perceiired

the problem as being like those she.used to solve in algebra class
and algorithmically proceeded "without thought." At this point she
stopped, unsure of whatIthe next step was. Her algorithmic 'pro-

'ceasing tvid been broken before resolution of the task, After a few
minutes, 'Carol's eyes suddenly widened and she smiledt "I get it!"

she exclaimed. "If all the animals were chickens there would only
be 70 legs. .But we need 94 legs-790 there-must be 12 rabbits.",
to my confused gaze she coptihued, "Eachxabbit has two more legs
than a chicken and we have 24 more legs--so "there will be 12 rabbits."
Heuristics involve the study 'et the general pxocesses of movement from
blockage, although not necessarily towards resolution. A hint which
attempts to facilitate these movements is known as a heuristic: In

this case, Carol applied a heuristic for which she had not been given,
a hint.

Bob, also an elementary school teacher, read the problem and
imMediately wtote:

R + C 35 2R + 70

4R + 2C 94. --7> 4R + 2C 94
2R 24 -->R 12

"There are 12 rabbits and 23 chickens," he asserted 'algorithmically:'
When Bob was asked to cOmpare his solution with Carol's, he replied :
that there was no' comparison. They were completely different: he

did hid algebraically and she just guessed, he Indicated. That he

used an algorithmic process and she used a heuristic after blockage
of algorithmic processing was unclear to him.

A Schomata for-Problem Solving 1

In the baseball fable; Nikolai next attempted to find meaning-
ful ways to,classify the components of the phenomena under investi-

gation. As a discussion vehicle, ihe Soviet problem-solving research .
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has been categorized in the schemata in Figure VII.1. The two
aspects, cybernetic and pedagogic, will.be considerAtd in the two
sections that follow.

Soviet Aliproaches to Problem-Solving
Research in Mathematics

#

Cybernetic

Heuristic Studied Programming as
as an aid to an aid to the
programming study of heirristic

Pedagogic.

Individual's
problem-solving

processes

The effgct of
instruction on
problem-solvin

prockses

Figure VII.1 A schemata for problem solving.

B. Cybernetic Approach
2

Among the Soviet approaches to the st4dy of problem solving, there
is a growing interest in cybernetics andsdlrect analOgies between the
work of computers and human thought. Cybernetics, as defined by Rubin-
stein (1966), is the studylof the "determination of processes in the
course of which eaCh successive process is spnditioned by the results
of the preceding one." .In eerms of our working definitions, Rubinstein
has broadened the concepi of tlgorithmic and heuristic activity to
include computers in the population of subjects. Algorithmic activity
occurs when "conditioning" is reproductive; that is,-when the deter-
mination of a succeeding process is uniquely determined by its
predecessor. Heuristic activity, in contrast, occurs when "condi-
tioning" is'productive; that is, whem the determination of a succeeding'
process is not uniquely guaranteed by its predecessor: Through
generalization of definitions such as these, Soviet researchers titt
attempted to form a theoretic foundation for creating direct analogies
between,the work of computers and human thought.

On the one hand; psychologisti such es Tikhomirov seek to inves-
tigate human problem-solvink processes in order to apply principles
used by man to perfect the development of computer'programs for the
solution of problems. On the other hand; some.Soviet psychologists
such as Rivkus have utilized research on computer modeling of human
behiviour to develop models for investigating P. study.of heuristics.

`

0.
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Tikhomirov and Poznyanskaya (1966-67) investigated the use of
visual search as a means of ,analyzing heuristiCs. They explored
the application of a system o rules which lead the subjects to a
reduction of the search space. Expert problem solvers were found
to crtrate.what was termed an "orienting zone." The subjects would
dperate within this zone in a non-linear fashion, leavAng and retnrn-
ing to possible solution patqs. The "orientihg zone" differs from
a gespat in that it isiopen to an objective analysis by the sublect.

In 6 fascinating follow-up study, Tikhomirov and Terekhov (1967
-investigated the use of an "orienting zone" by blind chess players.
Here the problem-solving process was largely externalized through
tactile activity. Two distinctive forms of planning were noted.
When the opponent moved in an expected pattern,,the subject would
generally react according to a developed plan. Afeer a brief check-
ing of the "orienting zone,," a planned move would be made--an
algorithmic activity. When the opponent moved in an unexpected fashion,
the subject's pattern of checking the board would change greatly. The

aubject would search for a new plan which would include a new set of
hypotheses concerning the opponent's plan. Included in this plan were
hypotheses about affective measuFes. Tikhomirov tnd Terekhov discussed
their findings in terms of a gap between human processing and the
heuristic machine.

In a later study, Tikhomirov and Vinogradov (1970) investigated
the effects of emotion in the functioning of heuristics. -Certain
stages.of problem solving were found to be capable of identification
on the basis of vatiation in emotion. Here again the.focus was on
the investigation of human aspects of problem solving to perfect the
problem solving of computers.

Parallel to the a4loration of heuristic activity of humans as
an aid to the development of more refihed programming has been the
investigation of heuristic programming for its role in the clarifi-..
cation of human problem-solving processes. In a study of the process
of solving geometric proofs by computer simulationRivkus (1975)
examined the four major difficulties encountered in his attempts to
,simulate students' proof of geometric theories:'

1) Intuition rather than logic, found in many students'
proofs. Students often relied on ihferenc'es made from
drawings. These inferences were then used by the
students in planning their solution paths.

2) A different\Illassification of ideas as simple'or com-,
plicated for man and for machine. .Some-proofs which
are easy for humans to solve require sophisticated pro-
gramming techniques, while others which require few
computer steps are.relatively difficult for humans.

3) Making creative aspects of proof algorithmic. 'For

example, programming the computer to construct
auxiliary lines. It is interesting to aóte that Rivkus
defines "creative" as "that which cannot be programmed."
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4) The, oMParative effectiveness of analytic and sycii-
the kc methdds of problem solving. The blend.of
ana retis and synthesis used by students did not have
suf icient regularity to be used accurately in ,pro-
gramming'ehe computer,

In analyzing.the results,of the experiment,.Rivkus calls for further
exploration of the'heuristic processes of humans in the areaseidenti-
fled ra programming difficulties.

%b.

C.. Pedagogic Approach

North American mathematics educators are perhaps.more aware of
the Soviet pedagogical appreach to problem-solvfng research than'bf
the cybernetic approach. Since,the publication of the fourteen-
volume set of translations of Soviet reseavh, Soviet:Studies in the

, Psycholosy of Learnins and Teachina Mathem4eics, interests in Soviet
method2logy has grown.

Markova and Abramova (1978) distinguish between fwo approaches
to the psychologic0 study of problem-solving-processes, depending
on the purpose of invesfigation. The first approach consists of the
study of individual problem-solving processes as the premise of
learning, and the second involves the examination of the development
of these pro_cesses during some specific method of instruction.

A series.of eight mini-studies reported by Semenov (1978) is
representative of the investigation of individual problem-solving
activity. Semenov used normative analysis to demonstrate the
psychological reality of several components of the Soviet "theory
of activity." In this thepjy the human problem-solver is viewed as
bringing a complex system f operational, object-related,_refiec-
tive, and personal aspects to a task environment. Two tasks were
used in the study: (1) "How many digit* are used in paginating a
book with 634 pages?" and (2) 7To paginate a book, 1,164 separate
numerical symbdis are required. 'How many pages are in, it?"

In the first mini-study, twenty students were recorded as they
thought aloud,while solving the paginapion problem. These solution
patterns formed the norm for latter comparison. In the second and
third mini-studies, the pagination task was varied for simplifica-
tion of the numeric operation and clarity of the object-frelated
aspect. The protocols of each of these two groups of twenty
subjects were then compared with the first group's protocols. The
fourth mini-study provided the baseline fbr the pages problem. The
fifth and sixthi'mini-studies provided, information on the refledtive
component of the cognitive problem-solving activity. Here the.
norming groups for the pagination and' pages problems were asked
to solve the respective problem. The personal individual component
of the cognitive problem-solving activity was intestigated through
a comparison of the norms with the verbal solutions of 43 pairs of
students yorking together.1 Semenov's use of normaaye analysis

120
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'provides an intereAting qualiehtive analog to quadtitaeive pretest-
pOsttest'analysis.

The research of Lands and Krutetskii demoristrates the peda-
gogicAl role for Soviet studies of an,individual's prablem-solving
processes. Their research demonstrates.how Soviet theory evolves .

from a.study of individual differences to an instruCtional model,
This transition is outlined'in the following schemata (Figure
VII.2).

DXitgnostic Construct Teach
Experiment Model Model

IIf successful,'use
model in analogus area.

Posttest

If uns ceasful tm rove model.

Figure VII. 2. Schemata for evolving an instructional model.

For over two decades, Landa (1975, 197ba, W. has directed
research aimed at the identification of and instruction in a set
of operations "sufficiently general" to aid in th solution of p.

widely different problems. In Landa's investigat'on,into the1
processes of proof, he sought first to det4i-mine the thoUght-oper-
4tionwinvolved in carrying out a geometric proof and second to
evaluate the effects of,teaching these operations to pupils who
had previously demonstrated varying degrees of ability to citrry
out a geomeeric proof. Students' ill-fated attempts to complete
geometric proofs were compared to successful attempts and logicallj
correct proofs. Lands created a set of problem-solving.instrucbions
by determining what operations were not performed by the Unsuccess-
ful problem solvers. This set was then systematically taught to
those students who had demonstrated a lack of problem-solving.
ability., Posttests administered to these students were used to
determine whether the model of operations needed revision or
whether it could be tested in some analogous situation in a

.different area otehe curriculum.

In order to trice the thinking processes of students, a diag-
nostic teit on geometric proof was administered to 26 eighth and
ninth graders who differed in genera ability. The test was divided
into two parts. Administered first were tz"moderate to difficult"

/proofs in which the necessary recall of kn edge wes,not direq,tly
elicited by thq diagram and often tequired supplementary constt4c-
tions. This *et of problems proved to be extremely difficult, with

1 91
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only 24.4 pertent am the average solution i-ate. Even those students
classified by their teacher.as excellent solved 6n1y an average of
45 percent of the problems.. The students fated much better '(94.4.
percent) on the second set of ten "easy" geoM4tric prOofs, in which
the diagrams strongly "hintk" at the theorems required for their:
solution. in an effort to control Memory as variable,.the two
'sets of problems wete designed to require recidl of 00 same
theorems, axioms, and definitions. Vurthermore, the sttdents were
directed to use their books or notes at an* time thpy forgot the
statement of a particular theorem,-axiom, or,definition. Three to
four problems were_administered.individually to bhe'students in out-
of-thewclassrodm sessions.- During these sessiorva the students were
requested to ."think out loud".as they attempted a proof, with the,
experimenter.asking questions about the attempts to solve the
problem\ Heiice, by comparing a student's answers,with the observed
course of the solution process, the experimenter ittempted to trace
the thinking process.and discover chose chatacteriatics of each.
student's analytic-synthetic operations whith were associated with
successful problem-solving, as well.as those which game-Irse to
difficulties.

In the second phase of the study, Lands used observed "defects
in the cognitive activity of students" (such as Rot knowing .some

4
operations to try, a lack of skill with some of those operations
*mown, an insufficient level of generality of operations, a chaotic
process for attacking a proof, and an ignorance of processes neces-
sary for proof or even of what was being done) to construct a model
of the processes that should-be going on "in the head" of each
student. The model was then formulated into.a set of instructions:

1) Separate what is given from what&is to be proven.

2) Draw the most immediate conclusion from what is given.

3) Go. to what is to he proVen and determine which.of its
.attributes are4,1ready giVen.

4) Recall the sufficient attributes of the given figure
and choose one-of these to use as a basis for proof.

5) Isolate the elements of the figure, imagining each
elemeht as a.part of different.fighrest

6)' Draw ahy needed elements and let these serve 40; afi aid'
in analyzing the proof.

7) ilf.ihese new elements may be the parts of other figures
whose properties are necessary to the proof, draw the
figures.

%
a

8) Make all cilhclulion0 possible oh the basie of these
figuree.-

S.
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9) Re-read the problem to check givens and what is toribe '
proven.

,

-i
10) Check the steps for a missed or incomplete appligittlqn

of the operations.

,

In Addition to these heuristics; a system of,meta-opir4ti?ns as

created. These were designed to,clarify the instructionakOio 1 a4id

aid in its implementation. Some examples of these supplemen
instrudtiqns are:

1) The rules do not set a rigid sequence of operationi.

2) Recall all-th4'attributes of the given figure before
beginning the proof.

3) Try to place the element in_as.many possible-figures ae
you can.

After determining what operations students were not performing. 4...
and developiag a set of instructions to tfain students.in the
of proof,.Landa tested the adequacy of his heuristic model-. In this
phase, 10 ninth-grade students from the orlinpl sample were taught
a general.introduction.on the meaning of pvoo followed by a system"'
of lessons on the set of operations. 'Each operation required bout '\

three lesson periods for explanation, illustration, and pra ice. '
Fifteen specially designed practice problems were used to link each...
newly.learned operation with the set of operations previously
acquired. With a gradually decreasing-dependènce on rulerrelated
guidance, the students proved these geometric problems.

The criterion measure was the-degree of success of the student;
after instruceion on-those problems from thefirst part of the diag-
nostic test which they had been unable to solvey.7-Care was ,taken to
assure that the practice proofs differed from ewe posttest items in .

4general formulation, as well as with regard to the geometric figures
involved. ...Although the students sceed on the average a respectable.'
87 percent of the posttest problems, Lancia places more emphasis on the
quaLitati4.7e evidenae of change in students' thinking processes pro-
vided by the protocols of the students' "thinking'aloud." On the
basis of quantitative d qualitative indications of the suitability
of the hypothesized modelof thought,processes, 4ands next attempted
to test the applicability of.the model in.the-analogpus area of

.

language:acquidition. .

v

,

A s.con4 example of the pedagogic role of Soviet,studies of A

individualjs blem-solving processes is the reeearch of Krutetskii.
(1976, 197 69). Krutetskii and his students undertook a series
of studiJ aimed at examining the formation and development of maths- A

metical ilities. In a 1958 comparative study of the attempted ;A-4111

paths to resolution of. 15 algebra students (who hokbeen grouped by .

ability) on ipecially orlanized sets of matheMatical problems,
Krutetskii (1969) identified three'aptitudes:-"essential for the

,

4 9 3 atm.
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mastery of mathematics." These first foundations for the structure
of mathematical problem-solving abilities are: (1) rapid, (letailed,
sweeping generalizations'of mathematical material; (2) "curtailment,"
the truncation af stePs of the reasoning process; and (3) "reversi-

orthought, the process of switching from a direct to a
reveise traO of thought. (A definition of "direct" and "reverse"
thought willL be given later, when Krutetskii's three aptitudes are
discussed lit more detail.)

The ability to generalize mathematical material was characterized
by maximal,,"on-the-spot" generalizations. Capable pupils would-often
resPond -to a first encounter with a new mathematical principle or
probjem_type with a mathematically refined extension to very diverse
examples and problems. For example, after one student'a'first intro-
duction to the formula for the square of a binomial, he immediately
applied the formula to tasks such as finding the product of (C+D+E)
and (C+b+E) and finding the square of 51.

Kruterskii identified two dietindt varieties of curtailment. The
first is an ability to truncate steps in the reasoning process con-
sciously and meaningfully. This ahility manifests itself to varying
degrees in all subjects after a generalization has developed. The
process whereby a child develbps the concept of addition of whole
numbers is an example of this form of curtailment. Given the task
of combining 4 apples and 3 apples, a child might first ieply "one,
two, three, faur, five, six, seven ... seven." At a later stage the
child will couni on. A typical response would be: "four, five, six,
seven ... seven." At a final stage the child will immediately respond
IIseven." At this final dtage-the child's response is so quick that it
is difficult for him or her to indicate how "seven" was obtained. "1
just know, it," is a typical reply. The second form of curtailment is
closely rerated to this final stage. The distinction lies in the
feelieg that even the other stages have been curtailed. The subject
has an ability to truncate steps unconsciously, as.evidenced by the
subject's great difficulty in recreating the missing links. The
following interview with Nanette (from unpublished research by
Rachltn) will serve as an example of unconscious curtailment. At
the time of the interview, Nanette was a colle0 freshman enrolled
in a non-credit intermediate algebra course because she had failed
an exemption test. Her background included two years of high school
Algebra, geometry, 'trigonometry, and a senior honors course on logic
end problem solving.

Experimenter: How much does a fish weigh, if its tail weighs
4 kg, if its head weighs as much as its tail
plus half its body, and if its body weighs as

'much al its head and tail put together?

Nanette: (almost immediately) 32 kg.

EXpirimenter: How did you get 32 kg?

Nanette: I don't know, it just popped into my head.

9
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Experimenw: Well4 suppose you were trying to explain the
problem to another student. Could you 101K
them how to solve it?

Nanette: J (After Several minutes of unfinished starts.)
This is what always happens to me. When I was.
in high school I would get the right answers,
but the teachers would mark me wrong because
I couldn't show the work.

After several more minutes Nanette completed
her solution to the problem, at which time she
explained,'"That must be how I got it!"

'

In his study of mathematical abilities, Krutetskii (1969) identi-
fied "the ability to establish 'reversible' (two-way) associations in
the process of learning mathematical material" as a third essential
aptitude for mastery of mathematics. This concept of reversibility
is an extension of Piaget's "operational reversibility".as it appears
in the work of .1ohannot (1974). Johannot, a student of Piaget,
adapted Piaget's earlier research to high school mathematics instruc-
tion. Johannot identified reversitrility as a predecelsor to meaning-
ful operations with number. For example, successfully responding to
Piaget's conservation tasks is said by Piaget to require the ability
mentally to link an operation to its inverse. Piaget's concept of
inverse requires a definition: for the operation of spreading home
objects farther apart, for example, the inverse operation would be to
move the objects back to their previous positions, close together.
In general, if an operation T transforms a state Si into new state
82, then the inverse operation T-1 transforms state 82 in o state Si.
(Piaget speaks of "reversibility," but the concept is actually that
of mathematical inverse.)

Johannot applied Piaget's extra-curricular studies of reversi--
bility In developing a theory.of adolescent stages of reversibility
based on tasks involving the meaning of complex fractions and the
solution of linear equations. Kruteeskii .interfaced Johannot's
notion of'reversibility with his exploration of mathematical ability.
Krutetskii found that students who applied a short-form algorithm
for multiplying the sum and difference of two terms varied in theti
ability to recognize and apply successfully the reverse operation of
factoring a difference of two square terms. As a final.example of
reversibility, Rachlin (in an unpublished study) asked a class of
intermediate algebra students to: a) write down two binomials, b)
multiply the binomials, SAid crfactor the product obtained. The
student responses to thellist direction (c) were of three types.
Some students stated that the polynomial they obtained could not be

-factored. The majority factored their polynomial, but as if they had,
never multiplied the two binomials to obtain the product. The
remainder quickly wrote the factors and reacted to the odd nature
ollthe question. Though all students had had experience with multi-
pbring And factoring polynomials, they differed on the degree to
which they recognized that one of these processes was the inverse
of the other.
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Krutetskii (1976) further delineated the structure of mathematical
problem-solving abilities. This delineation wasjounded on the basin
of an interface of his earlier study with research conducted between
1959 and.1965. Subjects used in the studies varied in age (from.six
to seventeen years) and in abilities. Three stages of mental activity
in solving a mathematical problem were proposed', with one or more
abilities classified at each stage. The first stage (gathering the
information needed-to solve the problem) requires the subject to have
a formalized perception of mathematical materials. In addition to the
three abilities identified in Krutetskii's earlier study, the second
stige (processing the mathematical information) demands the ability
to "think in mathematical symbols," a striving for elegance of ablu-
tions and flexibility of thought. Finally, Krutetskiils third stage
(retaining infolmation about the solution) is dependent on thIpabilfty
to remember the mathematical relationships in a problem and the methods
of solution.

/
Further utilizing the "teaching experiment," Krutetskii (1973)

explored the problem of overcoming the relative inabiliiy of sohool-
children to do mathematics. "At the end of a period of instruction"
with sixth apd seventh graders, who had been classified as "ineap,ble")1of learning mathematics (but at least satisfactorily learned other
subjects), Krutetskii found an appreclable development of the math -
matical abilities of flexibility' of t4ught, formalized perception,
mathematical memory, and generalization.

The interactive and longitudinal qualities of the "teaching
experiment" permitted Krutetskii's (1973) formulation cif three "levels"
f "probleth heuristic" instruction in which, one after another, the
elements o* formulating, posing, and solving problems are transferred,
in reverse order, from the teacher to the pupil. Another example of
the application of the "teaching experiment" in research on the teaCh-
ing of hedriatics in mathematics is given by Kalmykova (1963, 1975).
Included in her study of analysis and synthesis is an observational
study of the teaching of Petrov, an elementary school teacher class-
ified as an excellent teacher oll\probleth solving.

Reflecting Soviet research practice, Kalmykova provides a detailed
rationale ,for her theory of classroom instruction. The observations of
Petrova's classes over a four-year.period,of time (Petrova taught the
same students each year) provided Kalmykova with an opportunity to
investigate how well her theory was reflected in the instruction of a
model teacher. Analysis of Petrovats problem-folving instruction indi-
cated an emphasis on: reading the problem., breaking dov0 the text of a
problem, differentiating concepts, substantiation, flexilble questioning,
analyzing errors as a method.of solving the problem, alternative solu-
tions, abstraction, schematic notation, graphit analysis, and analogy.
Kalmykova's research provides an example of a team approach to the
investigation of the classroom phenomenon.

The research of Zinkov had,perhaps the greatest effect on Soviet
instruction in the elementary echool. On the basis of over a decade
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of research, Zankov (1977) and his associates developed a new exper-
imental didactic system, in whieh the individual subjects of the
curriculum aro laced with a new methodology for teaching. The
experimental methodology involved systematically'varying the condi-
tions Under which a phenomenon was observed and inliestigating its
relation to other phenomena in order to reveal the acrive-influenco
of "the factor under study. The Study was divided into four stages.

In the first stage, the framework of the new'didactie system
was created through a "teaching experiment" involving one class over
a four-year period of time. By focusing on the work In a single
class, it was possible to work out each segment of the teaching
proceas beforehand and later to analyze each lesson.

In the second stage, Zankov expanded the network of experimental
classeak used in the study. -Each year the number of experimental classes
grew, as did the grade levels included in the experiment. By the end of
-the fourth year of the second stage; a total of 371 primary classes was
involved. Quarterly workshops and visits by the researCh staff provided
an opportunity for the teachers to be involved actively in the develop-
ment of the new didactic system.

,

The third stage of the study involved the coMpilation ofexperl-
mental textbooks. One of the products of this stage was the prepara-
tion of materials that condensed the former four-year primary program
into three years. In the final stage, these materials were field-
tested in over 1000 experimental classrooms. It was at this.stage
that the non-instructional variables of the classroom environment
became most evident. Besides differences in school conditions (such
as the skill level, experience, and work style of the teacher), wideA. variations were a o noted in conditions in the home environment.
Zankov noted that e curriculaV aspects of the new system won imme-
diate and wide-spread teacher support, but that the new methodotogy
had not been accepted as an integral component of the system.

In 'the area of problem solving, Zankov's research teaid explored
tfie way pupils in the experimemtal and conventional classes assimilated
the concept of a "problem." Students were read five assignments with
six tasks on each.. Alter each task was read, the students were askcd
to identify which of the tasks were problems and which were not. (An
example of lit "non-problem" is: "The teacher had notebooks with ruled
Raper and notebooks with graph paper. She handed them out to the
pupils. How many notebooks did each pupil receive") A sample from
each primary class was iriterviewed individually to establish the
methods of classification. f.

Further studies conducted by Zankov's team of researchers included
an inkrestigation of the ability of pupils in second-grade experimental
and conventional classes to set up problems and solve them. Zankov
found that among pupils in the experimental classes, the formulation
oforoblems takes on a clearcut structure: "The-problem-solving exper-
ience they have acquired is flexible and yielding, and adequate for the
execution of,a new assignment."
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. D. What Soviet Renoarch Han to Say to American Resoarchere

Soviet research, an exemplified by the preceding studies of mathe-
matical problem-solving processes% are indeed varied in their approach.
The message which they carry to North American researchers may be
equally as varied. Upon reading A report of Soviet research for the
-first time. Westerners ate immediately struck by the surprising

if

emphasis on discussions of natio al purpose. To the Soviet researcher,
these introductions are more th n a token 'playing of the national
anthem before a sporting event'. Instead, they are the researcher's
method of establishing the philosophical foundation of the reported
investigation. To understand Soviet research, one must understand its
philosophic and historic foundations.

As the American research methodology in instructional psychology
was evolvin$ from an emptlasis on mental testing, the methodology of
the Soviet researcher was evolving from a political and.social con-
demnation of these psychological tests. With thelissuance of the 1936
resolution "On Pedagogical Dtstortions in the Conimissariat of Educe:
tion" by the Central Committee of the Communist Party, a new philo-
sophy of an interrelationship between psychology and education was.
developed. The educational environment,of the child was established
as the primary ingredient for success in any given subject area
(Menehinskaya, 1969).

Rudik, as reported by Brozek (1963), identified the following
six principles of the Soviet psychtology:

1) The principle of materialist monism. Mental phenomena
(the psyche) are a property of the brain. The psycho-
iogigel processes are regarded as superimposed upon the
physiological processes. /

2) The principle of determinism. Mental phenomena are the
reeults of interaction between the prqcesses of higher
nervous activity and the external environment. [S. L.
Rubinstein (1966) refers to the "dialectical-materialist"
cbnception of dqerminism as the single proposition:
IVexternal causes act through internal conditions." To
the Soviet psychologist "it is precisely the relation-
',ship between the external and internal connections that
form the basis of all phbnomena, including mental
phenomena."' It is this connection that ties Pavlov's
theory of the external relations of organisms to mental
phenomena.]

3) The principle of reflection. Consciodsness (mind,
psyche) is a subjective reflection of an objedtive
reality. Mebtal piocesses 4re not regulated by special,
immanent laws, but have their roots in objective exis-,
tepee. ["It is not thinking that thinks, but man, and'
it is man and not his thinking that is the,subject of
thinking (Rubinstein, 1966, p. 63)."1

12 s
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4) The principles of thm,unity of consciousness and
activity. -1Un's mind is not only manifepted in
activity but it is formed in the process of activity.
As a corollary mental processes cannot be studied
abstractly but only in connection with concrete forme
of activity. [Hence Soviet teaching experiments
attempt to catch processes as they devplop.]

5) The principle of historism. Mind (psyche, conscious-
hoes) develops in the process of the historical
development of man. Consequently psychologists must
study mental phenomena in reference to their genesis
and bring out the social roots of different aspects
of man's consciousness and personality.

6) The principle,of the unity of theory and practice.
Through their research, psychologists must.take an
active part in the solution of practical problems met
in the building of socialism, such as development of
more effective methods for the training and education
of the coming generation.

f

searching for a new method of research, Soviet educational psycho-
logists adapted the "natural experiment" of Vygotski. Questioning
PAaget's position on the independence of the proeess of development
from the process of learning, Vygotski (1963) theorized a "zone of
potential development," which,recognizes that "what a child is capa-
ble of' doing when helped by others" serves as a precedent for "what
he is capable of doing on his own." If we fail to recognize this zone
of potential develoPment, according to Vygotski, then instruction will
trail behind developmerlt rather than coax it along. In this light,
Vygotski saw the GenevAn clinical approach as a static, possibly harm-
ful, mithod of studying th lk. development of the child, lacking the
essential ingredient of experimenter intervention (instruction).
From the Soviet philosophical foundation it is easy bD see why
Vygotski would feel that the chief limitation of Genevan research
lies in its inability to explain the transitions from one stage of
intellectual development to the next. The question of interest to
Soviet psychologists would be: "Why does the child proceed from the
preoperational stage to the concrete operational stage and then to
the formal operational'stage?" (El'Konin, 1912).

Since the Soviets andAthe Genevans have different research ques-
tions, it is not suTprising that their research msthadologias also.
differ. The Soviet clinical meth:edology can be characterized as a
loosely scripted one-on-one audio-taped interview. The subject is
ssked to "think aloud" as he or she solves a large nmmber of curric-
ulum related tasks. As a measure of the zone of potential (next,
Proximal) development, a series of, hints of increasing specificity
may be provided. The Soviet clinical study is.also. often longitudi
nal in nature, in anilffoii to catch the development of mental process.

if

The Genevan clinical methodology is generally supra tightly
scripted one-on.4ine interview. The subject is given a task designed

1.29 I:I
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to be extra-curricular. The intent is to assure the researcher that
instruction will not be a confounding variable in the analysis.
Often very few tasks are given and'no hints are provided. The sub-
jects are asked to retrospect on their solutions and provide reasons
for their actions.

The Soviet methodology is particularly'exciting for researchers
interested in classroom phenomena. In addition to a dynamic curriculum-
related clinical methodology, the Soviets have developed the "teaching
experiment." As in Vygotski's "natural experiment," the evolving
"teaching experiment" attempted to model processes al they developed
in the classroom and to organize instruction to influence these pro-
cessesepoptimally. Some other general characteristics of the "teach-
ing experiment" which have been identlfied by Kantowski (1978) are:
the subjective analysis of qualitative data obtained in a clinical-

/ interaction setting by recording verbal protocols, over an extended
period of time; the planning of instruction in the light of observa-
tions made during the previous session; extensive cooperation along
classroom teachers and researchers in categorizinikend aelectinr
students and designing lessons; and the use of small samples with
probing inderviems and,exchanges with individual studente to supOort
the generalizations of results.

Recent Soviet investigations, such as that by Semenov (1978),
have explored the affective component of children's ability to solve
problems. Thinking-aloud protocols are rich with affective data.
In a recent study, Menchinskaya and co-workers (reported in Davydov,
1978) investigated the factors affecting school failures. Failure
which traditionally was explained in Soviet research on the basis
'of poor teaching or poorly designed curricula are now being explored
on the basis of personal aifective measures (e.g., a lack of motive-
tion to learn, a low opinion of oneself, a lack of cdnfidence in
specific akilities, and/or delayed development of various intellec-

/1' vial abilities). Menchinskaya found these factors to be particularly
evident during problem solving as opposed to performing routine tasks.

S. Limitatioms f the Use of'Soviet Research

Although interein phenomenological research is on the rise in
the Western world, it is still difficult to obtain current research
reports from the Soviet Union. It is hoped that this limitation will
wane as the cost-benefit ratio swings in favor of funding for trans-
lations and as more students learn to read Russian.

But, at the present time, the use of Soviet research is hampered
by the fact that there is very little current mathematics education
research available in English. The research reports that do become
available are bfiten outdated before they are even translated. The
Krutetskii text, published in English in 1976, a decade after it.was
published in the Soviet Union, has clearty had a great impact on
current AtilmAing among North American maihematics educators. But
Krutetskii's work did not end in 1966. In fact, Itrutetskii published

13
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a nw text for teachers a year before his earlier book was available
.in the West. Had it not been for an article in the journal of
translations, Soviet Education, in 1973, the Western world would
probably still not know that Krutetskii followed up his work on a
model of individual mathematical abilities with teaching studies
aimed at improving children's abilitier.

It is interesting to note that the first Krutetskii text has
probably received more acclaim in this country than in the Soviet
Union. (Other translations, such as those of Landa's work, have
also sparked'interest in North Americo.) Since the publication of
the Krutetskii text, Krutetskii has been viewed by North Americans
as one of the leading educational psychologists in the Soviet Union.
Yet, when Romberg (1979) recently vipited Moscow, he found that many
psychologists there were perplexed by our selection of Soyiet research
for translation into English. Perhaps this reflects a cloaer philo-
sophical position betwsen Western researchers and Krutttskii's work
than exists between Krutetskii aniPhis fellqw Soviet researchers.
More likely, the selection process of determining whose.workshould
be available in translation is inevitably based on indtviduel judg-
ments And is necessarily opeei to disagreements.

UnfortunatLy, there are very few North American mathematics
educators fluent in Russian. Nor are there many Russian translators
fluent in mathematics education. Hence, the choice of which publica-
tions to translate is a difficult one. At present selected passages
are translated to pass on to others for review, but someone must
decide which passages to translate. Somewhat related to the trans-
lation problem is the one of interpretation. The Soviet reporting
style is rich in rationale and analysis, but weakp providing a
statement of the methodology which would enable or facilitate repli-
cation. Much could be gained by having North American mathematics
educators participating in exchange programs to study the Soviet
methodology.

Alfr

F. Summary of Advantages and Opportunities

Investigating Soviet research is like looking into al orange
crate, rather than the famed "black box." At first glance you don't
see/mything but the crate, the outer cover. You know that it exists
and assume there must be something inside. Then, on closer inspec-
tion, you find that you can indeed see pieces of the contentspieces
that entice you and make you anxious to see further. But no matter
how you 'stretch your eyes,' you can't see the entire contents.
Maybe it should be enough that what you are able to see sparks new
ways of looking,at your own world. Yet, there is always the anxiety
that comes from realizing that unless you can get inside you'll never
know what lies behind the slats.

As it was for Nikolai in the baseball.stozy, it is difficult
after a brief introduction to the SOviet research to determine what
to focus on. Our philosophies are indeed different, bu; our problems
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are vet./ much alike. If the issues of the relative merits of quanti-
tative vs. qualitative research are made focal, mu will be lost in
the translation. Before such external judgments of ight vs. wrong
in methodology are made, Western researchers would do well to eXper-
ience qualitative research. A Soviet-style teaching experiment is not
a spectator sport. Soviet.research can provide a vehicle for helping
Western researchers break away from their mind-set of how phenomena
must be investigated.

The task...is not so much to state a single solution to the
large problem that will be sultable for all countries but
primarily to demonstrate with patience and all possible
objectivity that different approaches to phe problem and
different solutions of it have a right to exist. In our
time there is nothing occurring in the field of education
similar to what occurred in mathematics of the last century
when everyone gradually realized that it is impossible to
attempt to refute every non-Euclidean geometric system andt
that science is enriched if the notion of "geometry" in the'
singular is replaced by geometries in the plural. However,
as distinct from strictly fixed geometries, such as'those
of Euclid, Lobachevski-Bolyai, orRiemann, which break down
if the nature of their underlying axioms is changed, the
premises and postulate% which form the basis of education
of a certain country or group of countries evolve and can
be changed, thus producing progress in the school system.
And one effective means for such evolution is international
exchange of experience. This is why such exchange has
important practical as well as theoretical value and why it
is necessary, in discussing even suth a special question as
problems of mathematics education, to become acquainted with
those general conditions under which this question is solved
Ili various countries [from an address to the plenary
session of the First International Congress on Mathematics
Teaching, 1969 (Markushevich, 1971)].,
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Chapter ViII

Aipother View of

The Value of Studying Mathematics Education Reat4rch
and bevelopment in the Soviet Ulion

Mary Grace KantoWski

,

A . In troduc tion

Reseerch nd deyelopment are, by their vet.* nature,'continuslly ,

changing. The knowledge generated by research gives rise to new ques-,
tions to be studied, new instructional,techniques to be tried, and
curriculum changes to be made. Two decades ago researchers felt ,

hampered by' their inability to deal%with quantitative datas The ,
, .

advent of the technological' era that led to greateraccassibility of
powerfulcomputers seemed to herald the coming of a Panacea k,er_the .,

,-,

educational researcher. To deal with increasingly complex-data; mire
sophisticated statistical.teSts'were developed, aiid the capability of
technology to handle such data easily kept pima. As a felult.of,this

.,

:

phenomenon, a great deal of new information has been uncO'Srerdt, It -IA
is becoming increasingly cleat, ho4ever, that thé-sophisticated :
statistical tests were developed, and the capability% of technology ,-4

;
, ,,,

.
to handle such data easily kept pace. As a result ofithis phenomenon, -
a great deal of new information has tieen uncovered.. It, is becoming
increasingly clefir, however, that the sophisticated statitytial.tech-:
niques-for whichlithe calculations could be graund mit by the-computigr' .-, ' --!.se-

in seconds could not lead researchers into the promised dand..t
Recently the process-of evolution of research in mathematics edtica-,,

, tion'has given rise.to more than a new Pody of quantftative informa-
tion about the'teaching-Warning intera9.tion. Some bf the mdre
probing questions spawnecOiy recent studies clearly ,p6int,to a need
for a new methodology that.would deal with many of the questions,of
"how" and "why" that cannot be answered by testi of significance, a
methodology that wbuld deal with qualitative data. Je..

Another, related need lias eiiierged, Although there hal been a
proliferation of research in mathematics'education during the last
two decmies, many classroom teachers,fail to see the applicability
of the results to their real-life schoo:1 situations; even when,
statistical significance is found. Ailany research studies deal with
ono idea in a very carefulAy controlled environmeqt that appears to
the classroom teacher to be highly unrealistic., Undeniably, such

., ,....,

research is needed and veri aluable, but there is ilso'a need to
supplement results foAnd in many such ih3rt7teri, mall-stale
studies with investigations carried out in aCtual clissroom sitia-
tions. The real world of e classroom exists with stony uncontrolled
--and uncontrollable--variables. Surely this real world should be -
studied, too. The call is.for new research procedtires that would'
allowstudies to be undertaken in actual school situatiOns.

,

.1

)
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This need is felt in many areas. Cronbach notes (1975) that
"we.cannot afford to throw costly data down the drain whenever
effects,present in the sample fail to reach significance." He

adds:

Instead of making generalization the ruling consideration
in our research, I suggest.that we reverse our priorities.
An observer Collecting data in one particular situation is
in a position to appraise.a practice or pToposition in
that setting, observing effects in context. In trying to
describe and account for what happened, he will give atten-
tion to whatever variables were controlled, but he will
give equally careful attention to uncontrolled conditions,
to personal characteristics, and to events that occurred
during treatment and meallrement. As he goes from situa-
tion fo situation, his first task is to describe and
inturpret theeffect anew in each locale, perhaps taking
into account factors unique to that locale.or series of
events. As results accumulate, a person who seeks under-
standing will do his best to trace how the uncontrolled
factors'could have caused local departures from the modal
effect. (Op. 124 ff.)

These remarks also imply a call for a ne4 research methodology, one
sensitive to haturatistic data and to cause-and-effect relationships.

A channel of communication is also greatly needekin mathematics
education. In preparing tp do a study, a researcher.giherally
searches the literature carefully to find out what has bees done
and how the proposed study is related to what is known. Unfortu-
nately, due to time lags and other uncontrollable vpriables, there
are communiCation gaps that result in duplicated work and overlapping
studies. A comMunication network connecting researchers with common
interests could allevidte such a problem. A collaborative effort in
which a series of related studies are undertaken would also help to
bridge the aommunicatfon pamong researchers and curriculum
developers in mathemati mcation.°

Finally, there is ad in mathematics education to integrate
the findings from related fields with research in mathematics learn-
ing. This is esOecially true in the field of psychology whire, for
example, there are many developmental studies and studies related
to spatial ability that would be of interest to mathematics educators.

Clearly, many research and development needs in mathematics
education exist in the U.S. The needs described above may be roughly
categorized into the functional, those related to methodology and.
other technical and-organizational aspects of research and develop-
ment; and the ubstantilia, those dealing with content and instruction
specific to die learning of mathematics itself. 4mong ihe most
Tressing functional needs are means to analyse and synthesize quell.-
.tative data, methods of integrating the.findings of, research-and
development with actual classroom practice, and viable channels of
commiunication and collaboration among mathematids educators and

,
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between mathematics educators and experts in other fields. Questions
related to the substance of mathematics include the study of mental
processes, and questions on the development of spatial ability and
the relationship of spatial ability V3 mathematics learning.

It li not'unUival ehat a -comPieiili-diffiiini ii-oint of view .

will often provide plsights into a problem and promote new ideas
on wayst to approach/a given situation. Although research and develop-

,
,7.? ment practices in the Soviet Union may not be completely applicable to

4' 'ic our needs, the Soviet work in these areas is so rich with ideas and
..,-ioncepts that are new to us that an in-depth study of their work can
riqt help but add a new dimension to our thinking in these areas, and

.,e

. ...,,T

iewirhaps point to some new directions.

. B. Soviet Practices Related to Our R A D Need's11 '

-

,

ar,
..

Research Methodology

44;n studying Soviet research literature, one is struck by two
.-. chi ceristics--an emphasis on details of the thinking processes

oflaks.idual students and an emphilis on research conducted in
4, actual. assroom situations. The Soviet educational research
ey method& gy was shaped by Lev Semyonovich Vygotsky, whose influence

,

1
,n) sntt l'eWent in the work of the Soviets today. Vyiptsky, believed

.,'; hat 'menta4ability is not inherited but formed, and that the develop-
,A 1), vitf-i-

, . Iment of ytal abilities is totally dependent on instruction; if a
- .-

0,- ild iL .not learn, it was the fault of poor instruction. This
. 4

. tpmnise d to the Integration of psychological and educational
.-%esea ',the various Pedagogical Institutes in the Soviet Union,

4:.-'ere*l. primary objective of all research was seen to be the,
1.14rovement of:instruction. Thus, the emphasis in research is on

teaching methods that are most effective in produeing independent
thlnking at a high cqgnitive level.

,.

I.

Vygntsky proposed what he. called "genetic" research methoddlogy
that would deal with qualitative rather than quantitative data. He
was particularly interested in observing thinking processee as they
developed and in trying to determine the instructOnal techniques
that wet% most effective in promoting learning. The Soviets charac-
terize this form of research as dynamic, since it'is designed to, ,

deal with movement--movement from ignorance to knowledge, from the
level of a simple operation tosi more complex,, from a problem to a
solution. The methodology is designed to "catch" processes in their
development 'during this movement.

,

Vygotsky's emphasis on process vontinues to influence re-Search
and development in the Soviet Union. His individual experiments
evolved into the "natural experiment" which, accordins to Kalmykova
(1967), was first described by Lasurskii. A natural experiment.(as
opposed to the laboratory experiment) is undertaken in a school
setting and uses as .its content material from the school curriculum.
Kalmykoma admits that much of the.validity of the natural experiment

4
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depends on the skill of the creators of the methods used, as well
as tho peculiarity of the processes studied. She notes that a
great deal of attention is paid to standardizing instruction and
clarifying the conditions of the experiments, but admits to some
measure of subjectivity and lack-of control. ghe argues, however,
that the tfade-off is worth being able to operate in the real
world. She describes two forms of the natural experiment--the
ascertaining experiment and the teaching experiment.

The Ascertaining Experiment

. Although the tesehing experiment is a methodology that has
voked more discussion in the United States, the ascertaining exper-

s, imeut has just as much potential for application here. As the name
implies, the purpose of.the aadirtaining expiriment is to examine a
knowledge state or pattern Of hehqvior as it ekists in some popula-
tion.. It is most 'often undertaken to gather information about the
stetus of a skill or ability or to determine error patterps as a
prelude to diagnosing reasons for such-errors. The clinical method-
ology is generally employed. Data are colleeped by having individual
students think alckud while doing mathematicillat,times Itudents are
also asked to'examine their work.in retroapect and to explain the
procedures used. Results are reported by noting generaliiations
formed on the basis of qualitative analysis (often professional judg-
ments) of the data. Kalmykova (1967) points out that the ascertain-

. ing experiment does not allow expefimenters to make judgments regard-
ing the.acquieition of knowledge, but to "determine the peculiarities
.of assimilation and application of.knowledge and of the formation of
habits and of the modes of intellectual activity under given,
already formed conditions of learning". (p. 14). Perhaps a few
examples would clarify the notion. Oae: of tI earlieet ascertaining
studies, a classic one, was conducted** N. tMenchinkaya (1969a).
Disturbed by the formalism in matheMatics instructio and the lack of
creative thinking in problem solving amOng students, Menchinskaya
undertook a study to trace the thinkingprocesses during problem
solving that could lead her to suggest'improvements in techniques
for problem-solving instruction. She was interested in how a problem
was recognized and understood, how problems were approached (e.g.,
verbally or visually), and the relatinnehip.between productive and
reproductive thinking. She looked at problem solutions by subjects
from first grade through adult; by subjects judged to be.poor,
average, and good; and by subjects who had mime degree of organic
brain .damage.

In response to her first inquiry (how a probiem was viewed,
recognized or understood), Menchinskaya lies able to isolate four
modes-of operating which she saw as four developmental stages or
levels of performance. Subjects who performed at the first stage
vired.a problem solely 'in terms of numerical data; in the second
stage, the problem was.not understood as a whole, so that each part
was approached separately and-not related to the whole; in the third.

139
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stage, subjects again looked at parts of a problem, but then related
the parts toithe entiEe problem. Only in the, fourth stage did sub-
-jects see the problem as an integrated whole and approach it that
way* Related to her second question, Menchinskaya found that weaker
studente preferred working
stronger etudents acted pymbq1ically. She noted interesting spatiel
schemes of solutions as well as verbal ones and found that some
students had difficulty verbalizing images and thought processes.
Finally, she found that the use of produCtive or reproductive thought
was related to experience; and that problem solving began with repro-
ductive thought, then, if pursued, took on a more productive character.

From her study, Menchinskaya concluded that the type of instruc-
tion used in schools needlessly detained students at lower stages of
problem solving by forcing,them into artificial analysis that hampered
creative thought. She suggested ehat the study of devices used by
afults and more experienced problem solvers could give valuable direc-
tion for instruction. Broad suggestions for-instruction included the
need to emphasize comprehension of the Whole of a complex. problem,
to teach various modes of operation, and to make pupileaware of
their own thinking processes.

Menchinskaya's vagueresults, sweeping generalizations, and broad
suggestions for instruction could be viewed critical y by some Western
researchers. Although some degree of criticism migh be warranted,
it should be noted that her findings were not meant tii be accepted as
firm conclusions to be implemented in the classroom hnmediately. Her
suggestions were used to form hypotheses for later studies: thus

Yaroshchuk (1969) studied the stdges of problem solving identified
by Menchinskaya in greater detail-with larger samples and analyzed,
his data quantitatively as well as qualitatively, and Gurova (1969),
among others, did further study of the effects on problem solving of
pupils' awareness of their own mental processes. The suggestions for

-- rovement in instruction served as a foundation for a teaching
expIiiment related to problem solving (Kalmykova, 1975).

. rtemov
.

(1975) conducted an ascertaining experiment to examine
t use of auxiliary lines in solving geometry problims. He was
nterested in determining the basis of students' construction of
auxiliary lines, again with a view to proposing instructional tech-
niques that might imp Re student performances. He found ilhat an

overwhelming number o students mads blind, random constructions,
and that the few students who made productive constructions did so'
on.the basis of an operational proppsition (that is, a proposition
related to some definite goal-orientetion; see Talysina, 1970).- He
concluded that the obstacle to the construction of aUxiliary lines
that aided the solution was the lack of a store of operationerpro-
positions. He then followed this study with a teaching exper ment
in which he tested his hypothesis with a small number of students..

.ii

Some very interestibg ascertaining experiments have been con-
ducted in the Soviet Auxiliary Schools (schools for retarded ,

children). In oni such study, Kus'mitskaya (1975) tried to

14 o
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pinpoint the source.of such children's difficulty in completing simple
mathematics exercises. First she studied how students reproduced the
statement of the problem, and Identified four types of reproduction:
1) fundamentally.correct; 2),.atructure correct, data changed; 3) basic
-strueture -ehanged , tndivIduirl -rampanunts retwined,----chrur visually
altered; and 4) no reproduction (refusal). In an example of the
third type, the problem read:

There were 19 plain pencils and 6 more c lored than
plain. How many colored pehcils were there?

Pupils reproduced the problem to read:

or

or

There were 20 plain pencils and 10 fewer colored
ones. How many colored ones'were there?

There were 19 plain pencils and how many other .

pencils were there?

There were 18 plain pencil's and 10 colored ones.
How many colored ones were there?

The data made' it clear that much difficulty existed even before mathe-
matical operations were.performed and that instruction must speak to
that difficulty.

In studying solutions to problems, Kuz'mitskaya noted that the
relationship between reproduction and solution was camplex, but she

,

did find the following regularities:
.

1) When the conditions ofthe problem were reproduced
erroneously, the problem was usually solved accord--
ing to the reprodUction..

2) In some cases reproduction was erroneous but the solu-L
tion was correct, pointing to a discrepancy between
what is thought and what is said.

3) Even in.cases where a problbm was reproduced correctly,
it was often solved incorrectly.'

Kuemitskaya noted that the chief differences between her subjects
and children in the public schaols was the peculiar dissociation of
wording from content; that the iecond signal system (speech) was some-
haw isolated from the first (thought). Based on dim observations,
she made suggestions for instructional experiments.

I 41
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The Teaching Experiment

The ascertaining experiment was not intended to look at the
acquisition of knowledge. The kind of natural experiment devised
tor that purpose is the teaching experiment, introduced by
Menchinskaya. The objective of the teaching experiment is to
construct methods of instruction in accordance with a hypothesis
outlined on the basis of observations and preliminary experiments,
and to study the effects of those methods of instruction. -The
instruction may be pieplanned or agreed upon by researChers and
teachers during the course of the experiment. Often changes are
made as the research continues. In a teaching experiment, instruc-
tion may be one-to-one or in a classroom setting. Even in the
latter case, which is growing more popular, some data are usually
gathered from a sampling of "strong," "average" and "weak" repre-
sentatives of the group(s) under instructAon.1 The data gathered
from these subjects are%enerally qualitative, obtained in a
clinical setting by recording verbal protocols for future- analysis.
Because the emphasis-is on process, it is not uncomnon for the
experimentcrs to give hints to the subjects during thd testing
sessions. In this way the experimenter is able to observe the
development of cer9tin processes.

Menchinskaya (1969b) describes two forms the teaching experiment
may take. The first is what she calls the experiencing form, in
which only one mode of instruction is used and observations are made
under this mode of instruction to evaluate its influence on mental
processes. A'second, less common, form of the teaching experiment
is the teatin& form, in which two or more methods of instruction are
compared. . This form of tbe teaching experiment is closest to our
experimental study.

.

The expr4encin.g form of the teaching experiment was used by
Krutetskii in is series of studies on mathematical abilities (1965,
1969, 1973, 19 6). The investigations were conducted between the
years 1955 and 1966 using students frob the second through tenth
grades. By analyzing solutions of carefully organized sets of prob-
lems over extended periods with the same students, Krutetskii was
able to delineaie characteristics of mathematical ability. The
organization of the problems was instructional and, as the problems
were solved, qental processes were observed in their development.
Problems included those requiring generalizations, algebraic proofs,
and those Ifith viaual-graphic and oral-logical components, among
others. Krutetskii emphasized.that although some quantitative data,
were gathered (the number of.problems solved and the tiee to solu-
tion), the dynamic indices, such as progress in qualitative aspects
of problem solving, were. more valuable than the static, quantitsiive

1
The terms "strong,q0"average" and "weakn are.not defined in the
Soviet literature. Most probably the decision about which group
in which to place a subject is made subjectively by the experi-
menter and/or the teacher:,
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ones. Thts is reflected in the componedts Krutetskii enumerated
in the structure of mathematical abilities, namely (1) thp formalized
perception of mathematical material, (2) quick and sweeping general-

,

isation of mathematical material, (3) curtailment of thought, (4)
flexibility of thought, (5) striving for economy, and (6) a mathe-
matical memory. In his earlier writings, Krutetskii included spatkal
skills in the structure, but later removed it from the "obligatory"
structure.

Krutetakii, a deputy director of the Research Institute of
General and Educational Psychology at the U.S.S.R. Academy of
Pedagogical Sciences in Moscow is, perhaps, the individual with the
most potential for influencing research in mathematics education
here. In the introduction to the English translation of Krutet-
skii'e work (1976), Kilpatrick predicts that Krutetskii'ssimpact
on mathematics education could equal that of Piaget.

Another excellent example of a teaching experiment done in the
experiencing form is the Kalmykova (1975) study. The qUestion
Kalmykova was researching involved the components of Illuccessful
instruction for solving verbal problems. To determine components
1ff such instruction, she observed several teachers in their own
classroom situat;ions over an extended period. The.students of one
ofipthe teachers, Petrova, were consistently more successful in solv-

_,

imt,problems than students of other teachers. Kalmykova tried to
*late the techniques used by Petrova that were different from

f'4;' those of the other teachers, and thus could account for her
students' success. She found that Petrova spent a great deal
of time on understanding the problem, on thinking through the
solution before beginning to operate, and on allowing the students
time to reach a solution independently. Kalmykova then analyzed
the protocols of older subjects who were successful problem solvers

"and isolated several techniques they used. She combined these tech-
niques (which she labeled auxiliary methods) with Petrova s instruc-

. -tional practices to propose an instructional model, which she then
tried with a small number of students.

Kalmykova's model has great potential tor the development of
instructional sequences. It is so simple, yet ingenious: observe
behaviors that lead to success and those that do not; isolate
differences; propose a model using successful techniques; test the
model. As with phe other designs used by the Soviets, this model
is extremely time-consuming and would require cooperation of
teachers and administrators, but it has great possibilities, par-
ticularly for finding instructional techniques that would work for
,populations thatraditionally have a difficult time learning mathe-
matics.

An interesting teaching experiment using what Menchinskaya calls
the ,testinghode was also conducted by Kalmykova (1958) with a class
of physics students. The methodology used is similar to our Aptitude-
Treatment -Interaction%design. Kalmykova Used'two methods of instruc-
tion end.identifieci two groups of students. Although there were.no
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tatistically significant results based on quantitative data,
Kalmykova concluded that one method was better than the other
for the slower students, since findings based on the apalysis
of protocols of atudents solving the problems indicated a higher
level of cognitive activity in the slower students.

In a series of studies related to geometry, Zykova (1969a, b)
used both forme of the natural experiment. Uskng the ascertail4ing
form, she discovered that sixth graders depend very,heavily on
visual images in their learning of geometry. She also found, after
a long series of protocol analysis, that a good number of misconcep-
tions in geometry arise because concepts in geometry are generally
taught using diagrams in "standard form." Thus, studenps incorrectly
generalize, for example, that there are only two diameters of a
circle--one torizontal and one vertical; that a right triangle must
always be "s tting" on one of its legs; and that the base of an
isoceles triangle is always horizontal. Zykova hypothesized that
the students would learn the concepts more correctly, and thus
become better problem solvers, if diagrams used in instruction were
drawn in non-standard form. To test this hypothesla, Zykova used
the testing form of the teaching experiment. Again she analyzed
protocols of students to whom geometric conce s were presented
using nonstandard diagrams, as well as protoco of those taught
using standard diagrams. Based on analysis of t data from iiperi

protocols, Zykova concluded that her hypothesis supported.'

These summaries are.gross oversimplifications of the proce-
dutes and findings of the studies described. The true spirit of
the resear and richness of the findings can be appreciated only
if one readk the report of the studies and becomes involved in
trying to iiitlrpret the meaning of the protocols. One of the
difficulties Inerican researchers have iri reading a Soviet research
report is thaF it is highly descriptive and includes a good deal of
anecdotal evfaence open to a variety of interpretations thAdepend
on the experiences and even the biases of the reader4

Spatial Ability

A question that has stirrea a great deal of interest among mathe-
matics.educators recently is that of the relationship of.spatial,
ability to the other mathematical abilities and to achievement in
mathematics. In the U.S. spatial ability is generally treated as
an aptitude, with the assumption that it remains relatively stable
as an individual develops. One of the most fascinating notions
seen in the Soviet research on spatial ability.is that this ability
is not static, buemay be improved under instruction. Vladimerskii
(1971) has put foreh a series of xerciss for sixth-grade and ninth-
grade students that he claims willAmprove spatial imagination. The
sixth and ninth grades wer selected for administration of the exer-
cises because of the relationship of the mathematics curriculum at
ehose grade levels to the content of,the xerciss. A large segment
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of the sixth-grade mathematics syllabus is devoted to the geometry
of the plane, while the study of three-space and three-dimensional
figures begins in earnest in the nidth grade. Logically, the sixth-
grade exercises are designed to improve what Vladimerskii calls
spatial imagination in the plane, while the ninth-grade program
deals with three-spate. Many of the exercises deal with figures .

in nonstandard positions both in the plane and in three-space which,
as Zykova found in the studies cited above, helped students in
correctly learning concepts. Other exercises deal with transforma-
tions of figures and mentally operating with them. The exercises
themselves make an interesting study; the question of if and how,
spatial imagination can be trained is one that deserves invetAlia-
tion and support.

The Geometry Curriculum

In a related area, there is a great deal of discussion in the
U.S. mathematics education community concernifik-the role of geometry
in the mathematics curriculum. By and large the study of geometry
in the U.S. is concentrated in the traditional formal course'in the
secondary school. Although some geometry is contained in elementary
school textbooks, its actual inclusion in the school curriculum
quite often depends on the decision of the individual teacher to do
store then just a minimum of work in geometry. Usually, a token intrb-
duction to some basic definitions and some common theorems is the
only geometry covered at the elementary level. In the Soviet Union,
on the other hand, the study of geometry is an integral part of the
mathematics curriculum from the early years. The Soviets follow the
Van Hiele model (Wirszup, 1974) fn their geometry sequence. Basic
geometric structures are systematically introduced very early in the
curriculum. Relationships among structures are introduced(later in
the elementary schools, as are some of the metric relationships and
the applications of some of the common formulae. In the sixth grads,
for example, gebmetry is studied for two hours each week. The work
includes constructions of altitudes and medians of triangles and
properties of parallelograms and symmetriei are studied and the '

Pythagorean theorem is introduced. In the eighth grad., there is'
an interesting integration of arithmetic,and geometry in the syllabus.
Ratio and proportion are introduced in arithmetic;-geometry topics
include. similarity, proportionality, theorems on altitude to the
hypotenuse of a right triangle, and theorems related to circles.
Sample test questions illustrate how'the work is integrated, as well
as the level of work expected from the student:

Saiple Problem 1: Construct a right triangle on the basis
of a 3:7 ratio of its legs and a given altitude drawn to
the hypotenuse.

Stipple Problem 2: A tangent and a secant drawn.,from the
-0.int A to a given circle are equal.to 16 cm and 32 cm
respectively. The secalit is 5 cm from the center. Find
the radius of the circle.
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Semple Problem 3: The common chord of two intersecting
circles is extended. Tangents are drawn to these cir-
cles from a point taken on the extension. Shaw that
their sogmente from the given point are equal.

In the ninth_ grade, geometry is studied more rigorously. Deft-
nitions, theorems, and axioms related to properties of the plane and
three-apace are introduced. Finally in the tenth grade, more complex
theorems-rblated to three-space and polyhedra are studied. Through-
out the curriculum, the ability to operate with geometric concepts
Is given as much emphasis as-is computational skill. There are advan-
tages to the'varly introduction to geometric concepts and to exper-:-
iences in which manipulative materials are used and formulae
representing geometric relationships are used. When students are
ready to reason formally, they will have had a good deal of experience
with the concepts.

In the U.S., geometry is treated as a deductive system, with
emphasis on formaf reasoning. Indeed, some of the opponents of
leaving geometry in the secondary curriculum argue that the study
of logia could accomplish the same goal. Chetverukhin (1971) gives
at interesting argument that could refute those who would remove
geometry from the curriculum or replace it with logic. He suggests
that there are two modes of instruction in geometry, the formalr
logical and the visual-applied. He observes-I:mite correctly that the
emphasis has been on thei0ormer method and-that the latter has been
neglected. By observing protocols of students learning geometry,
however, researchers have gathered evidence that students who com-
plete correct formal proofs may actually be reasoning from the
diagram. Chetverukhin concludes that there is a need for'emphasis
on the active use of the diagram in instruction in geometry.

Many Soviet researchers have studied the influence of the
diagram in-solving geometry problems. Studies range from-Zykova's
study (1969a)., in which she dealt with yery simple concepts in
geometry and the false generalizations made by students as a result
of a."standard placement" of a diagram, to a series of studies-by
Artemov (1975), in which he dealt with the importance of the
visual-applied aspects of geometry in the solution of every complex
geometry problems. .

Soviet psychologists have also studied the problem. Zavalishina
(1974) looked at the functions of visualization in problem solving.
She noted two functjons of visualikation--therfunction of fixation
of information in which a visual image is used like a word to repre-
sent a symbol, and the moans of analysis of logical conditions where
dm drawing is actively used in'the solution of the problem.
Zavalishina uses examples from thm, studies of 2ykova (1969a, b) and
Kabanova-Meller (1971) to show how these functiow are exhibited in
school mathematics, thus providinrandthor example of ihe effective
communication network among pedagogical and paychological resdarchers.
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Using the ascertaining exPeriment described above, Talyzina
(1970) was able to identify two ways in which propositions and -

theorems in geometry are used and to relate their use to success
in problem solving. By analyzing the recorded verbal protocols
of students who were able to solve geometry problems as well as
those who had, little success, Talyzina identified processes that
she called the "Use of objective propositions" and the "use of
operative propositions." The subjects who simply recognized propo-
sitions related to the problem that referred to properties of the
figures involved were said to be using "objective propoliftions."
Those who suggested some proposition that indicated what should be
done were said to be using "operative propcisitions.!' The use -of
7i--operative propositions" showed a goal orientation. Talyzina found
a high correlation between the use of operative propositions and
success in solving geqmetry problems.

Such studies of differences,of processes in successful and
unsuccessful problem aolu oils are needed. Talyzina observed the
use of processes'in subject at various levels of sophietication
in mathematics (ebrnentary, secondary, college students), and with
varying abilities-to solve the task problems. Suah systematic

. obseryationpf subjects at many points of the knowledge continuum
as well .as the ability continuum is a technique often employed by
the Soviets that could be useful in our research on the learning
of mathematics and on the development of mathematical ability.

What Talyzina describes as the "use of operative propositions"
is very similar to what Duncker (1945) describes as "analysis of
conflict" and to what Is seen in.the Information Processing Model
of problem solving (Newell and Simon, 1972) as search paths through
a problem space. -Talytina's examples frot student protocols in
which "oPerative propositions" are used also link them to Polya's
planning heuristic (1957). "Objective propositions," on the other
hand,.seem to be-related to Duncker's "analysis of the material"
and the Information Processing System operators that produce sub-
expressions from another single subexpression. Although Many of the
classicaLeresearchers of problem-solving behavior and, more recently,
the information processing theorists have studied-similar behavior,
the Soviete have looked at problem-solving behaviors in the conkext
of the school curriculum. The comparison of Talyzina's work wifh'
that df the Weitern researchers cited again demonstrates the need
for communication among disciplines. Most studies of complex
problem-solving behavior here have been done by psychologists,
generally,using "puzkle type" problems. Yet it is,continually acknow-
ledged by American mathematics educators that the ability to solve
complex nonroutine problems is a goal of mathematics instruction.
Research on complex problems of the type used by the Soviets, pre=
ferably with the collaboration ofAmychologists, is clearly needad.

4
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Curriculum Development

The Pedagogical Institutes in the Soviet Union provide a
mechanism to deal with ihe problems of communication and collabor7
ation. The Soviets believe that ehe primary purpose of research,
is the improvement of instruction, since\all intellectual develop-.
ment is preceded by instruction (Zankov, 1977, p. xi). Therefore,
virtually all research and curriculum development efforts in the
Soviet Union are tied together at one of the nation's many Pedagog-
ical Institutes. Projects often run for years under the direction
of a senior, researcher working with a staff of colleagiles or
proteges. One of the largett curriculum development projects ever
undertaken in the Soviet Union was headed by L. V. Zankov, beginning
in 1957. The Cirst,ph'ase of the experiment, the development of the
framaloork for a new didactic system, took four 'years- to complgte.
This phase used the methodology of the experiment fori of the
teaching experiment.

In this first phase, each segment of the teaching procesi *as
thought out beforehand carried out, and, subsequently analyzed. In
addition to studying the cognitive aspects cif thescurriculum, "The
life of the classroom collective as i whole 'and each school pupil
as a unique individual were studied.for a period of four years"
(Zankov, 1977, p. 39). The experimental classrooms had an adjoin-
ing room for the researchers. Video (photographs) and audio (tapes)
records were kept. After four years of work on the experimental
curriculum, members of the staff reported the findings of the
research at a conference of teachers, and nine teachers were
selected from among those who volunteered to participate in the
second phase of'the study,'which conaisted of an initial implemen-
tation. The following year twelve schools were added to the original
nine, which continued to participate in-the experimental program.
After that, sixth-year textbooks were written to prepere the meter-
iale for use by larger numbers of'classes. The number of partici-'
pants increased rapidly every-year after that. By .erto 1965/66 school
year, eight years after beginning work on the experimental curriculum,
there were 1,034 classes'participating. All tedting and evaluation
data from the participating schools were returned to the Laboraeory
for Problems of Teaching and Development at the Academy of Pedagogi-%
cal Sciences for analysis.

Although{such a tightly controlled model is not possible in our
country eince we do not have a national curriculum, some aspects of
the model could certainly be fiollowed in some of our R & D centers.
Wherees the Soviet model includes all aspects of research and,'
development, including fOrmative and sumnative evaluation.of the
developed materials as well as the .dissemination and implementation
of thematfrials in the classrook, our models have traditionally not
inc1u404,40 last phase, since materials developed in projects here
401,44Virar1y turned oVer to commercial publishers. it would be
interesting to see a-project in this country, "mei a-very small onevli

taken through all of its stages,froi the initialcconception Of the -

problem through the researchLand development phase, into the '
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.implese tation phase, and finally through a thorough evaluation under
the d ection of a research-and-devellopment team under a single
direc or.

ti;ough none of the major projects undertaken in the U.S. is
carriedt1treugh on all aspect* of the Soviet model from the concep-
tion of the idea to the implementation and evaluation of the
miterials, several projects have reflected some aspects of the
Soviet model. The writers in the Madison Project, for example,
worked during the sChool year and new materials were written, as a
reiulf of close work with actual classes.. If something wellt well,,
they would try it in more classes,-rewrite, try it again, and so
forth. If something was going badly they tried to determine what
it was, -and to correct it. This procedure was similar to the'
instrigctional aspect of the Zarikov project. The closest We came
to the evaluation of student performance after implementation was in
the work of the School Matilematice Study Group (SMSG), which followed
through with the NLSMA and ELMA studies. Even the many critics of
.some aspects of the large curriculum projects would have to agree
that each had some positive impact-on the study of mathematics in
the schools.

C. Concluding Notes
.

Only a few examples of research and development practices in
the Soviet Union in selected areas have been examined, but even
these few.examples should provide food for reflection and, perhaps,
some interesting questions and avenues of research to pursue.
Several other constructs,that appear quite consistently in the
Soviet literature merit stedx'ana discussion, if not serious
exploration. One of the most'interesting is the "zone of proximal
development," a concept similar to what we call readiness. The zone
is seen as the distance between what a child is Able to do inde-
pendently and what can be done with the Aid of some form of
instruction. The behavior is studied under a number of cues to
see how far the child is from acting independently. The concepts
of curtailment [truncation of the reasoning proceAs (Menchinskayd,
1969C)1 and valence [focus on essential elements of a concept
(Artemov, 1975)] and the device of .creating conflict syuations
(Kalmykova, 1967),'should be of greal intereiTearchers in
mathematics education, pirticularly dip:3e interested in processee
involved in problem solving.

Rven,the few examples discussed AboVe suggest that we could reap
great benefits from a close study of'research,and development prac-
.tices in: the Soviet Union. Certainly there are cautions to be
exercised. There are basic differences in philosophyithat result in-
basic' differAnces in educatiopal practice, For example, we have no
national curriculum, education is left to the individual states and
coMmunities; theie is much more,choice in our electives systemiwhich,
Aisto resultsAn a variety of meihoma0csOfferings; the mobility of

.
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our .lifeety1.e makes longitudinal\ Studies with small numbers of

students mch mote difficult; our teacher-tralning programa
contain mucLvartety. tn,spite of the differences, there are
many areas whe e we can learn. The Soviet emphasis on the
schoOl curricu nm, their communicaiion networks, and their
confidence in the integrity of the professional judgments of
the researchers could give us new avenues to tread in our search
for more effective practfces In the mathematics Classroom.

.0/
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Chapter IX

Summary

Robert B. Davis

A. Similarity and Difl4renlie Are Both important

The case for cleper study of Soviet research and development in
mathematics education is strong, and can be stated simply: Soviet
R and D is often different from typical U.S. work, and Soviet R and D
Is often of high quality and seriourl intent. These two.facts, .

together, imply that we can gain substantially from studying Soviet
work.

The chapter by Romberg shows clearly the value of pew points of
view.; One need not--and should not--become entrapped in arguments
over the superiority of one narrow point of view over some other.
What I. needed isidiversity, openness to high-quality alternatives,
the potential inclnsion of that which has been excluded. The case
has been well-argued by Alfred North Whitehead:

In the history of education, the most striking phenomenon
is that schools of learning, which at one epock.are alive
with, a terpent of genius, in a succeeding generition
exhibit merely pedantry,and routine. The reason is that
they are overladen with inert ideas. Education with
inert ideas is not only useless: it is, above 411
things, harmful--corruptio optimi, pessima. Except at
rare intervals of intellectual ferment, education in the
past has been radically infected with inert ideas...

...Every intellectual revolution which has ever stirred
humanity into greatness has been a passionate, protest
against inert ideas. Then, alas, with pathetic ignor-
ance of human psychology, it has proceeded by some
ediscational scheme to bind humanity afresh with inert
ideas of its own fashioning. [italics added] (Whitehead,
1929, pp. 13-14)

If one believes, as Whitehead did, in the importanee of not
being bound to a narrow or incomplete world vidrw, then the two facts
are enough: Soviet 'Work is good, Soviet work tends to be different,
therefore we have something to gain from studying Soviet work.

Besides differences there re-also similarities.(as, again,
Romberg shows clearly). Soviet R and D aims at improving the learn-
ing of mathematics by students in the Soviet Union. United States
R and D aimp at improving the learning of megthematics by students
in the United States. These two nations have much in common, as
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large modern nations, subjected to tho stresses a d opportunities of
itidustrialization,/, Consequently, at the most fundamental levels, the
goals of Soviet work cannot be substantially different from the goals
of U.S. efforts. There must be considerable similarity between what
we need to learn from studying Soviet work, and what we need to learn
in general.

Any adequate statement of the cast for studying Soviet R and D
must reflect these two truths: the importance of our differences,
and the fundamental congruence of our basic goals. What, then, are
the goals of R and D in America?

B. U.S. Needs

Any knowledgeable person can compose a long.list of educational
needs in the United States. We avoid a long list because it lacks
emphasis add destroys any sense ot direction. Like the classified
ads, it lacks a good story-line. Consider, instead, the following
short list of eight important needs:

1) The United States needs better conceptualiNtions for
analyning the processes of mathematical thought.

2) The United States needs better arrangements for
developing and implementing improvements in mathe-
matics curricula.

3) The United States needs a deeper understanding of the
motivational issues that play a large role in deter-
mining,what a student will learn.

4) The United States neede better forums for research
communications.

5) The Unitad States neede better.forums for the discussion
of value issues and social issues, as they relate to
mathematics curricula.

6) The United State eds better forums for discussions
of the philosoph research and developmont in
ediication.

7) The United States needs more effective concern fbr the
arts of teaching.

8) The United States needs better provisions for the con-
tinued professional development of teachers.

Why is this list limited to U.S. needs? Surely any successful
program of Soviet-U.S. collaboratibn must be mutually beneficial!
Of'course that is true, but a reasonable regard for olies mandate

. and one's competence requires that each nation be allowed to define
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its own deeds and goals. I suspect that a list of Soviet goals would,
on a fUndamental level, show conaiderebIe,overlap with the present
list, but that,4F1oar1y, is for Soviet cefteagues to' determine for
themselves.

The main argument of this chapter is that the determination of
possible gains Go be had from communication and cooperation between
thb U.S. and the U.S.S.R. in the area of mathematics edUcation R and
D must be seen as part of the question: WHAT ARE TNE BASIC NEEDS OF
TNE UNITED STATES-IN TIP'S AREA?

The list of eight needs presented above was heavily influenced
by a thoughtful analysis of the situation in the United States,
arising from the work of a committee ol the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics and reported (excellently!) by James Fey .

(1979) in the Mathematics Teacher. The report draws on three
sizeable studies of the mathematics situation in the United States
at the present time: Weiss, 1978; Suydam and Osborne, 1977; and
Stake and Easley, 1978.

The picture that emerges is one of a national educational effort
that shows important successes (else how could we have our space
effort, our micro-wave ovens, our computers and hand-held calculators
and jet airplanes and color TV?), important failures (sitness high
school graduates with no skills that rendr them employable; witness
the few women who study mathematics;wiktness the mathematical errors
that pass (almost) urinoticed in signs, advertisements, and even laws;
witheas thergeneral popular fear of mathematics), and no disposition
to change.

Taken together, these reports constitute a "State of the Union"
message concerning mathematics education in the United States today.
The flavor is b6st captured by a few quotations:

Statements by mathematics teachers:

We offer excellent training for the college-bound....
For [all students] we offer the discipline that comes
from a rigorous regime of study. (Mary Lee Smil, 1978,
p. 11)1 \

We've found that traditional methods [of instructfOntwork.
This I. the way it was taught to us in high sOhoo1 inctthe
way it was taught in college and the way it workelor
I don't think kids can handle inquiry...They just don't
have the background or sophistication. (ibid., p.-11)

The problem most common to us teachers Is that we can't
keep real algebra exciting for the studenti. When the

.2,In the reference list, the various chapters of the Case qtudies report
be/fou olnder the listing for Stake and Easley (1978).
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students ask, "How am I going to use this stilff?" our
usual answer in foggy. The only answer is in higher
mathematics." (Denny, 1978, P. 69)

What 12 lacking in the textbook fs applied mathematics.
Even the average text'Itoes into properties. A kid just
dots not have to know 'commutative' and 'distributive'
,to function In the world. (ibid., p. 68)

Hard and boring. That's why I got into math. Trying to
figure out how to make it not boring. I have been
disillusioned% It is a drag. (ibid., p. 106);

Reading-will panic most of our kids in math, even some of
the (best]....If two sentences are given to direct
students in a mathematics problem, not more than two of
thirty can go directly to the work. I don't have time to

, teach statement problems. We spend too much ate on
theory and not enough on statement problems in the.curric-
ulum. So we are losing a chance to develop a child's
reasoning ability. Statement problems are the key.,
(ibid., P. 71)

Statement from a science teacher:

I can see the restilt4 of the new math on all the students
I've had here. As sophomores, they don't know how to do
long division [and] most don't know hOw to figure up per-
centages. It really shocks me...They're lost to science
as far as math is concerned. (Peshkin, 1978, P. 9)

-Statements from elementary school teachers (who, in the United
States; are NOT specialists in teaching mathematics, although they

. cgre the people by whom mathematics is taught--in addition to their
other duties):

Modern mathematics? I dislike it...(The text] shows three
ways when one will do. The brass tacks are learning'addi-
tion and subtraction. That's it. (Denny, 1978-, p: 31)

This book has too much esoteric garbage in it. It is
simply too hard. The geometry is silly [to try and teach]
even for our best third graders: So we all skip it.
(ibid., p. 33)

We are fortunate not to have gone way out for the new
math. We have stuck to the basics throughout it all and'
the results that are coming in show we were right. (ibid.y
p. 33)

To mathematics education specialists, these quotations may
suggest a-weird and Aisquieting combination of knowledge and

1 5 '7
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ignorance, of complacency and concern. This sane impression is
suggested by comments such as the following, the first from a
parent, the second from a itudent:

my kids understand the basic number system much better
than I ever did at their age...They know, for instance,
what multiplication is, rather than just knowing some
tables by heart. In the long run I'm sure this will be
a big advantage to them, especially when they come to
take algebra or calculus. (Walker, 1978, p. 52)

Science and algebra and geometry are just teaching you
to think, even if you don'eunderstand. It imprints in
your mind to use a process, tp think for different
situations that you come scross...Math--I couldn't get
by without it. (Peshkin, 1978, p. 33)

Mathematics classes in U.S. schools emerge from these studie's
as "boring" but "comfortable." Consider these statements from
observers:

In all math classes I visited, the sequence of activi-
ties was the same. First, answers were given for the
previous day's.assignment. The more diffitult problems
were worked by the teacher or a student at the chalk-
board. A brief explanation, sometimes none at all, was
given of the new material, and problems were assigned
for the next day. The remainder of the.class was devoted
to working on the homework while the teacher moved about
the room answering questions. The most noticeable thing
about math classes was the repetition of this routine.
(Welch, 1978, p. 6)

A general comnent about math classes is that they were
dull. Science was perceived as being more f)on...I got
the impression riany students looked forward to science-
but no one seemed to look forwakd to math. (ibid., p. 29)

As FeY/Points out, what goes on in U.S. classrooms has very
little in common with the recommendations of the "new mathematics"
projects, or of the college professors who recomaend "inquiry-based
teaching" or "discovery learning" or. "laboratory,exOloration" or
"individualized instruction." Is if possible that the "experts" are
wrong? Are there realities of classroom life that constrict the
range of feasible approaches? Welchi(1978) reports:

Although it,seemed boring to me, students and teachers.
imemed comfortable with it. Apparently it fulfills
student expectations and provides the students oppor-
tunity for closure. "(p. 6)

5 s
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Fey cites a comment by Hoetker and Ahlbrand (1969):

If(the recitation is a poor
teacher educators long have
been able to deter teachers

pedagogical method, as most
believed,,why have they not
from using it?

Or, is it not possible that the practicing teachers Aie
right and the professors unrealiitic, and the recitation
--for some reason--is the best pedagogical method? Or
the only practicable one for most teachers. (Fey, 1979,
p. 495)

Intellectual history should teach us not to ignore the wisdom
of competent experienced practitioners. But, quite aside from_ ,

practitioner wisdom, there is a question of national needkin
economic and cultural terms, and in terms of the kind of arld
that our teachers live in, and that our young people are taught
CD expect. Is it in fact the case that those who are complacent
are correct? Is it perhaps true that change is not needed? The
overall impact of the studies does not suggest an affirmative
answer. As Fey summarizes the situation:

One could comfortably accept this latter explanation of
predominant teaching styles and conclude that teaching,
as it is now commonly practiced in mathematics classes,
is about as effective as one can reasonably expect.
However, the case studies and the survey produced fre-
quent comments that students find the study of mathe-
matics boring and teachers find motivation of students
ito learn,mathematics one of the most difficult problems
`thej, face. When teachers were asked what aspects of
their jobs they most needed help with, qI
they mentioned learning new teaching Miithodtvand imple-
menting discovery/inquiry approaches, [italics added]
(Fey, 1979, pp. 495-496)

4

There is abundant evidence that all is not well; consider these
statements by teachers:

...I've had a lot of spark taken out of me in the last
two Years. We hear administrators talking about meeting
the needs of students--individualization. But we never
get time off to develop these things or the financial
support...I've talked to them about getting studs*-
teacher relationship. But I find it very,difficult to
stand up and play Johnny Carson every day. The kids
don't want to hear lectures, they want to do things. I

always thought that the main goal of education was teach-
ing kids, now I find out that the main goal is management.
(Mary toe Smith, 1978, p. 9)

There is abundant evidence to show that we are encoureg-
ing superficial learning in some of our [best students).

1 59
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Sure, they do well on the testi. Our iliterials on hand
entourage this. The algebra book, fot instance, is pure
abstraction, the really good memorizer can go right
through and not really have it at all. (Denny, 1978,
,p. 68)

W. need to be working with teachers, not checking on
them..:Education is generally a negative enterprise
toward children, toward teachers. It is a highly
structured reward structure which empHasizes the nega-
tive. Those who get rewarded are those who make the
fewest mistakes.. (Denny, 1978,4s. 8)

There is no way to motivate A certain inmilmer-of kids.
They put forth absolutely no effort. I will not be
held accountable for teaching an unteachable student,
....Why is accountability the teacher's responsibility?
Why is it always my job to-solve every problem a child
manifests in school? I am'not.in charge of the math.
program. So how can I be a&ountable.for it? (ibid.,

P., 8)

Mathematics teachers painted a picture of "going stale,.of
burning out" (Fey, 1979). Louis Smith (1978) describes the condi-
tion as:

A flatness, a lack of vitalAty, a seeming lack of .

interest in the curriculum iby both the'teacher and the
children, a lack of creativity and curricular risk
taking, a negativism toward the children--they're
spoiled, they don't care, they don't try----and some-
times a negativism toward colleagues, administrators,
and college and university training programs (often
decades ago). (p. 84)

What do teachers.think'that mathematics really is? Fey, (1979)
reports:

Several case study observers asked teachers pp explain
what they saw as the big Ideas in mathematics. From
elementary teachers the most common response was that
mathematics is a collectIon of ruled and procedures to
be learned to a level of near mechanical proficiency.
(p. 498)

From students-(unsurprisingly) one gets a similar visit:

...students seem to expect emphasis on facts and memo-
risation'in mathematics, along.wiih the neat closure
that comes froth a discipline with well-deftned
dures and "right" answers.- In one science class a
site visitor suggested to students that they might
find D'Arc4 Thompeon's'book on Growth and FOrm,an
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interesting guide to modeling of scientific observations
by mathematics, Tfie observer commented, hOwever, that
it was clear from the student responses that thud was
net regarded an mathematics. The same narrow conception
of disciplines seems to plague science as well. (Fey,
1979, p. 498)

iqd

How well has R & D been helping teachers And students? Mot very
well at all; according to present evidence. Suydam and Osborne (1977)
reviewed the seemingly relevant R and D literature, and their review
has been summarized succinctly by Fey:

...recent research and expository literature offers little
immediate hope that instructional research will yield new
ideas or convincing support for any existing strategy or
technique. There is no consistent pattern of reedits
favoring recitation, discovery, small group, or indi-
vidualized approaches in mathemacics teaching; there is
no demonstrably superior way to identify the knowledge,
experiences, or personal traits of people who will be
consAstently effective,teschers. (Fey, 1979, p. 496)

When you go to the supermarket, you had better have Along a
thoughtful shopping list, prepared carefully beforehand. It is in
this spirit that, before considering Soviet possibilities, we have
tried to ask: what is it that the (Jnited States needs?

C. The Mayor" of Soviet Work

To put the matter very briefly--leaving the earlier chapters to
speak for themselves on matters of detail--one miglk say that, speak-
ing very generally and broadly, Soviet R and D work shows common
sense in four important reapects, and might be labelled "dyn c"
in four different senses. (It should be pointed got that we se
II

common sense" here as a term of approbation. There ia eno gh
A

general wisdom among mathematicians, teachers, and others w
with mathematics that it is good for things to look effective, appro-!.
priate, and useful.)

1) Soviet R and D tends to appear to mathematicians as sensible
inquiries, dealing with the kinds of things that one cares about.
The mathematical content--proofs and tonstructions in geometry (as
in the work of Artemov, 1975), algebraic proofs (Krutetskii), prob-
lems in visualization (Krutetskii, Zykovi, Zavaliihina and
Vladimirskii, among others), ratio and proportion, creative problem
solving (Talyzina, Menchinskaya, Artemov, Krutekskii, and other-6,2)
appears to mathematicians to make sense; this sort of thins is part
of the genuine content of real mathematics. The kind of thought

2
Sous publications by these authors are includfd on the list of refer-
ences.
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process that is studied is recognizable to a mathematician; this is
in the right ball park in terms of how competent people do think
about mathematics (cf., e.g., Krutatskii, 1976). The kinds of .

questions that arg asked will be of recognizable interest in a
mathematician's view of things.

2) Soviet R4and D in mathematics tends to be sensible in the
eyes of teachers. When, for example, Kalm kova found that Petrová
was an unusually effective tescher,'she setqt to determine what
it was that Petrova was doing that tended to p uce uch good
results. This kind of question is of interest to all serious
teachers, and the kind of answers that Kalmykova reported make
sense to teachers.

3) loviet R and
sensible to the users

D in mathematics education tends to look
of mathematics; it includes an adequate

concern for practical problems at all levels of 'sophistication.

4) TO an outsider, it' would seem that Soviet R and D
sensibly directed towiird the national economic needs of the U1S.S.R.,
Finding themselves short of competent computer seientists, the
Soviets have created special high schools for prospective computer
science specialists--the U.S. did this, years,ago, especially in
New York City (as in the case of the Bronx High School of'Science),
but in recent years this seems to have been neglected.

(There art, of course, some exceptions.. It does seem that the
present school program in the U.S.S.R. is very formal, making too
little contact with "shop mathematics" to meet:the needs of future
machinists and draftsmen; if this is true, it seems likely that
attention will be addressed to this issue before much longer. And
the Soviet shortage of technically veined people seems very per-
sistent, which necessarily raises,questions aboyt how "well-tuned"
-the Soviet educational programs actually are.)

So, in at least these four ways--and one can thirik of others-Th
Soviet work seems for the most part to be "sensible" and "reasonable!'
One never gets the feeling that tfie work is foolish or meaningless.

Soviet work is also dynamic, again in seveftl different meanings
of the word:

0

1) It is dynamic in the sense filet it typically deals with a
student's thought processes, and not merely his or her answets.
Krutetskii, among'others, makes this abundantly'clear; indeed, this
appears to be a persistent theme throughout Soviet R and D Activi-
ties.

2) It is dynamic in its interest in the "tone of proximal
dovelopment"--that is to say, not jumtwtiek is in a child's
repertoire-of reliable knowledge and technique, but also what
the child is ready to move on to, .to master, to carry out with

. .
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'

a minimum of prompts and help from adUifs< Titm4ny 4mericans, as
well as Russians, this is often tha*triutilt 4e i* IRtudent tbat is
of the greatest relevance. For .0.0ideut-Veginding calculus, we
care'espesially that' the tudent.ia i0,a position to_be able to -

learn calculus effectively. This ta NOT the seine .thing as the
statement that the student possessei.4erWaps In whet Whitehead
might call our "inert" form--previqus-knoWledgi of.say, the half-'
angle formulas in trigonometry. Mahy mathematics courses list as
their prerequisite "adequate mathemitical matUrity," and this may
well be a Correct statement of the truel3refequillite. One can
know the half-angle formulas, yet still:titek "adequate mathematical
maturity" to undertake the study of calcultis and vice veroa, many
students who do possess "adequate mathematfbe maturity" for begin-
ning the study of calculus do not know the HIrlf-Jangle formulas- (but,'
of course, if in fact they do possess "adequate mathematical maturity","
they can easily learn these formulas). 113.tatic listiqg of some of
the more obvious items that sit on the shONes oLa 'student's intel-
lectual warehouse is not equivalent to an examingtion into what the
student can /earn and what the student can'Ao.. 'It is this latter
question which is more important.

3) Soviet studies are often dynamic ill the.aense.that-they,
follow' the same students for as long as fouryeare,:,thus dealing
with the kind of significant growth which isof-the greaterpt

.

interest for serious educational programs. Oere,,,t000neicould
cite remarks of Alfred North Whitehead.Y, ,,,,,)/ '

^

4) Soviet R and D work is also dynamic in;the'aense ehat it
sees education as an urging forward of the child's intellectual
growth, a deliberate effort to move the child up to higher levels

*of functioning. It.is in this sense that 9oviets-tend to sound'
hostile to Pfaget: they find too much in the Piagetian school that
seems passive .to Russian eyes, resigned to an inevitable pace of
developmentaligrowth, with neither the responsibility',,nor.the,
desire, nor tile possibility of moving the child.forward by' de1iber-
ate teaching acts. (Piaget is probably not personally guilty,of'
such passive resignation, and his own childhood Nattily ,dispIayed
it, but it is an undeniable truth that many self-proCIAimed e
"Piagetians" do hold such views.) v

The'view that more ambitious school programs are futile is :

widely 'held by American teachers. .Consider, for e4ample..,' the
,following remarks by U.S. teachers:

No algebra should be taught in junior high. Fortunately,
nature,is on my side and very little algebra can be
taught in junior high. (Denny, 1979, p. 102)

I wish they werw.almost taught no theory down there.'-
Back to basics. That means delaying teachinirof theory.
(ibid., p. 102)

11

Those are views the Soviets would disagree with.
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.The issue of teaching more mathematics to children is one that
deserves special attention. Krutetskii, Zankov, and Davydo.v,(cf.,
.g., bavydov, 1975) all'repost, from Russian experiehce, that
Children can, indeed,'learn cènsiderably more mathematics than,the
traditional curriculum attempteto'tesch--although special.methods
of teaching may be required,to achieve such goals. Those Soviet
repotts appear to'match very closely a large number of U.$; studiei
that have come to the same conclusion, including work by Johntz,
Kaufman, Page and.the present author. Given the consistbhcy of
this finding, and the reluctance of U.S.-teachers to belielre
and to act on it, this would seem to be an area where the careful
comtining of U.S. and Soviet experience could help to resolve What,
at.present, is something between a mystery and a dilemma.

D. Some Specific ArSao forSoviet-U.S. Cooperation and
Communication

1) We -Have just seen one such ares-7can children learn more
mathematics, and, if so, why Are schools and teachers so reluctant
to attempt it?

What' other areas of potential cooperation come strongly to mind?

. 2) One, surely, ts the study of the prdcess of:mathematical
thought, and in particular the process.of solving math9,matic4I prob-
lems. This has been a matter of concern for decades, if not
centuries. One relatively early study,.by, Bloom and Broder (1950),
describes the need as it was seen by those authors at that tiMe:

alb

Mental processes represent ,a very difficult And .complex
subject for study. To a large extent, we have been
limited in this,studyl)y the wide-spread emphasis on overt
behaidor as the major acceptable type of_evidenCe On the
workings of the mind. Much of psychological research
.attempts to infer from the observed behavior of the indi-
vidual wtat the mental processes must have been. This
attempt to mite an objective science of psychology not
only limits t e.kinda of data acceptable 'to the.psycho-
logisit but must necesqarily make for many inaccuracies
in his inferences about the nature of the.mental processel.

.

ihe handicap placed on the viork.Of the psychologist byithe
type of data he regards aeruseful and scientific is well
demonstrated in the field of indiiidual difference0: Much
of the mprk in fhis field is based on the use of vaTious
types of tests. In these tests the subject is presented
with questions which he is to envier and problems which
ha is to solve. 'After some mental effort, thi subject do

ubmits his answers or soluctions for%appreisal by the
teeter. Waddition, the tester saY secure observations
of the behavior of the subject while taking,the test.
From those data the taster will atteipt to draw

41,
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, conclusions about the menial characteristics of.the
ject. What 'is missing is information on. the process by.
which the problems are solved. The methods of attack,
etvii steps'in the thinking process; the kinds of,consid-
eiiitions used to make one choice -rather than another, and
the feelings and attitudes of.the subjett are neglected
tor given very little attention. The products pf thought
--the'answers to the questions or.the solutions to the
problems--plus the observations may' give the tester a
fleeting glimpse into the coMplex processes of thought.
involved, but usually this is incomplete and, almost of
necessity,_inaccurate.

If it were established that the evidence on overt behavior
or the products_ of thought had a tlear-cut and definite
relationship to the mental processes which produced them,
the psychologist would appear to have ample justification
for limiting his data to such objective and easily,
observed phenomena. However, even .theinost simple
exploratory studies on responses to test questioni reveal
that the'same solution or procluct of thought may be
arrived at by distinctly different processes of thought.
(pp. 1-2)

The educator, as well as the psychOlogist, assumes a
correspondence between,mentfal products and processes.
He usually assumes that the.ipdividual who has the
largest number Of correct responses on'the _final examin-
.ation is the individual With the best or more desirable
,quality of mentarpiocesses. Even in'classrooni discus-
sions, the teacher is generally more concerned about the
accuracy of responses than about theimethods.by which the
student arrived at his responses. or,solutions. In large
part, this preoccupation with accuracy of rekponses is a
.consequence of the difficulties of getting inforMation
about'the processes of thought, thelimitans of.time,
the.large si;e of classes, and the'pressurel.,.r covekage
of.subject matter. In spite of this emphasid on.the
products of thought, educatOrs usually agree that good
habits (or processes) of.thought'are the important and

.significant outcomes of education. AlSo, Oleg would '
probably agree that the particular solutions or answers
given to schoolroom problems are of little:consequence
except lAsofar as they_serve to indicate the.quality of
the student's thinking. (p. 3)

Bloom and Broder were clearly covrect. But at that time-19507-
in'the United States, the kind of "process" study which t#ey proposed
(and carried out) was consideredunthinkable if nor unmentionable.
It wasn't 'objective," it didn't use statistics, It could.not be of

.

real value.
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Some Americans, of course, persevered in purnuing independent
lines of research (cf., e.g., the work of Easley, Erlwanger, and
Ginsburg), but for severafdecades this line of'attack was almost
completely ignored. In part, there were almost no journals that
would publish typical results, and probably none at all that could
reach appropriate audiences. Somehow, in Switzerland, Piaget fared
better. In the Soviet Union, the general method of Bloom and Broder
has been perhaps the most trusted (and most often used) method of
research.

The value of Comparing U.S.-and Soviet work in this area is
entirely'clear.* Kilpatrick, Steffe, Wirszup, and-others have
already taken sizeableand valuablesteps in 'this direction. But ,

the end is nowhere in sight. Much more use of "interview methods"
or "process studies' is called for.

3) However, as Herbert Simon has pointed out, these very
valuable "naturalistic" observations must be related t, an appro-

,

priatil. theoretical "rhetoric" (or set o conceptualizations), so
as f9 provide for deeper levels of analffaia.

Fortunately,-considerable progress is being made.in developing
such conceptualizations, especially (within the U.S.) in the work of
Papert, Minsky, Michie, Brown, Simon, Matz, Rissland, Winston,
Abelson, Bobrow, Winograd, Larkin, Freiling, McDermott, Rieger,
Schenk, Norman and Rumelhart, Charniak, Goldstein, Sussman, and
others.3 A very useful.reference on this work is Boden (1977); see
also Davis and McKnight (1979) and Davis, Jockusch,. and McKnight
(1978). While this work is arising in many different contexts--
computer interpretation of pictures, robotics, computer advice to
physicians on medical diagnoses, and language comprehension, for
example--it is coming to 1:le recognized as a unified field of study,'
usually either under the name of "artificial intelligence" or
"cognitive science." Its specific application to the analysis of
ntathematical thought and to mathematical problem solving is being
carried out by Matz Brown, Simon, Papert, and others.

The chapters by Rachltn and Kantowski report on some similar
work in'the Soviet Union, and Michie has prepared a volume (pre-
sently in press) that deals extensiv4y with artificial intelli-
gence work in the U.S.S.R. Soviet success in programming computers
toi play expert chess provides evidence of the high quality of Soviet
work in artificial intelligehce (cf. Levy, 1976, on KAISSA,-a
Soviet chess-Waying computer program).

4) Soviet work on the neurological basis of learning difficul-
ties is of outstanding merit. Specific application of such methods
to learning difficplties in mathematics is being carried out in the

- U.S. by Denckla (1979) and Davidson (1979). Theie already seems to

3Publications by some of these authors are cited on the list of
references.

a
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be effective communication'between the U.S. and the U.S.S.E. on
research of this typebut perhall's less-than-satisfactory communi-
cation between researchers in this area and the general world of
mathematics education. In this case it appears that barriers
between disciplines are more serious obstacles than national
borders and language differences are.

;

N. Currictawn Tmprovement

In the United States, beginning around 1957, there was a
sizeable effort to improve school curricula in mathematics-and,
science. The _size of this prograth gtew, until by 1968 it had
reached the level of 20 million dollars per year (Fey, 1979, p.
493). According to Fey%, summary of the three large surveys:
"(The) survey data:indicate that prior to 1976-77 about 30 percent

- of the sampled districits had used one or more of the federally
sponsored innovative Zurricull'in matheTatics, but only 9 percent
were_still using those materiats in 1976-77" (data 'from Weiss,
-1978):

Beyond any doubt, there=is little impact of the "new math"
curricula still visible tn U.S. schools today. Fey presents the
following table:

cJ

TABLE 1
*-

Course Enrollments in Secortdary Mathematics for 1972-73
and1976-77(in. Thousands) .

1972-73* 1976L77**

General Mathematics 9-12 ... 2417 . 2563
Business Mathematics 9-12 3%2 609
Elementary Algebra. . 20.52 2825

fAdvanced Algebra
`1!-

-1808 - 1317
-

Geometry. 1506 . 1900
Trigonometry c 171 460
Probability/Statisti:Cs 25 39
Computer Mathematics $ 63 113
hivanced Senior Mathematics 259 223w

Calculus . 55. 105

*Source;' Osterndorf, 1915
**Source: Weiss, 1978

This table has a number of interesting feAtures, of which wis call
attention to just a few. ;
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7

Enrollment in business mathematics is up substantially.
No NSF or other educational program has been active in
this area. Fey attributes the
to the increase in interest in
tially to the increaped desire
skills.

increase at least partially'
consumer affairs, and par-
to acquire job-relevant

The substantial increase in elementary algebra may be due
to the increase in curricula that take two years to cover
one year's work in order to accommodate less able (or less
motivated) students; as a result, some.students are in
effect counted twice in computing "enrollment in elementary
algebra." (Of course, a larger number of less-able
students may actually be enrolled, in Addition to the
"double counting.")

The respectable increase invcalculus enrollments might
be cited as further (small) evidence that students can,
indeed, learn More mathematics than most schools teach.

The small enrollments for statistics are interesting,
since considerable emphasis was placed on statistics by
some of the "new math" projects (though extensive teach-
ing of statistics was ignored or opposed by some other
Ifnew math" projects).

The notable increase in computer mathematics speaka
volumes: once again, technology has a larger impat
than.rhetorio, logic, or i)ersuasion.

> Nob9dy seemsrable to exOlain the very large increase in
trigonometry enrollments (but with further data the
mystery might be dispelled: for example, to what 1
extent is it due to women realizing the importancei of
studying more mathematics?).

A number Of worthwhile innovative curriculum improvements were
developed in the United States. Their impact has been somewhere
between slight and insignificant. Not only has this phfnomenon
not been explained, it has notreally.been studied, although the
three studies summarized by Fey have made.an important beginning.

Anyone familiar with the Madison Project in the United States
must be struck by similarities between it and the Soviet curriculum
revision effort described in Zankov'sj)buchenie i Raxvitie (Eksperi-
mental' No-pedagogicheskoe Iss4Ardovanie) (1975), Sbridged and trans-
lated into English under the title Teroking cold Dovelopnent.

1) TO begin with, the Madison Project started with trial teach-
in; in a few claseroome; the teaching was done by iho curriculum
developers themselves. tridered,.:tfie leisons were, in a sense,
developed "right in the classroom with the students," primarily in
Weston, Connecticdt. Essentially the same approach was-ueed in the

,

V.
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r
Zankov study, at School No. 172 in Moscow, wi,th N. V. Kuzneteova
as teacher. ("It would have been a mistake," Zankov writes, "to
organize the experiment in a large number of classes at the same
time. It was very important that,,in the first stage..., each
segment of the teaching process be thought out beforehand and later
analyzed." The Madison Project view was identical. But perhaps
especially significant is the fact that, even in English, one can
read more about Zankov's program than about the Madison Project
program.)

2) Trials were gradually extended, over a period of several
years, to provide experience with more diverse student populations,
and (more importantly) to allow for the training of a few more
teachers who could become experienced with the new methods and
materials. In Zankov's "second stage," in 1961, nine teachers were
involved: S. M. Budy e va, K. D. Vasireva, L. S. Vinogradová, S. P .
Mescheriakova, Z. E. Mitoropol'skaia, T. I. Orlova, Z. A, Snopkova,
A. I. Sharapova, and M. M. Kosheleva. (Notice in what detail we
can read about this Soviet "new curriculum" project!)

3) In subsequent expansion of the Madison Project program to
more schools and more classes, the original teachers,.by now quite
experienced, formed "leadership cadres." They, and not books, were
the main repository of the Project curriculum. As they trained more
teachers, the "leadership cadres" expanded, ultimately numbering
thousands of teachers, and extending from Connecticut to California.
Various reports indicate that Soviet expansion also relled heavily.
upon experienced teachers.

4) The second major repository of the Madison Project program
was a set of films, showing actual (and typical) classroom lessons,
that could be analyzed and imitated by teachers who wished to learn
the program. Zankov also used direct recording in several forms,
including audio-tape recording and photography. ("We tried,"
Zadkov writes, "to use photography tek.th4 byoadest and.fullest
extent possible. Since photographs were taken by laboratory
personnel, the camera lens capzred the true life of the Pupils,
in all its naturalness and lac of constraint. Deliberate posing
for the camera wae.excluded.". Every word of that could have been
written by Madison Project personnel, as well.)

5) In the United States, typical practice assigns teachers.a
relatively stereotyped role--for exaMpl, man, textbooks are arranged
so that whenever the book is opened, the two facing pages present
ardday.one lesson, never more, never less--but U.S.: practice does
not monitor how teachers deal with that vnle.

The Madison Project reverse4 this: the basic role, assigned to
teachers was a flexible one, Oftgn requiringi'diagnoels of individual
student needs, and improvised pTnning.in thekclassroos4 but th
Project,attempted op-provide quite detailed mida9c4 ohatOhfW

.

itrole could be handled. In this, thl,Pinliprrobabli'stqad tOmewhqire

40..

,erl
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between typical U.S. ptactice and typical Sovietspractice (cf.,
e.g., the chapter by Romberg).

6) Both Zankov and the Madison Project extended grade levels
upward quite gradually. Each project needed ettidonts who had
completed the new curriculum for grade.N before it was possible
to create the curriculum for grade N + 1.

7) Related to that, both Zankov and the Madison Project conducted
their basic R and D work by following the same students for four or
five years, since both programs were concerned primarily with rela-
tively long-term effects on students.

8) Both Zankov and the Madison Project report, on good evi-
dence, that students Otare Ole to learn substantially more mathematics
than had previously been thought possible (or \had been attempted).

9) Indeed, eyen the mathematical content of the Madison Project
curriculum resembles the present (1979) Soviet curriculum in many
particulars.

10) Zankov reports that, as the implementation of his program
matured, he found himself. becoming more interested in the problems
of implementation within the eatablished social structure (and con-
straints) of the schools, and in the influence of home family life
on students. Both statements are true also'for the Madison Project
(cf.,-e.g...Davis and Douglas, 1976).

F. Obstacles to Curriculum improvement

The problem of helping a student--or a class--to learn mathe-
matics is, at least in general, a problem that can be solved, and
has been, repeatedly. There is good evaluative data on the effec-
tiveness of student learning (cf., e.g., Dilwortb, 1973). The
alleged "failure" of the "new mathematics"--inCsofar as student
performance is concernedis a myth. The.best of the "new math".
kograms, when implemented faithfully, produced improvements both
in student computational skill and also, in student Conceptual under-,
standing (cf. Dilworth, 1973).

-

The prOlon of teacher education wae, also solved--at least in
the sense that generally competent teachers who wanted to master the
new programs, and who attended teacher education programs designed
for this specific purpose, were in most cases able to use the new
saterials,effectively (again, cf. Dilworth, 1973). Hence, at least
in this existence theorem sense, two fundamental problems were
solved: (1) creating curricula to improve studnt learning and (2)
teaching teachers to use these curricula.

The problems which wpre NOT solved, and stili have not been, in
the U.S. (and presumably not'in the U.S.S.R.), are the two problems
Zankov refers to: ,
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> How can one carry out An effective implementation of
a new curriculum, within ihe constraints and confines
of an on-going school program?

> How can one understand, and deal with, the very great
effect that home environment and neighborhood peer
influences have on student self-concept, aspirationa,
habits, and--ultimately--performance?

The Educational Establishment and ihe Professional Teacher

1. Ass tions

The difficulties Qf implementing new curricula represent ill major
problem. To leave the problem unsolved is to concede defeat, ,to allow
the curricula to become increasingly ineffectivp and increasingly
obsolete, increasingly unresponsive to the economic needs of society
and to the personal needs of individuals. But solving the.problem
depends upon many things, aimong them the expectations we have for
school syrtems, for universities, and 1or the role of individual
teachers.

Here, clearly, different expectations are Possible.. .4Different
'expectations already exist, as Romberg points out, between U.S. and
Soviet practice. But even more.alternatives can be imagined, as
Romberg again poia4 out.

My personal preference is to look toward genuinely prof.essonal
teachers, with an expanded role, an improved education, and a better
work situation. Let me spAl this out briefly, drawing on my
personal experience:

Imagine a school where at least some of the teachers are part-
time teachers. (This is not novel: we expect something of the sort
from every major university, where a combination of scholarship,
research, consulting, and teaching is the normal order of things'.)

Imagine, perhaps, that it is a small school (size is a whole
story in itself), with one or two senior mathematics teachers,
assisted by several younger junior colleagues.

,

This organizatioh matches my personal experience and my own
personal needs. AA a young teacher (at M.I.T.), I was expected to
teach prescribed curriculum; even the preciee. , list of homework
problems to assign each day was prescribed. In this 'ens*, it was

;
a vary RUssian system. But, as a novice, I probibly ound this
reassuring and helpful.- TOday, as a mature teacher with over-30
years experience, I would find this too confining. Such extern51
specification would deny me.the right to use my own professional
judgment, carefully developed by 30 years of studying, teaching,
and experimenting.

1 71
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Today I am inclined to say: I am a true professiodal, and I
want to be treated as such. (Foitunately, I am. Today/1 can design
the mathematics curriculum for my classes, and even to/a consider-
able xtent for my school, a high schoolsthat is officlally a
laboratory school.) 4 division of a small mathematice department
into junior and stnior staff, with curriculum design the preroga- '

tive of the senior staff (which is the.arrangement in our laboratory
school), is one possible arrangement.

Whatever assumptions you make about the naturtl of schools and
the role of teachets, you muet make some. Using your assumptions,
consider some of the aspects of the implementation of new curricula,
such as the following.

2. Teacher Attitudee

Teacher attitudes vary tonsiderably, as anyone who,has worked in
implementation programs can testify. There are teachers who have
independently arrived at programs very similar to the specific inno-
vatipn in question, and Who are delighted to find themselves suddenly
in fashion. There are teachers who recognize many of the short-
comings of existing curricula, and who hunger for something new.
And there are teachers who doubt the value of the innovation, or who
believe that it challenges some of theii cherished beliefs, or who
just plain don't like it, Consider these statements from teachers,
gathered by the surveys:

I still think America came farther and faster than-any
nation in history under the old method of teaching, where
we had some discipline in the classnaom, we did some drill
because it was what teachers deemed was necessary, we
didn't have to try to justify all that we did. (Steffensen,
1978, pp. 33-34)

(Amodg several themes that,I, personally, hear in this single state-
mentris a plea from a serious ptofessional teacher to be allowed to
make some independent decisions, to be accepted as a qualified
profesdional.)

I am using the rote method pretty much because they have'
found out that with a three-level you can spend all hour
trying to get them to Understand (and they can't).. (Denny,
1978, p. 47)

I dislike our bOok, not enough drill, it's modern4math..
We adopted a new book...it has more drill, more basics
and I'll like it. (ibid., p. 11)

The study of mathematics takes 1e4els of maturity.. You
have to take ste0 one before you can take step two. There
is a definite.hierarchy of material. You canit hope to
creative until you've masteredtha basic program 9f
studies. (MarY Le. Smith, 197, p. 104)

172
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I am a very traditional teacher. I use chalkboartd, a
textbook, and handouts. (Denny, 1978, p. 104)

Fey (1979) summarizes the attitudes of many teachers: "The
current mood, as reflected in the NSF studies, in a search for

, stability, choosing from among topics and techniques with which
teachers have long experience and comfortable familiarity" 500).

Again, when I match this against my personal experience--not as
.a curriculum innovator, but as a teacher--1 feel a considerable
responsibility for my etudents, and I am reluetant to undertake 'any.-
thing that might proveiharmful to them (including anything that
might fail because I did not know how to make it work).

But one should bear in mind those teachers who have enthusias-
tically embraced the new curricula. Even thousands, among the more
than a million U.S. teachers, don't figure prominently in random
samples, but-tsince they were the teachers who sought out the inno-
vative projects--rhey loomed very large in the experience of the
yarioue curriculum innovation projects. ,

3. Institutional Constraints

We menflion only two, but there are many. A common experience
of curriculum ptojects has been to find a (say) third-grade teacher
who learned the project's materials, and used them well, only to
pass on the students the following year to a fourth-grade teacher
who."didn't believe in these new-fangled programs" and who refused
to follow up on the new curriculum strands.' In the U.S., this
usually turned out to be an unsolvable problem. Strong curricula
tend to require continuity, and continuity (in new programs) is hard
to provide.

Where-new curricula required new..materials, such as MAB blocks
or Cuisenaire rods, school orderipg procedures usually implied a
delay of at least one year before the materials could be available.
And by then the teacher who wanted the material had frequenthv left
that school, and the replacement teacher did not want the materials,
nor know howto use them; the materials stayed in the closet.

4. the Professional Teacher

The autonomous"professional teacher is not, in my view, an
impossible myth.''Consider these excerpts'from statements by
teachers:

4

The NSF institutes that I attended were well worth,e/l the'
Money. I'm sure that if I had not pttended, these nsti-
tutes,I would not have been able to do-as good IL job as f.--
have done...A college graduate with a dsgree WmathpmatAcsT:
is not really prepared to teach high icboo4., 41103t4Wt-.''

'
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teach you-how to deal with kids and you also don't get
much of a chance to get your head together with respect
to math instruction. All math teichers should be encour-
aged to take an NSF institute at least every tfiree.to
five years. (Serrano, 1978, p. 30)

can teach them to think logically about real problems
in thoir,lives today. (Denny, 1978,,p. 111)

MatheMatics can teach the stkIdent how to think logically
and that process tan cArry over_to Anything. To be able
to start with a-set of facts and reason through to a con-
clurinn is a powerful skill to have. (ibid., p. 112)'

Nearly all observers recognize the decisive role of teachers in
our educational system: . e

Any observer cannot fail terbe impressed-by the fact that
the resourdes tied up in teaching here are almost entirely
human resources. (Walker, 1)78, p. 23)

When Louis Smith tried to elicit gentralizationsabout education, he
found that

administrators, board members,, teachers, pupils always
ended up talking about indtvidnal teachers: (Louis Smith,
1978, p. 112)

And teachers very often are yesponsible professionals: Mary
Lee Smith.(1978).noted that one finds some teachers who have "kept
open a window on the larger v/orld-of ideas" (p. 18). Robert Stake
concluded that teachers

saw themselves in a serious not very texciting business;
the business of ,educatien. They saw themselves as pretty
good busineasmen, wishing that times would change for the
better, but confident that they could deliverion,their
promises and pretty well satisfied that there is" not'
really a better way to ruh the shop. (Welch, 1978, p. 2 )

5. Teaching As An Art
( T

The United States has not been generally aucceseuldmi studying
and promoting the art of teaching. Yet in large part teaching 1:8 an,
art, and should be studied and perfected as an art. Fey) (1179)

comments:
..

One very ?undamental factor in the lives,pf iteafchers that
seems Co lead to their loss ofAightlfAosm.and.spitit Of, ,

innovatiOn is the ieolation orseakibetr's work in the
'classioom. jn one sense this roll so the solo adult in

sse of rung people offers tremendous "freoderm alnotU%

a,
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impressive responsibility. But on the other hand, it
induces the separatlon of the world in sihool and the'
world outside of school that is seen by no meny teschers1
and students to be a serious problem in education today.'
(R. 499)

-

To bring teachers into direct contact trith the development of
teaching as an art could be extremely valuable. tonsitiently,
Kalmykova's study of the art of teaching as precticed by Petrova
is a kind of R and D activity to which the U.S. should pay heed.

6. Rewards and Mbtivation for Teachers

A teacher's professional conscience can be a powerful motivstin
force. As far as improving the curricula is concerned, there is
usually no other.

Teacheis tend to resist those things that make their job
more difficult and are attracted to those things that
make it easier or more effective. Resi,stance to innova-
tion, appeal of teaching bright students, need for dis-
cipline, desire for smaller classes, resistance to :

administrative requests for'personal goals are all
explained by considering teaching in this light. (Welch,

' 1978, P. 13)

Presumably there are parallels with Soviet experience.

7. Linear Constraints

Can you change the curriculum in grade N without regard to the
expectations in grade N+1?- In many cases the answer is: no! Fey
(1979) comments:

A second,.more subtle, factor inhibiting change.is the
reported prevalence at all levels of schooling of a
.rfuture orientation." Teachers.feel. a heavy respoilsi-
,bility to get itudents prepared for.the next mathematics
course. (p. 502)

8. Summary: Surricutten Improvement

It seems clear that curritulum improvement-is a ,conotinuing and
important need 'iq education ta,theAnieed'Statei. :It claarly is,
also, in iherSoviet.linion,-Ohere reports indicate verioui ehOrtagee
of adequately trained personnel. The.problam, in' the ,U4S4.4 La `far
from solved, is Fey's ex,cellent report 04.as
is led'to assume thaCit eust,lopt be iruly.sqprest tar the-U.S.8sR:

. ,
."

.

Miro, thsn; ...51 n prObiam ihcit both blir4thle
to' work on togeOtar.l' ettatraa.i:Pity 0 f tiita far.;is mo#t.

0
-P

,t
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striking! So, boo (as Romberg's chwter makes clear), are the
differences in underlying assumptions.

Researchiand development workers in both nations aro finding their
interests turning, out of necessity, to the two "corollary" questions:

NOw:Opes one implement a curriculum innovation in mathe-
matics?

> How does one learn more aboutI and cope better with, the
influences of home environments and neighborhood peer
groups?

For both of these questions, the differences betwmen Soviet and U.S.
assumptions are very great indeed! .But that is precisely one reason
why cooperation in studying the pnablema can be beneficial.

R. Forums for Serious Discussions

In 1969, when Kilpatrick, Begle, Wirszup, Wilson, and their
colleagues began the publishing, in English, of selected Soviet R
and D reports, they made an important contribution to fmproved
communication among researchers. Their work, fortunately; has
continued, and should continue for the foreseeable future.

the matter should, however,go further. This Is one-part--
though an important one--of a more-general problem. Prior to 1969
there had been no satisfactory forum for the discussion of interview
studies and process researCk: the prevalence of this approach within
Soviet reSearch was an eye-opener for many Americans. It helped to
usher in a new era of U.S. fesearch, as the perusal of recent N5F-
.and NIE-funded research projects makes clear. But how does the need
for communication stand.today? For brevity, we lump together seven
communication needs:

4

a) The need for communication about interview and process
of thought studies

\b) The need for communication about theoretical concep-
tualizations for the details of human information

s

\ processing, especially as applied to mathematical
thought

e mita for,sharing filmed, viAlo-taped, and audio-
d records a mathematical behavior

V.

J

,The need for forums for the discusiion of the philosophy
vY" X and D work in nathesatics education

its.,nated for communicatimooross-national border*.(a0,
in.the present case, bet*een the U.S. and the U.S.S.14)

.

.r.
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f) The need for R and D discussions that include teachers

g) The need for broad and serious discussions of cuiricula4
at every level from fine detail to broad outline and
general goals ti4

It would be quite beyond the scope of this paper to propose'a'
solution to the over-all communication gap, but it is important 0,
put U.S.-U.S.S.R. communication into the proper context. In 1909
the action of Kilpatrick, Begle, Wirszup, and Wilson was an ice-

*.
breaker: the communication gap was otherwise almost complete.
In the decade since then, two relevantAiournals have appeared,
Cognitive' Science and The Journal of Children's Vhematical
Behavior. In addition, two face-to-face forwms were created to
allow researchers to speak directly with ono another: invitational
sessions at the University of Pittsburgh and meetings df the Inter-
national Croup for the Psychology of Mathematics Education. Still
further, special sessions at AERA meetings are coming to provide an
important fo'rum for discussions of research in the applications of
artificial intelligencesconceptualizations to the analysis of mathe-
*matical thought processes.

..)

Beyond this, publications by,research groups themselves have
played an imporfant role--for example, A.I. Memos from the Stanford
University Computer Science Department and Technical Reports from
the M.I.T. iiirtificial Intelligence Laboratory.

The communication situation might be summarized as follows:
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Clearly, there ars important communication gaps that still-exist.
In particular, major questions of curricUlum choices have hover been
adequately discussed, and at presnt there is no clearly appropriate
forum. The best answers may come from the National Council of
Teachers of Mathedatics. For more general involvement., one can .

im4gine effective televiaLon discussipti--the BBC has achieved this
for various similar issues--but (despite,atSempts by Craig-F1sher
and others), effective television discussions of such matters seem
not to exist in the,U:S. Broadening the communication'problem to1
include the need to cbmmunicate between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R.
can make the probtem easier to solve4 in part because Soviet alter7
natives can open up new and interesting possibilities.

11A

I. Final Summary

We haye adequate reason to.study Soviet R and D work in matheT-
matics education,-in at least the areas mentioird in these chapters
and probably others. Both the differences,and tAe similarities can
be.of value. In developing programs of communication and coopera-
tion, it is important to keep in mind the major problems that need
to be solved in order to achieve more effective learning of mathe-
matics, and to improve the lot of students, of teachers, and of
graduates.

.*

A

,
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